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LONG TERM PLAN SUBMISSION / COMMUNITY FACILITIES
THE KAIKOURA EARTHQUAKE DAMAGED KAIKOURA’S SPORTING AND ART AND
CULTURAL FACILITIES - ESPLANADE LIONS SWIMMING POOL AND THE KAIKOURA
COMMUNITY THEATRE INC. THE MAYFAIR. AFTER CONSIDERABLE COMMUNITY
DISCUSSION AND CONSULTATION THE BOARD OF THE KAIKOURA COMMUNITY THEATRE
COMMITTED TO A COMPLETE REBUILD FUNDED BY THE KAIKOURA COMMUNITY,
NATIONAL FUNDERS ( LOTTERIES , RATA, SOUTHERN TRUST, EARTHQUAKE FUNDERS.) AT
THIS STAGE NO KAIKOURA COUNCIL COMMITTMENT
TO PROGRESS THE AQUATIC CENTRE PROJECT A KAIKOURA COMMUNITY TRUST INC WAS
FORMED . COMMUNITY FUNDRAISING NATIONAL FUNDERS HAVE BEEN USED TO FINANCE
THE PROJECT. THE KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL UNDER A MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING COMMITTED TO SUPPORTING THE TRUST TO BUILD A NEW INDOOR
POOL IN THE FOLLOWING WAYS.
•
•
•

CONTRIBUTING UP TO A TOTAL OF $1,000,000 FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE
POOL
CONTRIBUTING UP TO $70,000 PER ANNUM FOR OPERATING COSTS ONCE
OPERATIONAL
PARTNERING WITH AND SUPPORTING THE TRUST THROUGHOUT THIS PROCESS

THE KAIKOURA COMMUNITY NOW HAVE A PURPOSE BUILT, MULTI PURPOSE VENUE FOR
THE ARTS AND CULTURE AND IN THE SPRING OF 2021 WILL HAVE A PURPOSE BUILT
SPORTS FACILITY THE AQUATIC POOL CENTRE
IT IS DISTURBING TO READ IN THE LONG TERM PLAN / COMMUNITY FACILITIES/ OTHER
COMMUNITY FACILITIES ; THAT THERE IS NOT A MENTION OF THE KAIKOURA COMMUNITY
THEATRE INC. THE MAYFAIR IS A PRIME ARTS AND CULTURE COMMUNITY FACILITY IN
KAIKOURA
UNDER THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2002. ONE OF THE PURPOSES OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT IS TO PROMOTE THE SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL
WELLBEING
CULTURAL WELL-BEING IS THE VITALITY THAT COMMUNITIES ENJOY THROUGH:
•
•

PARTICIPATION IN RECREATION, CREATIVE AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ; AND
THE FREEDOM TO RETAIN INTERPRET AND EXPRESS THEIR ARTS , HISTORY ,
HERITAGE AND TRADITIONS

AT ITS CORE, CULTURAL WELL-BEING IS ABOUT ACTIVITIES AND INITIATIVES SUCH AS:
•
•

SUPPORT FOR ARTS AND CULTURAL EXPRESSION
PROTECTING CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS WITH OUR NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
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•
•
•
•

THE PROVISION OF LIBRARY AND ARCHIVAL SERVICES
CELEBRATING THE DIVERSITY WITHIN COMMUNITIES
THE PROVISION AND MAINTENANCE OF SPORTS AND REREATIONAL FACILITIES AND
EVENTS AND
CONSERVING HERITAGE BUILDINGS AS MUCH AS URBAN SPACE AND RURAL
LANDSCAPES

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS SURELY HAVE A LEGAL RESPONSIBILITY UNDER THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT 2002 TO SUPPORT THESE COMMUNITY FACILITIES
LIKE ALL NEW VENTURES THERE ARE STARTING OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTIES AND REQUIRE
ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL SUPPORT.
MY SUBMISSION REQUESTS THE LONG TERM PLAN BE AMENDED TO ALLOW PROVISION OF
UP TO $50,000 PER ANNUM SUPPORT FOR THE KAIKOURA COMMUNITY THEATRE FOR
OPERATIONAL COSTS. AS HAS BEEN DONE WITH THE AQUATIC CENTRE A MEMORANDUM
OF UNDERSTANDING COULD BE USED TO FORMALISE THE SUPPORT.
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THE CONSTITUTION OF THE KAIKOURA COMMUNITY THEATRE
ALLOWS FOR A MEMBER OF THE KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL AND THE TE RUNANGA O
KAIKOURA TO BE REPRESENTED ON THE BOARD
THIS SUPPORT WOULD GIVE THE KAIKOURA COMMUNITY THEATRE A LEVEL OF KAIKOURA
DISTRICT COUNCIL COMMITTMENT
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Susie Baker B.A (hons)
Fine Art Photography
147 Beach Road
Kaikoura
Tel: 02102432730

3rd June 2021,
Proposal from local artist Susie Baker to the; Kaikōura Council ‘Long Term Plan’, regarding ‘The Mayfair Arts and
Culture Centre’.
The Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre is quickly becoming the hub of the arts in Kaikōura, and I wish to submit a
proposal to the Kaikōura Council for financial support to be allocated annually to the Mayfair Arts and Culture
Centre, as part of its ‘Long Term Plan’.
The Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre – Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura, is the first building in Kaikōura to be dedicated
to the arts. It is not only a wonderful opportunity for artists, but for the whole of our community. The Mayfair is a
place where we can be inspired, educated, and have fun! All of this leads to positive growth and wellbeing of the
people in our town. The exhibitions, performances, conferences, and film festivals that the Mayfair can now
facilitate will bring visitors & artists from all over New Zealand. Kaikōura is an isolated community, many people
not able to find the time to drive several hours to have a cultural experience. People of all ages can now
experience a variety of arts on their doorstep. As well as opening up the creative world to our community the
Mayfair also provides new education, training, and work opportunities. Employment opportunities and future
training could range from sound and lighting to gallery and event management, providing a wide base of work
skills, for our young adult population to tap into.
Arts and culture play a vital role in enabling thriving communities. Increasing opportunities for arts and culture in
the community, in-hand increasing opportunities for artists to make a living and increases opportunities for
community access and participation in the arts. This also increases positive visitor experiences and enables
opportunities to show and celebrate our community’s diverse culture. All councils in New Zealand have a
responsibility to support the arts in its region and help with its creative growth.
As you will be aware, the Mayfair team have been on a massive journey to get to where it is today, the Board
members and ‘friends of’ the Mayfair, did not faulter in their fundraising efforts, combating huge financial and
engineering hurdles to redesign, rebuild and to keep the original Art Deco façade, dedicating an abundance of
time and energy so as to help our town to move forward. Now the Mayfair needs the council and the continued
support of the community to keep moving forward and to fulfil its potential.
The opening of the arts centre is just the beginning, the Board and staff have turned their concentration from the
build to the commitment of hosting a variety of quality cultural experiences for the community and beyond. The
Mayfair team is providing a community facility and developing an arts programme that meets community needs,
but should, at least partly, be subsidise out of rates. If $10-20,000 per annum (about 0.125-0.25% of rates) could
be allocated to help this creative programme then that gives ‘The Mayfair’ a good base to talk to external funders
such as Rata, Lotteries and Creative NZ.
I am a local artist and have been working in the arts in Kaikōura for 14 years. Alongside my art practice I am
involved in various community projects and have been a member of the Kaikōura Council, Creative Communities
Scheme committee for 7 years (currently the chair). I have previously exhibited in unused spaces around town,
but recently this changed as I was given the opportunity to exhibit a solo show for the opening exhibition at the
Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre, my exhibition ‘Energy of Change’ ran for several months and reached an
audience of around 2000. I was delighted to exhibit in the Mayfair exhibition suite with its professional lighting and
hanging system, combined with the support of enthusiastic staff. This quality exhibition space enhanced my work
and was reflected in artwork sales that have helped me to continue with my art practice.
Community and a sense of belonging is important to me, I regularly involve the community with my exhibitions, by
having an interactive display or a connecting education workshop. One of my main focusses as an artist has
been the publics engagement with the space and the artwork. I hope over the upcoming months and years to
help the Mayfair team continue to develop this wonderful building, with its multifunctional spaces, to benefit all of
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our community, in numerous ways and reach nationwide recognition. But this can only happen with local council
backing. I recently became a member of the ‘The Mayfair’ Board and I am greatly concerned that the Mayfair
does not currently have Council support, which it turn prevents the growth of the creative programme by reducing
the possibilities of funding. All ‘arts centre’s’ require funding to support its creative development opportunities,
therefore funding bodies often ask, “How does your local Council support you?”
The Mayfair is a not-for-profit legal entity that has a Board that is passionate about keeping the arts centre
affordable for the community. The Mayfair will eventually qualify for Creative New Zealand support in the form of
various grants, but as a ‘new’ arts centre it currently struggles to meet the CNZ requisite as it requires a history of
having a successful creative programme. The Mayfair team is working hard on this with its upcoming exhibition
programme and a variety of music and theatre performances on the horizon.
Creative New Zealand states that financial backing for art organisations is given preference to those who that
have support from their local councils, for example through its ‘Long Term Plan’. Therefore, with the Kaikōura
Councils help and financial backing, the Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre will be in a stronger position to apply for
additional funding from Creative New Zealand. Support from our local council will build faith in the arts centre for
other governing/grant bodies to be confident to support. This would further ensure a quality arts programme for
our community and would also directly benefit the community through the Mayfair being in the position to keep
the hire costs affordable for locals, enabling the community to truly benefit from this multi-purpose venue.
Many community projects, presented to the Mayfair from our community, require financial support to take place.
This support is often provided by the CCS fund, this fund is around $17000 a year and cannot cover all
community project fees for the spaces in the Mayfair. The Mayfair would like to support the community projects
from theatre productions to film making and visual art exhibitions as much as possible but also needs to cover
their running costs, there is a gap in the system… the not-for-profit venue for the community still needs to charge
the community for its own projects, help from the local council would help fill this gap making the circle complete
were projects that educate, Inspire and culturally inform our community and its visitors would become affordable
and therefore not be in danger of just not happening. As previously mentioned, any size of financial support
would be greatly received and help give a good base to talk to other funders.
If time and money is put into this wonderful building now, it will be improving opportunities for our community and
younger generation, that and will stand for many generations to come.
Creative New Zealand states that support for arts and culture, is required from our councils. Council support will
ensure ‘The Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre’ can perform its duty and become a strong reliable home for the arts
and support the creative and mental wellbeing of our town. Please take this request for support seriously, as
Kaikōura desperately needs a combined effort of Council, Community, and ‘The Mayfair’ facility to blossom and
nurture our local arts culture.

Yours Sincerely

Susie Baker
susiedragon@hotmail.com
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The Mayfair Arts and Culture Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura
_____________________________________________________________________
Kaikoura Community Theatre Inc - the not for profit community organisation that
operates
The Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura is seeking an annual grant
of $20,000 from Kaikoura District Council
The opening of The Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura (The Mayfair) in
November 2020 heralded the moment when - for the first time - there is a purpose built and state
of the art centre / venue / hub dedicated to the arts in all forms in and for the community of
Kaikōura. This is a significant milestone and an important moment for the funding of such an
entity to be given favourable consideration.
There is a substantial and well documented body of evidence both within Aotearoa and globally
that engagement with, and participation in, the arts is beneficial for creating well-adjusted and
connected communities and creates significant benefits for general health and wellbeing.
Importantly for rural communities such as Kaikōura the arts also play a key role in psychosocial
recovery in the wake of traumatic events.
The arts and organised sports are the basis upon which communities come together to
converse, relax, share experiences and socialise. Furthermore they are also both vehicles for
developing confidence and character amongst our rangatahi / young people. It is surely the duty
of all District Councils to ensure that these vital community services are funded and thrive.
When considering the build and redevelopment of “The Mayfair” we had to create a multipurpose venue that was appropriately sized for our district and that could accommodate the arts
in all forms. It needed to be a superior design and specification that would be for the benefit of
performers, exhibitors and audiences alike. We took inspiration from places such as The Suter
Gallery, Theatre Royal, and the Nelson School of Music. (It should be noted that these three
entities benefit from grants totalling $800,000 each year from Nelson City Council.)
As well as an arts venue, the new facility is well designed to host small conferences, functions,
presentations and educational lectures. In combination with it being an outstanding performance
and exhibition venue, these additional attributes means that The Mayfair will contribute to the
wider economic development and attractiveness of Kaikōura as a destination – Tourism New
Zealand have commented that it is a significant addition to the Kaikōura offering and the recently
won NZIA Architectural Awards also recognises the value that The Mayfair adds.
Having engaged extensively with Te Runanga ō Kaikōura and the wider community and
community groups during The Mayfair build project it is now critical to secure vital funding from
Kaikōura District Council so that The Mayfair can meet needs now and for the generations to
follow.

Almost without exception all similar facilities across Te Wai Pounamu are either Council owned
and run or benefit from annual grants . Furthermore, in many cases, Councils have contributed
to major capital rebuild programmes or renovations. You will recall that whilst support was
requested for the build programme for The Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre Te Whare Toi ō
Kaikoura we received no financial support. We were encouraged by the councillors at that time
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to continue with our endeavours and the intimation was that should the project succeed
provision of ongoing operational support would be favourably considered.
At the opening last November we were able to showcase a variety of our wonderful local talent
both in terms of static and performing arts and since then we have already hosted two local
school productions, two art exhibitions, two regional agri/tourism conferences and other local
community events. We have a growing programme of live events and exhibitions which will be
developed by and within the community (such as the Kaikōura Talent Quest, a Slam Poetry
event, a Rangatahi Music Recital and a joint exhibition by local artists Ben Foster and Dan
Kerins) or events that we will be bringing to Kaikōura for the benefit of our community ( a
programme of live theatrical and music performances and art exhibitions such as renowned
artist Geoff Noble).
These are key elements to our kaupapa and as well as our statement to “Entertain Educate
Inform Inspire” “Whakangahau Whakaako Whakaatuatu Whakaohooho” : everything we do
is with a view to being inclusive and appealing to the entire community. We are also embracing
collaborations wherever possible and an example of this is the slam poetry evening that we are
planning for Matariki alongside a number of other events.
Providing a diverse and wide arts programme for the benefit of the Kaikōura community on an
accessible and affordable basis as well as being a venue for community arts events, functions
and an affordable conference venue is not a profitable venture - even with an unpaid, but highly
committed and experienced Board. It is true to say that all arts organisations require support
from grants, donations and sponsorship - The Mayfair is no exception.
We are confident that grant funders such as Rata and Lotteries (DIA) will want to continue to be
supportive of us as a not for profit community organisation. However, we have been made
aware that all grant funders will be looking for evidence that Kaikōura District Council are
providing financial support on an annual basis - such financial support need only be relatively
modest and will undoubtedly stimulate further investment and support.
We estimate that our funding shortfall on an annual basis will be in the region of $90,000 to
$100,000. This assumes that we continue to provide opportunities to our community on a
subsidised basis and that community groups or visiting shows / artists are also able to attract
some funding for themselves. We believe most of that funding gap can be obtained from other
sources provided we can secure some support from Kaikōura District Council.
Within the Long Term Plan 2021 – 2031 we are looking to Kaikōura District Council to agree an
annual grant of $20,000 to Kaikōura Community Theatre Inc the not for profit entity that operates
The Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre Te Whare toi o Kaikōura.
Whilst much of what we will be developing and working on with the community over the next two
or three years will take place within the centre at 80 Esplande we are also committed as part of
our kaupapa to being a voice and champion for the arts across the district and to working
collaboratively with any group within the community that shares our passion and commitment for
arts events.
There is strong evidence that our natural environment and our already established arts
community is the basis for Kaikōura to become and Arts (tourism) Destination. Arts, Cultural,
Eco and Agri/Food Tourism are all growth areas for global tourism and, with the right cohesion
and planning, Kaikōura is well placed to significantly benefit from these trends and add to and
diversify away from our existing strong areas.
We would like the opportunity to speak to this submission at the Long Term Plan hearings.
This application is submitted with the agreement of our Board and staff members and does, we
hope, give a voice to all musicians, artists, performers, film makers, poets, writers and their
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whanau in Kaikōura and for all those that wish to be entertained or inspired by arts and that are
motivated to see Kaikōura grow and flourish and fulfil the enormous opportunities that exist here.

John Wyatt, President Tāhūhū Rangapū

Kaikoura Community Theatre Inc
The Mayfair Arts and Culture Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura
Entertain Educate Inform Inspire
Whakangahau Whakaako Whakaatuatu Whakaohooho

Wednesday 9th June 2021
Notes and Facts:
1. Kaikōura Community OpShop contributed $300,000 to The Mayfair Build programme and fit
out
2. Two local donations totalling over $125,000 towards the project
3. Art Auction and Dinner events that raised over $100,000 (net) with attendees from across the
South Island
4. Successful local seat sponsorship programme
5. Numerous other local donations
6. Project Leads on The Mayfair Board contributed over 12,000 voluntary hours and waived
expenses totalling around $20,000
7. Voluntary hours will continue to be vital for ongoing strategic development, programme
development, building key partnerships and necessary ongoing fundraising.
8. Strategic alliance already established with Sudima to ensure that The Mayfair is part of the
overall conference/tourism offering for Kaikōura.
9. The Project has attracted national attention (Seven Sharp, NZIA Awards, National Property
Awards finalist, SCOUT magazine) and has helped raise awareness and consciousness
around the development of Kaikōura post Quake.
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(additional) Submission to ten year Kaikoura Council Plan
June 2021 - Kevin Cole
- A ten year plan is not long enough = KAIKOURA NEEDS A 25+YR VISION
I have already made a submission to the KDC 10yr plan process.
This document includes a slightly revised version of my July 2020 submission to Council, and
which remains relevant to this 10yr plan process and documentation.
Kevin Cole
June 2021
Ph: 03 319 5033

JULY ***2020*** SUBMISSION TO COUNCIL
KEVIN COLE
I am making SIX separate submissions to the Kaikoura District Plan 2020. They are all
inter-related, but (in my view) merit being considered separately:
#1 = Kaikoura Flats
#2 = Kaikoura Industrial Park
#3 = NCTIR - clean up
#4 = Downers Yard in Kowhai Ford Road
#5 = Kaikoura Flats - roads
#6 = Kingstown - Kevin Cole's twenty-five vision for Kaikoura
#1 - Kaikoura Flats - our legacy for future generations
Expansion of the Kaikoura township into the Kaikoura Flats (KF) is Kaikoura's future.
Kaikoura could eventually become a small version of Queenstown, so we need to set it on
that path.
The Kaikoura Flats are under threat. We need to recognise, and the community needs to
talk about the issues, and act now, for the sake of future generations.
Most of the KF is zoned rural, yet an increasing number of commercial and industrial
consents have been, and are being, granted. The KF are being detrimentally affected by
many of these activities.
At the moment, there are five main user-groups of the KF = Farming, farmers, domestic,
commercial, industrial = they are all treading on each other's toes - it's chaotic and fast
becoming an ugly shambles!
Farming = historically small-time farming is now big business. One farmer recently joked
(with me) about how years ago he mobbed twenty cows and nobody said anything, but
now people were complaining that he was mobbing two-hundred-plus - duh!
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Farmers = traditionally lived remotely on their farms. Today, they are increasingly choosing
lifestyle block properties in the KF area. But they bring farm machinery, increased noise,
dirtying the roads (mud and excrement), leave ropes across driveways, early working
hours, and packs of working and pig hunting dogs whose barking is often extreme
Domestic = the township is growing and attracting people from elsewhere to live. Many are
choosing lifestyle blocks away from the centre. They want quiet, idyllic countryside!
Commercial = lifestyle block owners are starting small-scale commercial businesses =
accommodation, tourist attractions, cottage industries
Industrial = farm land is cheaper to rent than town-space. There is no industrial land zone
defined and/or set-aside in Kaikoura. KF already has: Downer yard, concrete works, river
rock mining, honey factory, hauliers, transport companies, plus Kaikoura Transport, ...
This should already be a topic of discussion within the Kaikoura District Plan?
KAIKOURA URGENTLY NEEDS AN INDUSTRIAL PARK in a correctly zoned area, with
suitable transport links, road quality, location near the highway.
Roads = the KF rural roads are not built to carry the volume and types of uses they are
being subjected to (see separate submission).
#2 - Industrial Park
Why is there is no industrial zoned land in Kaikoura?
I understand formal council discussion around industrial zoning and provisions were
removed from the District Plan a number of years ago = why?
Once a town grows beyond a certain size, industrial land zoning and provisions are
required. Kaikoura is already beyond that size!
If industrial encroachment continues in an uncoordinated way, the KF area will become a
complete and ugly mess, leaving an unfortunate legacy for future generations.
Kaikoura needs to grasp the nettle and create an industrial zone, or park, so industrial
activities can occur within a pre-planned and co-ordinated place, and with suitable links to
the highway, on roads of sufficient durability.
To quote our Major = (Kaikoura Star, 11 Sept. 2019, Page 4) ...Kaikoura needs: "A
business/industrial park on or near SH1".
This should already be an important issue within the 10yr Council Plan, not just a passing
comment?
#3 - NCTIR - clean-up (MODIFIED 2021)
Specific issues from my point-of-view:
- Decommissioning the various Haul Routes
- Despite an agreement, NCTIR have not been sufficiently maintaining the Haul Route
roads
Copyright - Kevin Cole - June 2021 and July 2020
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- The KF rural roads need repairing (see separate submission)
- River rock mining returns to pre-earthquake locations, quantities, and consents. The
application and granting of ECAN environmental consents MUST become more
transparent.
- Kowhai Ford Road = cement works reduces back to consent size and operation consent given until end June 2020. It's now July 2021?
- Kowhai Ford Road = NCTIR yard is fully decommissioned and returned to rural zoned
land - consent given until end June 2020. Then returned to grassed paddocks by end June
2021. Code of Compliance application also declined. It's now July 2021 and NOTHING
HAS BEEN DONE
#4 - Downers Yard in Kowhai Ford Road (MODIFIED)
The Downers facility in Kowhai Ford Road should never have been given consent and,
since the earthquake, it has become glaringly obvious that it is in the wrong location.
It exists within the flood plain of the Kowhai River. Ironically, if Kaikoura suffered a major
flooding event, the Downers Yard would be one of the first locations to be inundated with
flood water, rendering it unable to operate at the most crucial of times!
The yard needs to be moved to an industrial park near the Highway, thereby saving rural
road damage, trucks driving past schools, and constantly disturbing domestic residents in
the KF area.
#5 - Kaikoura Flats - roads (MODIFIED)
The Kaikoura Flats (KF) rural roads are not designed to carry the volume and weight of the
traffic using them.
Some of Kaikoura's schools are located on the KF rural road network, which is an accident
waiting to happen?
KF road maintenance since the earthquake has been inadequate. The industrial traffic
using the KF roads has caused constant damage, and (where mended) a large number of
noisy rumble-patches applied using sub-standard construction and surfaces, causing
considerable noise and suffering for nearby residents.
AND now within a few weeks of Mill Road being 'repaired', the road surface is degrading,
with Downer already patching the damage. SO, the rural road surface is not strong enough
to cope with the industrial traffic using it - duh!
Resource Consents have been granted allowing increased heavy industrial traffic, without
any (apparent) though or provision for the damage (and cost) caused to the road surfaces.
The Resource Consent process MUST be modified to include the effects of the traffic
generated by new activities being considered for consent.
The KF are a rural zone - STOP allowing industrial uses and consents. Instead, create an
industrial zoned area or park, somewhere near the highway, and locate them there?
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(#6) - KINGSTOWN
A fifty-year development proposal for Kaikoura
Background - positive
Kaikoura has assets = the bay, mountains, My Lyford ski resort, its location (relative to
other South Island towns), new hospital, new civic building (council, library and museum),
sufficient distance from Queenstown, earthquake infrastructure repairs and upgrades.
Background - negative
The Kaikoura earthquake repairs are largely returning the town to its previous state and
size, just considerably tidied up!
The sports hub concept left 'the table', and became just an outdoor swimming pool.
Kaikoura District Council is not viable - the Kaikoura rate paying base is too small.
Kaikoura is land-locked by the sea, railway line, rural farm land surrounding the township.
Kaikoura's (historic) eco-credentials are fading away - giving up Earth Check certification?
Christchurch is finally evolving into an amazing modern city, which will impact Kaikoura.
Positively via more people in the region but, much more negatively, because: people will
want to get to Christchurch, rather than pause in Kaikoura, negative impact on population!
Kevin Cole's vision
Kaikoura has the potential to become a smaller version of Queenstown, but with a crucially
modern eco-slant, and the potential for tourist railway expansion, and a cruise ship port.
Kingstown = a 'new town' (or region), encircling Kaikoura and South Bay. Kingstown takes
in a sweeping arc from the Kahutara River (Peketa), behind the Kaikoura township,
includes the Kaikoura Flats and Mt Fyffe, to the Hapuku River.
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Railway Line
Multiple changes, include:
- The (current) railway line terminates near the current Kaikoura central station.
- The railway engine turning table/circle (near Ian Walker Mechanical Repairs) is restored,
so railway engines can turn-around and return back along Ludstone Road.
- The railway line from Ian Walkers Mechanical Repairs to Hapuku is removed - allowing
Beach Road, the coast, and beach to 'organically' change and evolve over time.
- The current railway line diverts/extends from the Ludstone Road/Green Lane road
intersection area = somewhere behind the Beach Road strip, across the Kaikoura Flats,
and re-joins the existing line near Hapuku.
- A new train track 'triangle' is created along Ludstone Road to allow trains to travel north
and south from Kaikoura station.
- Kaikoura becomes a dead-end branch line. So only tourist trains will use it.
- Freight trains completely bypass the town centre.
Way-out-there = a steam train concession could operate between Nelson and
Christchurch, taking in Kaikoura as a leisure, accommodation, and refreshment stop.
Kaikoura District Council (KDC)
- Has a fantastic new swanky building.
- Population too small to fund an independent District Council.
- Current scenario = cannot survive without amalgamating with neighbours, who are
probably not interested, and are too far away!
Solution:
- Propel Kaikoura along a long-term growth strategy, so an independent Council eventually
becomes viable, ie: this proposal, or something similar.
- Include: a sports hub, improved schools, upgraded and expanded infrastructure,
industrial and retail parks, etc. = and people, business, leisure, tourists will flock here!
- Kingstown will be worth stopping in, rather than continue on to Christchurch.
- Kingstown will compete, on a more even footing, with Hanmer Springs for tourist dollars.
Department Of Conservation (DOC)
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Mt Fyffe is 'sacrificed' to provide an eco-leisure playground, that will help fund the
conservation work needed in the Kaikoura Mountain ranges behind.
Mt Fyffe
Developed to provide walking, mountain biking facilities, more hut accommodation,
improved links to the long-distance hikes 'out the back', partnering with the leisure industry
to provide other eco-tourism ventures.
Way-out-there:
- A gondola from base to top.
- A DOC regional tourist information building at the base of the gondola.
- A DOC funding restaurant (and accommodation) at the top.
Highway #1 - town bypass
A road bypass to carry Highway #1 is built behind the Beach Road strip.
Either, a bridge is built across the Kowhai River, somewhere along Route #70 (Inland
Road).
Or, the paper road is developed which connects behind the township,
Both options, links to either Red Swamp Road or Mt Fyffe Road, and re-connects to the
existing Highway #1 near Postmans Road or Hapuku.
The current Highway #1 road from Inland Road (or paper road junction) to Hapuku is
down-graded to a local main road.
Kaikoura town centre expansion
Top10 is relocated (Council leased land).
The old railway yards near Ian Walkers Mechanical Repairs and the Top10 location are redeveloped surrounding the old characterful Kaikoura train station, to become a retail and
leisure precinct to rival the character and ambiance of Hanmer Springs.
New wharf re-development
Is completed via KDC seed-funding, but then sold or leased to a third-party.
The released funds could then be re-used to create a similar leisure and retail area near
the South Bay quay.
OR, the new wharf re-development is halted, and the funds spent on a similar facility at the
South Bay quay instead?
South Bay
The land and sea harbour facilities are enlarged and water channel dredged, so larger
cruise ships can dock.
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An upgraded South Bay harbour needs a complimentary leisure and retail area.
South Bay residents need more local shops and leisure facilities.
South bay could be allowed to develop along the coastline towards the airport and Pekata.
Way-out-there = a light-rail system could connect South Bay with Kaikoura town centre, via
Point Kean. Cruise ship passengers travel to Kaikoura centre via a scenic route.
Kaikoura township
Expands along Beach Road, surrounds the railway station, includes a new leisure and
retail precinct (as described above).

Copyright - Kevin Cole - June 2021 and July 2020
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16 – Seth Piercey
Seth Piercey
not sure if this is relevant to this but there needs to be some provision for the possibility of a new
skatepark within the next 10 years.
skateparks are an important community asset that can offer a safe space for anyone from toddlers
to adults to socialise and exercise using skateboards, scooters or bikes. They can also be another
tourism drawcard when considering what activities there are to do in a town and whether its worth
visiting.
The current kaikoura skatepark is dangerous, poorly designed, in a poor location and damaged by
the earthquakes, effecting both the drainage of the park and the quality and safety of the concrete
surface.
The park is located right next to a busy rd with limited parking. People need to either cross the busy
rd or exit their vehicles on the rd side next to passing traffic. Any wayward skateboards are often
accidentally flung on to the rd and its scary keeping an eye on toddlers so close to the rd. The poor
design of the park means users are encouraged to go from one end to the other, which gets
dangerous when more than 2 people are using it. Think head ons between a big kid on a bike and a
small kid on a skateboard. It happens a fair bit. The small, crowded nature of the park discourages
people to go there and being located underneath Norfolk pine trees means a big clean up job every
time it has been windy to clear the fallen needles. The earthquake has also uplifted some sections of
concrete creating hazardous steps in the concrete levels and gaps between features. Many a rider
has suffered injury through the sudden stopping of their skateboard as its caught on a concrete lip or
unseen pine needle or seed. I could go on and on about the negatives of this park but the fact its just
not up to standard.
So I think its important that there needs to be some future planning and discussion relating to a new
skatepark in a new location. Ideally it would Continued...incorporate the use of existing facilities like
toilets and carparks, but have the room to also offer a playground, pump track, picnic tables, flat
concrete paths and areas for learners etc. A real hub of different activities that is a real asset to
everyone in the community. Think an area like Caroline bay in Timaru or Reefton skatepark.
thanks Seth

22 – Sandra Wyatt
Submission for Kaikōura District Council (KDC) Long Term Plan
As a ratepayer in the Kaikoura District, I am very concerned that there is no mention of the arts on
your Website, no funding is allocated to the arts and there seems to be no strategic direction for the
arts. I would expect mention of the arts under, at the very least, “Sports and Recreation” and “
Community Facilities”. By way of example, Christchurch City Council devotes a significant part of the
Website to “Community and Culture” which includes Art venues, Museums and celebrates the City’s
Heritage. The arts are important in strengthening and bringing communities together. It is,
therefore, totally inadequate and inequitable that KDC promotes and supports a variety of sports and
associated facilities but does not similarly support and promote arts and culture in Kaikōura. The
Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura has so much potential and should be
recognised for the many benefits it offers the community.
Furthermore, the new multi-purpose, modern, flexible and purpose-built Mayfair Arts and Culture
Centre Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura is a significant addition to the attractiveness of Kaikōura as a
destination, a benefit to economic development and adds to the appeal of Kaikōura as a place to live
and work.
The facility offers a superior gallery and function space for a variety of events. For the first time youth
/ rangatahi and tamariki in our community will be able to perform in the purpose-built main
auditorium with superior acoustics and proper stage lighting. This is a real opportunity to build
confidence, develop personality / character and enhance skills in our young talented people. Two
local schools have already put on a stage production, and we anticipate youth music recitals will be
held later in the year. The auditorium offers superior tiered seating for a comfortable audience
experience. Youth will also have an opportunity to learn about the operation of stage sound and
lighting and gain knowledge of what it takes to organise events / performances / conferences.
A facility such as the Mayfair is so important for the community and for the health and wellbeing of all
within the community.
As a volunteer member of the Board of Kaikoura Community Theatre Inc. I have dedicated a
significant amount of time, money and resources over the last four and a half years to ensure that a
superior and future proofed venue could be delivered for the benefit of the whole community.
It is normal for the development of this kind of facility to benefit from significant funding from the
local district council – The Mayfair received none and as such volunteers such as myself have
shouldered the burden of ensuring the successful outcome of this project which the community could
rightfully have expected to have been at least in part the responsibility of the Council. In fact, on one
recent occasion a lady appeared at the door and said “I’m a ratepayer and want to have a look around
at what I have paid for”. She was politely advised that as a ratepayer she had contributed nothing
towards the facility.
As a supporter of the arts in all forms I am thrilled at the potential The Mayfair Arts and Culture
Centre Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura has for the Kaikōura Community. I know that with even limited
financial support from KDC, The Mayfair will be able to attract other sources of funding to enable The
Mayfair to reach its potential and to build a programme of art exhibitions by local and national artists,
live performance, lectures, conferences and a comprehensive and varied range of events and films for
and by the whole community.
Sandra Wyatt
59 Kotuku Road
South Bay
Kaikoura 7300
Tel: 03 319 6361

23 June 2021

23 - Matt Moriarty

23rd June 2021
To Kaikoura District Council,
As a local artists and rate payers, we see it as vital that Kaikōura District Council begin to provide
ongoing financial support by directing a percentage of rates towards developing the arts in Kaikōura.
Without this seed funding, other funds such as Creative New Zealand Arts Grants cannot be accessed by
artists as regional financial support is almost always a prerequisite for applications.
We are both local artists who partly chose to live in Kaikōura to develop our art practices. We currently
pay approximately $4000 in rates annually (likely to be closer to $5000 next decade), little of which
is currently redirected back into local arts. We have been made aware that over the next 10 years it
is unlikely that KDC will commit 0.5% of rates, 0.25% may even be a push, which certainly makes us
question our decision to move to this region to peruse our professions here. It would be a shame, and
a huge missed opportunity for our region, to not provide incentive for artists and creatives to live and
work here.
We have an Airbnb on our property, which we pay rates on, that is currently suffering under the
downturn of eco tourism. We have a business plan we are developing, with the support of The Mayfair
Arts & Culture Centre, to establish an Artists Residency Programme here in Kaikōura - a professional
development opportunity for practicing national and international artists, which meets the criteria for
Creative New Zealand and other arts related funding bodies, by ‘providing opportunities for artists to
develop and exhibit their work’. This would provide seasonal opportunities for artists to visit Kaikōura,
stay on our property, access a work studio, make work in response to our greater region and exhibit
their outcomes at The Mayfair, forming part of their future annual exhibition programme. This also
benefits our local arts community by building networks outside of our own region, something that is vital
for the professional development of artists living in smaller regions. Artist Residency Programmes are
well supported in other regions within New Zealand and access funding bodies such as Creative New
Zealand to cover their running costs, provided they are supported by their local councils. This is another
diverse way in which our region can be sustained, promoted and grown through these conversations
and outcomes.
Developing an arts strategy positively impacts economic growth and wellbeing. Now that we have a
local entity in place in The Mayfair to act as an essential foundation and framework for this growth to
occur, we believe now is the right time for us all to get serious about developing this culture here.
It is our expectation as local ratepayers that The Mayfair is successful in its application to access
regional rate payer funding to help to develop its overarching arts programme over the next 10 years,
for the greater good and diverse growth of our region.
Sincerely,

Susie Lowndes & Matt Moriarty.

24 - Susie Lowndes & Matt Moriarty

23rd June 2021
To Kaikoura District Council,
As a local artists and rate payers, we see it as vital that Kaikōura District Council begin to provide
ongoing financial support by directing a percentage of rates towards developing the arts in Kaikōura.
Without this seed funding, other funds such as Creative New Zealand Arts Grants cannot be accessed by
artists as regional financial support is almost always a prerequisite for applications.
We are both local artists who partly chose to live in Kaikōura to develop our art practices. We currently
pay approximately $4000 in rates annually (likely to be closer to $5000 next decade), little of which
is currently redirected back into local arts. We have been made aware that over the next 10 years it
is unlikely that KDC will commit 0.5% of rates, 0.25% may even be a push, which certainly makes us
question our decision to move to this region to peruse our professions here. It would be a shame, and
a huge missed opportunity for our region, to not provide incentive for artists and creatives to live and
work here.
We have an Airbnb on our property, which we pay rates on, that is currently suffering under the
downturn of eco tourism. We have a business plan we are developing, with the support of The Mayfair
Arts & Culture Centre, to establish an Artists Residency Programme here in Kaikōura - a professional
development opportunity for practicing national and international artists, which meets the criteria for
Creative New Zealand and other arts related funding bodies, by ‘providing opportunities for artists to
develop and exhibit their work’. This would provide seasonal opportunities for artists to visit Kaikōura,
stay on our property, access a work studio, make work in response to our greater region and exhibit
their outcomes at The Mayfair, forming part of their future annual exhibition programme. This also
benefits our local arts community by building networks outside of our own region, something that is vital
for the professional development of artists living in smaller regions. Artist Residency Programmes are
well supported in other regions within New Zealand and access funding bodies such as Creative New
Zealand to cover their running costs, provided they are supported by their local councils. This is another
diverse way in which our region can be sustained, promoted and grown through these conversations
and outcomes.
Developing an arts strategy positively impacts economic growth and wellbeing. Now that we have a
local entity in place in The Mayfair to act as an essential foundation and framework for this growth to
occur, we believe now is the right time for us all to get serious about developing this culture here.
It is our expectation as local ratepayers that The Mayfair is successful in its application to access
regional rate payer funding to help to develop its overarching arts programme over the next 10 years,
for the greater good and diverse growth of our region.
Sincerely,

Susie Lowndes & Matt Moriarty.

26 – Neroli Gold
Submission to: Kaikoura District Council (KDC)
From: Neroli Gold

Address: 14 Ingles drive, Kaikoura Flats, Kaikoura

In support of the Kaikoura International Dark Skies working group submission to the LTP.

Reasons for the submission:
I support the KDS Group vision and goals:
I also give support:
•
•

to the aspiration to apply to the International Dark Sky Association for accreditation as a
Dark Sky reserve.
To the request from KIDS to KDC.

Outcome sought
I request that Kaikoūra District Council support KIDS requests in the following: (1) Advocacy and support
•
•
•
•

Continued involvement with the project both at a governance and management level.
Ability to access advice and technical support through appropriately agreed channels.
KDC endorsement and support for overall application as well as potential funding
applications to external parties.
Continue to champion initiative both internally within organization and associated activities
and externally with key partners and stakeholders.

(2) Technical support
•
•
•

We acknowledge all the work done by KDC with regard to LED light upgrade.
That KDC lead the community by adopting IDA best practice in all future lighting
infrastructure.
Continue to ensure that KDC technical staff take into consideration the dark sky initiative
and its requirements in all regulations, project planning and delivery.

(3) Planning
•
•

•

Acknowledge and support KDC’s plan for a prioritized roadmap to upgrade the District Plan
in the draft LTP.
Adopt planning assessment work undertaken by Daniel Murray to ensure the rolling review
of the District Plan includes best practice lighting rules to progress Dark Sky accreditation
(attached full memo).
KIDS requests that KDC consider either accelerating the relevant section of the District Plan
pertaining to lighting ordinance in the District Plan review or supports a private plan change
by KIDS.
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•
•
•

KIDS requests changes in lighting control in the Kaikoura Signs Bylaw and a new Lighting
Bylaw to address nuisance lighting.
Provide appropriate access to planning advice and support to enable KIDS to progress a
private plan change.
Work with external developers and resource consent applicants to encourage compliance
with IDA requirements and to engage with KIDS around best practice opportunities early in
the planning cycle.

(4) Communication and outreach.
•
•

KDC actively supports and promotes community outreach opportunities including local
events.
KDC continues to support economic opportunities associated with the KIDS.

Signed
Date 28 June 2021

29 - Kaikoura Youth Council
Kaikōura Youth Council Inc
14 Ludstone Road
Kaikōura 7300
Email kkyouthcouncil@gmail.com
24/6/2021

Submission to Kaikōura District Council Long Term Plan
Kia ora koutou,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit to the KDC LTP.
We are a group of local young people, aged 12 - 16, who work to fulfil our vision of Kaikōura Youth are
optimistic, confident and make valued contributions.
We have read the consultation document and surveyed 158 youth at Kaikōura High School in order to gain
their feedback so that we can make an informed submission.
Roading and Footpaths:
● One quarter of students drive
● Over half of students bike on the road
● Almost half of all students are not happy with our roads
● Just under 60% want more money spent on roads
● Almost 90% use footpaths and over half want more money spent on these.
Our survey at Kaikōura High School revealed that almost one half of students are unsatisfied with the state
of Kaikōura roads, and just under 60% of them want more money to be spent on them. As such, we support
KDC’s preferred option, to catch up on resealing and pavement renewal.
Almost 90% of students use our footpaths regularly, and, again, over half think more money should be
spent on keeping them up to standard. Therefore we support option A.
Rubbish:

60.5% of students think that there are not enough rubbish bins in town. 36 comments wanted more bins
along West End.
Young people spend a lot of time in town, buying things that have wrappers eg lollies etc. We often walk,
and when we go down through town or up Beach Road, there are not many rubbish bins for us to use.
Rubbish bins are a big issue and have come up every year that we have submitted to KDC plans. We
recommend you create a budget for more rubbish bins and we would like to work with you in future
around where bins should be placed.

Climate Change:
More than half the youth we surveyed (58.6%) are interested in climate change. However 54.1% of youth
don’t think we can make a difference to climate change. We have 18 comments confirming that climate
change is an issue for young people.
Kaikōura Youth Council would like KDC to address the issue of climate change by leading a discussion on
how Kaikōura residents could impact climate change. Youth Council would support this. Our ideas are:
● Send a letter giving climate change tips of what they can do to help
● Encourage biking/walking instead of driving - this is also a good reason to improve footpaths, and
makes it safer to cross the roads.
● Less plastic packaging use
Scout Hall:
We are looking forward to having the Scout Hall refurbishment completed! This has been a venue that
we’ve used a lot over the years and we are keen to be running youth events there again. We are grateful to
the Council for applying for the different fundings to renovate and refurbish the Hall.

Sport Tasman Support:
We were interested to learn that the Council part funds Sport Tasman to employ their Coordinator to
provide youth activities in Kaikōura. Our survey shows this:

Kaikōura District Library:
The library is highly valued by young people! Thank you for continuing to support this amazing facility. This
is supported by our survey results:

Public Toilets:
Over half of students use the village green toilet facilities.
One third use the library toilets.
Of the responses we gathered, the majority of students thought that Churchill Park could use a public toilet
facility.
Support for Kaikōura Youth Council:
Thank you for continuing to support Kaikōura Youth Council through funding Te Hā o Mātauranga for
coordination and funding some of our administration and event costs. We are very grateful for this. We
appreciate the opportunity to be involved in our community and are keen to support Kaikōura District
Council in their mahi.
We want to speak to our submission please.
Thanks again for the opportunity to submit,
Kaikōura Youth Council
Theo Rae - Co Chairperson
Maia Kahu - Co Chairperson
Jade Cullen
Amber Jellyman
Tepo Manawatu
Finley Kirk
Alpha Uedaspooner
Grace Jellyman
Kurapa Hawke

(Some of our submission planning)

31 – Larry Field
Submission to: Kaikoura District Council (KDC)
From:

Mitsuyo Field

Address:

2 Austin St, Kaikoura

In support of the Kaikoura International Dark Skies working group submission to the LTP.

Reasons for the submission:
We support the KIDS Group vision and goals.
We also give support:
•
•

To the aspiration to apply to the International Dark Sky Association for accreditation as a Dark Sky reserve.
To the following request from KIDS to KDC.

Outcome sought
I/We ask that Kaikoūra District Council support KIDS request in the following: (1) Advocacy and support
•
•
•
•

Continued involvement with the project both at a governance and management level.
Ability to access advice and technical support through appropriately agreed channels.
KDC endorsement and support for overall application as well as potential funding applications to external
parties.
Continue to champion initiative both internally within organization and associated activities and externally
with key partners and stakeholders.

(2) Technical support
•
•
•

We acknowledge all the work done by KDC with regard to LED light upgrade.
That KDC lead the community by adopting IDA best practice in all future lighting infrastructure.
Continue to ensure that KDC technical staff take into consideration the dark sky initiative and its
requirements in all regulations, project planning and delivery.

(3) Planning
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acknowledge and support KDC’s plan for a prioritized roadmap to upgrade the District Plan in the draft LTP.
Outline planning assessment work undertaken by Daniel Murray to ensure lighting requirements within the
District plan (attached full memo).
KIDS requests that KDC/governance either accelerate the relevant section of the District Plan pertaining to
lighting ordinance in the District Plan review or supports a private plan change by KIDS.
KIDS requests that lighting bylaws are considered by KDC.
Provide appropriate access to planning advice and support to enable KIDS to progress a private plan change.
Work with external developers and resource consent applicants to encourage compliance with IDA
requirements and to engage with KIDS around best practice opportunities early in the planning cycle.

(4) Communication and outreach.
•
•

KDC actively supports and promotes community outreach opportunities including local events.
KDC continues to support economic opportunities associated with the KIDS.

Signed:
Date:

23 June 2021

32 – Rose Parsons
Further Submission to LTP – Rose Parsons
INVESTMENT
Endorse council investing in projects which will give income such as Sudima and jetty as long as they
are environmentally sustainable and good for the community.
ENVIRONMENT
- Cats
Feral and stray cats are out of hand. Can all tame cats be micro chipped free of charge and then a
humane voluntary trapping program begin, maybe targeting the zones where cats are having the
worst impact on native wildlife like the banded dotterel at South Bay.
In these zones, cat owners could be encouraged to observe a curfew for their pet during nesting
times.
There could also be a bylaw that allows no more than 2 cats per rateable household and these are
registered free of charge into the same database as the dogs. There could be phasing out clauses for
households with multiple cats, to help with rehoming and retaining until natural death, as long as they
are neutered.
Well led community consultation and education is necesary for this emotive issue.
- Bikes
How can we encourage people to cycle more rather than using the car? Community consultation.
-Wildlife Centre
Could Kaikoura become an international pelagic bird and marine mammal centre of excellence and
education? I envisage a centre which would become the leading authority on marine conservation and
monitoring. Could have a positive flow on effect for other businesses and tourism. There might be
Government funding opportunities and it could be a hub for the existing initiatives like the suggested
bird recovery project by Sabrina Luecht.
- Roadside rubbish
Adopt a kilo metre of highway? Could individuals and businesses adopt stretches of highway which
they endeavour to keep clean of roadside rubbish? This is done in Hawaii. Optional road signage
endorses the relevant business, community group or the individual.
WATER
Future proof our drinking water bylaws with climate change and offshore water sales in mind.
YOUTH
I endorse a sports co-ordinator for youth. CACTUS is another great program which was successful in
the past.
What would the youth council like to see for their peers? I think a lot of people in the community
would support helping youth create some great activities and events, especially over the holidays.
LIBRARY
The library needs revitalization. We visited the New Plymouth library and were very impressed with it
and it was full of people of all ages! How about we fly one of the young library workers up there to
get some fresh ideas?

34 – Gina Solomon
Climate Change and the Environment:
This draft LTP is nothing short of shameful. There is next to nothing in here apart from the words
'Climate Change' and 'Environment' to address our declining and dying environment and species both
on the land, rivers and oceans. For too long now council has left it to the other agencies eg, DOC, Ecan
etc (who sadly also are failing dismally) and to community volunteers and groups who are
overstretched, under-resourced, stressed and disillusioned. Council and Councillors are leaders of our
community and is why we vote councillors in. Our expectation is as leaders you will look after us, look
after our place, our home, our environment to create a better community for us. Under Environment
you have a cheek to put "We value and protect our environment", you are ignoring it, you are doing
nothing but allowing it to slowly die. It is a necessity now that our community needs to have a healthy
environment for our good health and wellbeing and for our future. I am embarrassed that in my time
and by the time I leave this world I will not have done enough to improve our beautiful environment
for my children and my grandchildren and each and everyone of you needs to ask yourself what am
leaving for my children and grandchildren in this space. We cannot just rely on the environment fixing
itself somehow ???? and for our few fantastic community volunteers who are trying to do the best
they can.
People live here and visit here because of our majestic mountains, our rivers, our landscapes, our
ocean, our marine life and all the special natives that make up our special environment. This LTP is
doing nothing to directly support this.
Predator free Kaikoura was an opportunity missed and lost through sheer neglect and mismanagement. We are way behind other communities in Aotearoa in our thinking about how
important our place is, our nature, our species, our future!
We need a community biodiversity strategy developed where we pull together the good work that
those organisations, groups and individuals are currently doing and collaborate, enhance and build on
this, this could be done through Kotahitanga mo te Taio.
Council should employ a biodiversity team not just an overworked part timer in this space.
I note and am appreciative to the mainly in kind support council gives our conservation volunteers
and groups.
This feedback on Climate Change and the Environment is brutal and harsh because our environment is
desperate to be regenerated and supported NOW by council!
Community Facilities:
Very supportive of new pool but it should be covered in the future otherwise we have a pool for what
1 or 2 months when the weather is good - same as the old Lions pool as good as useless.
OTHER:
Maori wards: I was disappointed that council voted against Maori wards and took our community
back 100 years in race relations. It is shameful how backward this decision was but sadly not
surprising.
On a personal level I have in the last 25 years sat on a number of either local, regional or national
committees. I have been on some of these committees as either a Kaikoura Runanga, Ngai Tahu rep
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or just as someone who is Maori. Regardless of who I was representing, my role was to bring tikanga
Maori and our Maori values to the table and to the mahi and help where needed, others to
understand things Maori. As has many other Maori. It wasn't just to represent the view of Kaikoura
Runanga or Ngai Tahu.
Council needs to have Maori input not only around the council table but on staff and by voting
against this, your message is clear that Maori values and input is not important and valued and is not
needed.
I do not agree with Te Runanga o Kaikoura's position on Maori wards and many whanau and hapu I
have spoken to, do not either. Te Runanga o Kaikoura's consultation on this subject with its Ngati Kuri
whanau was inadequate and poor.
Council have a treaty obligation to not only consult with Te Runanga o Kaikoura but to also consult
with whanau and hapu in Kaikoura. When are you going to do this? Why weren't our views sought
and considered when this decision was under consideration? How will you rectify your consultation
with whanau and hapu going forward so that our views are heard and considered?
Te Runanga o Kaikoura is not adequately or sufficiently consulting with its own members on anything.
Thank you for considering my submission.
I would like to say how very appreciate I am to council members and to staff for the work you have all
done since the earthquake and Covid, extremely stressful and challenging work in very demanding
situations and times coupled with a community that is also stressed out as well.
My submission is not personal but our beautiful place needs URGENT attention now. In 10 years time
if we go with this LTP I can't imagine what damage we will have done and what we will have left in the
way of our delightful native species. Council need to be leaders in improving and regenerating our
natural world.

Gina Solomon

36 - Nicky McArthur

Submission to: Kaikoura District Council (KDC)
From:
Nicky McArthur
Address:
178 Esplanade,
Kaikoura 7300

In support of the Kaikoura International Dark Skies working group submission to the LTP.

Reasons for the submission:
I support the KDS Group vision and goals:
Mission Statement
“To encourage the protection, enhancement, and preservation of the exceptional dark
skies of Kaikōura.”
Goals:
•

Inspire a lifelong understanding and passion for dark skies

•

Exceptional dark skies should be available to all

•

Protect dark skies for future generations

•

Raise awareness in our wider community through
o
o
o
o

Education and public awareness
Understanding light pollution
Embracing the 5 principles of IDA for Best Lighting Practice
Managing and improving lighting in Kaikōura

I also give support:
•
•

to the aspiration to apply to the International Dark Sky Association for accreditation as a
Dark Sky reserve for Kaikōura
To the request from KIDS to KDC.

Outcome sought
I request that Kaikoūra District Council support KIDS request in the following: (1) Advocacy and support
•
•
•

Continued involvement with the project both at a governance and management level.
Ability to access advice and technical support through appropriately agreed channels.
KDC endorsement and support for overall application as well as potential funding
applications to external parties.

•

Continue to champion initiative both internally within organization and associated activities
and externally with key partners and stakeholders.

(2) Technical support
•
•
•

We acknowledge all the work done by KDC with regard to LED light upgrade.
That KDC lead the community by adopting IDA best practice in all future lighting
infrastructure.
Continue to ensure that KDC technical staff take into consideration the dark sky initiative
and its requirements in all regulations, project planning and delivery.

(3) Planning
•
•

•

•
•
•

Acknowledge and support KDC’s plan for a prioritized roadmap to upgrade the District Plan
in the draft LTP.
Adopt planning assessment work undertaken by Daniel Murray to ensure the rolling review
of the District Plan includes best practice lighting rules to progress Dark Sky accreditation
(attached full memo).
KIDS requests that KDC consider either accelerating the relevant section of the District Plan
pertaining to lighting ordinance in the District Plan review or supports a private plan change
by KIDS.
KIDS requests changes in lighting control in the Kaikoura Signs Bylaw and a new Lighting
Bylaw to address nuisance lighting.
Provide appropriate access to planning advice and support to enable KIDS to progress a
private plan change.
Work with external developers and resource consent applicants to encourage compliance
with IDA requirements and to engage with KIDS around best practice opportunities early in
the planning cycle.

(4) Communication and outreach.
•
•

KDC actively supports and promotes community outreach opportunities including local
events.
KDC continues to support economic opportunities associated with the KIDS.

Signed

Nichola R McArthur

Date
27th June 2021

36 - Nicky McArthur

Submission to Kaikoura District Council
27th June 2021
Puhi Puhi Valley Road,
Future Maintenance and Funding.
I believe there appears to be a perception amongst some that there is not much happening up the Puhi
Valley!! My purpose is to highlight the significant and important role that this road plays both in
supporting livelihoods within the district but also playing an important role in terms of a being one of
very few local easily accessible valleys in which to exercise and play. A large number of people drive to
the end of the valley to explore and enjoy the scenery and views back to Kaikoura from the saddle.
Maintaining safety on this road is important.
Our submission is made on behalf of myself, my family, employees, contractors, transport operators, suppliers,
visitors, guests, researchers, tourists and all those involved at Puhi Peaks and Kaikoura Wilderness Experience.
We would all very much like to see the upper section of the road continue to be maintained at a level that allows
good and importantly safe travelling and access for all road users and essential services. We have been very
grateful for the standard that has been provided for the past year in particular, following the initial post earthquake
re-instatement.
We have a significant investment at the Puhi Peaks which makes contributions to the Kaikoura district through a
variety of ways of employment, but also in general terms to the local economy through our various activities.
For ourselves at Puhi Peaks and Kaikoura Wilderness Experience, good and safe access is essential as we try to
continue undertaking and evolving the following for our business:-

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Tourism, including walking & biking,
Providing accommodation.
Deer Management; hunting and culling
Farming, with a significant area now being re-fenced, access for; fencers, stock trucks and all other
associated farming contractors, veterinarians etc
Honey, and its associated hive and honey movements
We also focus on science, research, education and community involvement with various ongoing
projects
Puhi Peaks Nature Reserve, is a QE11 covenanted significant area of International importance is home
to a variety of rare and endangered flora and fauna, and is visited and studied by a mix of scientists,
researchers and interested parties
Biodiversity management - including amongst many other aspects kaitiakitanga for Hutton’s shearwaters
Compliance regulators & auditors
Access is also required for Mainpower, Telecom, Builders, Electricians and Plumbers.

Following the earthquake we have been significantly affected and to rebuild our business and infrastructure
good safe access will really matter going forward. Disappointingly we already have had our fuel supplier South
Fuel refusing to supply fuel because of the road and we have been unable to turn that decision around in spite of
the very reasonable state of the road at present.
As mentioned above there are many other affected users of the Puhi Valley Road besides ourselves at the very
end of the road where there is the telecom communications repeater tower and also the subdivisions allowed by
the council in 2007 which includes a total of seven landowners at the very end of the road.
The Telecom Tower at the top of the Road, is visited regularly for maintenance by a variety of supporting
suppliers including Chorus, Downer, Mainpower & Security Servicing and several others.
Other road users include a huge number of cyclists. The Puhi Valley Road, is extremely popular for both
recreational riding and also for many in training for various events, such as the Spring Challenge. It is very
beautiful and recognised for it’s outstanding scenery. A reasonable surface makes for not only a happy but safe
ride. Additionally with the increasing popularity of E-Bikes, the use of this road is on the rise, and frequently used
It is because of this beautiful scenery in our valley that so many of the campers staying at camping ground also
wish to explore and drive to the end of the valley. Due to the Freedom Camping issues, the number of campers
at the DoC camping ground has now greatly increased with many more than one would have expected.and is

classed as “high use” by DoC. Campers and other tourists contribute significantly to the traffic on the road, both
above the camping ground as well as along the access to it.
Additionally the volume of traffic working with and servicing the Apiaculture industry, sees a high volume of larger
vehicles using the road during the harvesting season.
I would welcome the opportunity to speak to this submission.
Thank you.
Nicky

me

Nicky McArthur
Puhi Peaks,
Kaikoura Wilderness Experience.
1695 Puhi Valley Road,
Kaikoura 7371
27th June 2021

37 - Dark Skies

LTP submission to Kaikōura District Council (KDC) by Kaikōura International Dark Skies working
group:

Introduction:
▪ KK has exceptional skies, and we are a small passionate group who are initially leading the
“conversation” for a Dark Sky Reserve for Kaikoura
▪ This is a community led project wanting to take advantage of an already amazing local sky.
▪ We are hoping to raise awareness of the advantages for all - of living in a Dark Sky area and believe
a Dark Sky Status will add a strong string to Kaikoura’s bow of options as the benefits of a
being a Dark Sky Reserve are many and multifaceted.
▪ NCTIR early on identified this as an opportunity for Kaikoura and their support is invaluable to the
conversation.
▪ We are wanting to join the strong movement of districts moving towards “Dark Sky’ status
throughout NZ
▪ It is important to understand this does not mean we will end up in the “Dark” - this is about a
strategy for managing the lighting of our area.
Mission Statement
“To encourage the protection, enhancement and preservation exceptional dark skies
of Kaikōura.”
Goals:
•
•
•
•

Inspire a lifelong understanding and passion for dark skies
Exceptional dark Skies should be available to all
Protect dark skies for future generations
Raise awareness in our wider community through
o
o
o
o

Education and public awareness
Understanding Light Pollution
Embracing the 5 principles of IDA for Best Lighting Practice
Manage and improve lighting in Kaikoura

Background:
Kaikoura International Dark Sky working group (KIDS)
•

KIDS has had monthly meetings since February, which have all been well supported.
o Presentations to various groups within our community
§ Museum Event in February with Prof John Hearnshaw
o IDA Dark Sky Week events – x 4
o A project plan is in its final stages for managing the IDA process.

•

A pre-application was made to the IDA in December 2020
o An envisaged goal of achieving IDA accreditation was indicated as being by the end
of 2021 but realistically will be in place 2022

•

KIDS acknowledges the support and advocacy of Kaikoura District Council so far in the
moving towards IDA accreditation

•

We recognize that KDC has demands on resources and we are not looking for financial
support directly.

•

The process that was initiated by NCTIR has become- a community led project

•

Funding applications will be made by the group to appropriate organisations

•

IDA process demands that there be full support from the wider community as part of their
accreditation, which is what our group has been working towards through our talks and
events.

Requests:
KIDS requests that Kaikōura District Council consider the following: (1) Advocacy and support
•
•
•
•

Continued involvement with the project both at a governance and management level.
Ability to access advice and technical support through appropriately agreed channels.
KDC endorsement and support for overall application as well as potential funding
applications to external parties.
Continue to champion initiative both internally within organization and associated activities
and externally with key partners and stakeholders.

(2) Technical support
•
•
•

We acknowledge all the work done by KDC regarding LED light upgrade.
That KDC lead the community by adopting IDA best practice in all future lighting
infrastructure.
Continue to ensure that KDC technical staff take into consideration the dark sky initiative
and its requirements in all regulations, project planning and delivery.

(3) Planning (attached is a copy of the memo from Daniel Murray)
•
•

•

•
•

Acknowledge and support KDC’s plan for a prioritized roadmap to upgrade the District Plan
in the draft LTP.
Adopt planning assessment work undertaken by Daniel Murray to ensure the rolling review
of the District Plan includes best practice lighting rules to progress Dark Sky accreditation
(attached full memo).
KIDS requests that KDC Planning staff either accelerate the relevant section of the District
Plan pertaining to lighting ordinance in the District Plan review or supports a private plan
change by KIDS.
KIDS requests changes in lighting control in the Kaikoura Signs Bylaw and a new Lighting
Bylaw to address nuisance lighting.
Provide appropriate access to planning advice and support to enable KIDS to progress a
private plan change.

•

Work with external developers and resource consent applicants to encourage compliance
with IDA requirements and to engage with KIDS around best practice opportunities early in
the planning cycle.

(4) Communication and outreach.
•
•

KDC actively supports and promotes community outreach opportunities including local
events.
KDC continues to support economic opportunities associated with the KIDS.

Thank you for considering our submission.

Nichola R McArthur

27th June 2021

(Please find attached the planning document compiled by Daniel Murray of Tonkin and
Taylor on behalf of KIDS)

37 - Dark Skies

Memorandum
To:

Kaikōura Night Sky Working Group

From:

Daniel Murray – NCTIR Planning
Approvals Lead

Subject:

District Planning Review

Date:

March 2021

Per

1

Introduction

The Kaikōura Night Sky Working Group (KNSWG) is working towards attaining International Dark Sky
Reserve accreditation from the International Dark-Sky Association (IDA). Among other things, this
process involves demonstrating the proposed reserve has appropriate regulation in place to manage
outdoor lighting and protect night sky quality.
As a first step in this process, this memorandum:
1.

Identifies relevant IDA requirements;

2.

Reviews current policies and regulations for outdoor lighting in the Kaikōura District;

3.

Reviews two case studies: the regulatory approach taken in the Aoraki-Mackenzie Dark Sky
Reserve (accredited in 2012) and proposed for the Wairarapa-Dark Sky Reserve (application
currently in progress); and

4.

Suggests a way forward for regulatory changes in Kaikōura.

Given this early stage the information in this memorandum is necessarily at a high level. Further
work and stakeholder consultation will be required to confirm the potential regulatory approach for
Kaikōura and to prepare and implement any changes.

2

IDA requirements

An application to the IDA must be accompanied by a quality comprehensive Lighting Management
Plan (LMP)1. The IDA needs to see evidence of the community’s commitment to dark skies and
quality outdoor lighting through sufficient adoption of the LMP. Regulation with legally binding

1

Full eligibility criteria are contained in https://www.darksky.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/IDSR-Guidelines-2018.pdf
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effect is typically a core component of such evidence, although they also like to understand other
mechanisms such as economic incentives and education.
The LMP must address a number of requirements (although noting the IDA appears to hold a degree
of discretion around these), including:
•

All outdoor lighting fixtures >500 initial lamp lumens must be fully shielded and make
appropriate use of timers and motion sensors;

•

Lighting must be chosen to minimise the amount of short-wavelength light emitted into the
night-time environment;

•

The lighting policy must restrict lighting in this respect according to one of the following
prescriptions:
A)

The correlated color temperature (CCT) of lamps must not exceed 3000 Kelvins; OR

B)

Allowed lighting must not emit more than 25% of its total spectral power at
wavelengths < 550 nanometers; OR

C)

The scotopic-to-photopic (S/P) ratio of allowed lighting must not exceed 1.3.

3

Existing situation – Kaikoura District

3.1

Kaikōura District Plan

3.1.1

Operative plan

The Kaikōura District Plan (KDP) is the key statutory document regulating development and land use
activities in the district, including outdoor lighting. It is prepared under the processes set out in the
Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA). The KDP was made operative in June 2008.
District plans contain issue statements, objectives, policies and methods for managing land use
activities. These provisions can variously apply at a district-wide level or at localised level through
zoning or overlays shown on a planning map.
District plans contain permitted activity rules identifying activities which can proceed as of right.
Typically these rules will be accompanied by performance standards which must be met for the
activity to retain permitted status. Where these standards cannot be met, or if the plan does not
permit the activity as of right, a resource consent needs to be obtained before the activity can legally
proceed.
The KDP outdoor lighting rules apply on a zoning basis. That is, each zone has slightly different
standards depending on the sensitivity of that zone. For example, the Business Zones have more
lenient standards for outdoor lighting than the Residential Zone. Typically the performance
standards manage light spill at property boundaries through limitations on lux spill.
The outdoor lighting provisions in the KDP largely reflect the age of the plan. They are consistent
with broader planning practice at that time, which was largely focussed on managing potential
nuisance effects on neighbouring properties. Managing outdoor lighting for the purposes of night
sky quality, minimising impacts on fauna, or safety considerations are not explicitly identified in any
KDP provisions. The only exception is the provisions for the Ocean Ridge Comprehensive Living
Zone2, which requires lighting to avoid adverse effects on celestial darkness and the behaviours of
seabirds, in particular Huttons Shearwaters.
2

This zone, which in effect was to enable the Ocean Ridge development, was introduced by way of a plan change process.
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A summary of the current KDP provisions for outdoor lighting is provided in Attachment A. Overall,
in my view they are insufficient for meeting IDA’s requirements.
3.1.2

District plan review process

At nearly 13 years old a review process is about to commence. In discussing this process with Matt
Hoggard3, KDC’s District Planning Manager, it became apparent this review is likely to take place on a
rolling chapter-by-chapter basis over the next ten years. The programme is largely driven by funding
and resourcing constraints (district plan development is typically a costly and time intensive
exercise).
It appears there is the potential for a dedicated lighting chapter to form part of this review.
However, it is likely to have a lower priority than several other chapters and therefore may not be
developed until towards the end of the 10-year programme. Potentially the IDA will consider this
timeframe too long for achieving meaningful regulatory action.
The KNSWG may wish to consider a submission to KDC’s Long Term Plan (LTP), which sets out
Council’s funding priorities for the next 10 years, to request development of the lighting chapter be
brought forward. The next iteration of the LTP is due for public consultation in late May / early June
2021.
However, there is no guarantee that making a submission will achieve the intended outcome. In my
view it is more likely than not that KDC will continue to focus its resources on key chapters such as
the Rural Zone and Residential Zone. Even if the lighting chapter was to be brought forward,
advancing the regulations to a stage where they have legal effect still may take several years.
As discussed further in Section 5 below, progressing a private plan change is likely to be a faster way
of achieving regulatory change.

3.2

Kaikōura bylaws

KDC implement a number of bylaws which are formed subject to the processes set out in the Local
Government Act 2002 (and predecessors). Generally bylaws are made for one of the following
purposes4:
a)

protecting the public from nuisance; or

b)

protecting, promoting, and maintaining public health and safety; or

c)

minimising the potential for offensive behaviour in public places.

To that extent KDC has bylaws regulating dog control, alcohol, water supply, and signage (among
others). They have are no bylaws regulating outdoor lighting, except that the Signs Bylaw 2011 does
contain some provisions with respect to illuminated signs. In broad terms the signs bylaw is limited
to regulating the locations of illuminated signs and limiting light spill to no more than 2 lux at the
boundary of the site the sign is located.
Although there are aspects of lighting regulation which could be said to protect the public from
nuisance and promote their health and safety, in my opinion a bylaw is not the most appropriate
tool for protecting night sky quality. The principal reasons for this are:
1.

3
4

A bylaw’s singular focus on managing effects on people means it could not be used to regulate
other important impacts, including on other species (such as the Huttons Shearwaters).

Pers comm 4 March 2021.
Section 145 of the Local Government Act 2002.
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2.

Only Councils can make bylaws, which may limit the ability for the KNSWG to influence the
bylaw’s content.

3.

For those looking to upgrade or develop their site, a bylaw for lighting would introduce an
additional permitting/approval process (i.e. in addition to a resource consent under the RMA)
which is likely to be seen as inefficient and cumbersome.

3.3

Other

A number of other statutory documents offer both broad and specific policy support for protection
of dark skies. For example, the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010, through Policy 13
Preservation of Natural Character, seeks to recognise that natural character is not the same as
natural features and landscape or amenity values and may include matters such as the natural
darkness of the night sky. Other documents such as the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement also
contain strong direction for preserving natural character.
As mentioned above, the KDP is now 13 years old and therefore does not expressly address the
policy direction in these more recent policy documents.

4

NZ Case studies

4.1

Aoraki-Mackenzie

The Aoraki-Mackenzie area was one of the first places in the Southern Hemisphere to enact
regulation to protect the night sky. In 1981 a Lighting Ordinance was inserted into the Mackenzie
District Plan, at that time prepared under the Town and Country Planning Act 1977. The ordinance
applied to a large area in the Makenzie Basin around Lake Tekapo and the Mt John Observatory.
Subsequently it went through revisions when the RMA came into effect. The current district plan
has been in place since 2004 although has been subject to several plan changes since then.
Outdoor lighting is regulated under Section 12 Signs, Outdoor Lighting and Aerial Distractions.
Protection of the night sky is specifically addressed in Objective 2 and Policy 2A:
Objective 2 - Viewing Of The Night Sky: Maintenance of the ability to undertake effective
research at the Mt John University Observatory and of the ability to view the night sky.
Policy 2A: To avoid unnecessary light pollution of the night time sky in the Mackenzie Basin area,
so as not to adversely affect the astronomical, astrophysical and atmospheric research at Mt John
University Observatory or people's ability to view the night sky.
The plan then identifies a “Outdoor Lighting Restriction” map which applies to a large area of the
Mackenzie Basin. Outdoor lighting is a permitted activity subject to standards, including:
•

Shielding requirements;

•

Filtration to limit blue or ultraviolet light (filter must transmit less than 10% of light with a
total emergency energy flux in the spectral region below 440nm); and

•

Limitations on certain types of outdoor lighting between 11pm and sunrise.

Where the standards cannot be met a resource consent needs to be authorised.
The relevant outdoor lighting rules and the related map is included as Attachment B. Overall, the
package of provisions are relatively succinct and could be used as a basis for developing standards
for Kaikōura. My main concern is the standard for filtration standard / spectral region, which
although addressing IDA requirements, is technical in nature and therefore problematic for the
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general public to understand and implement. An upper limit on colour temperature (Kelvin) is likely
to be a simpler and more readily understood approach.

4.2

Wairarapa

A plan change to the Wairarapa Combined District Plan is currently underway. These changes are in
support of the Wairarapa Dark Sky group’s current application process for dark sky reserve
accreditation. A review of the existing plan had determined that the provisions were insufficient for
protecting the night sky and meeting IDA guidelines.
Similarly to the Mackenzie District, the provisions establish a “Dark Sky Management Area” on a map
and set in place permitted activity standards. The provisions only apply to new lighting erected
within the proposed Dark Sky Management Area once the plan change becomes operative.
Therefore the provisions do not apply retrospectively to existing and established lighting. If lighting
is replaced, however, the new provisions proposed in this plan change will apply.
The key policy is GAV1(f):
GAV1 Policies (f)
Within the Dark Sky Management Area, manage the light colour temperature, shielding and hours
of operation of outdoor artificial lighting to mitigate skyglow to protect the clarity and brightness
of the night sky.
A summary of the key permitted activity standards are:
•

Requirements for all outdoor lighting to have a colour temperate of 3000K or lower (except
outdoor sports lighting, which can be 4000K but with additional standards);

•

Requirements for all outdoor lighting with an output of 500 lamps lumens or greater to be
shielded;

•

A limit on the height our outdoor sports lighting poles (18 metres); and

•

Exception for motion activated lighting where illumination is no longer than 5 minutes from
activation.

A general policy seeks to “promote” with roading control authorities the use of street lighting with a
colour temperature of 3000K or lower. In that sense this policy does not have any binding effect.
The relevant outdoor lighting rules and the related map is included as Attachment C. Overall, the
Wairarapa standards are also likely to serve as a good starting point for developing provisions for
Kaikōura. Of interest is their minimum colour temperature standard is 3000K; while this meets
current IDA requirements I understand the IDA may be looking to reduce this to 2700K or less in the
near future.

5

A suggested way forward

5.1

Changes required

As detailed in previous sections, the current regulatory environment for lighting in the Kaikōura
district is, in my view, inadequate for meeting IDA expectations for managing outdoor lighting. In
that regard they will be keen to see a meaningful action plan for regulatory change.
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As also explained above, the use of bylaws or reliance on the district plan review process to
implement change is likely to be either problematic or take several years.
In my opinion the quickest and most efficient way of achieving change would be to advance
amendments to the current operative district plan. As explained further in the process set out in
Section 5.2 below, the provisions are likely to take legal effect much earlier than any other available
process. Once in place, it is also likely the provisions would ‘roll over’ into the district plan review
process and eventually form part of the new district plan (albeit with potentially more
modifications).
The changes required to the district plan would, in a similar vein to the Aoraki-Mackenzie and
Wairarapa examples, likely include:
•

Introduction of a ‘Dark Sky Protection’ overlay on the planning maps over the core; and

•

New objectives, policies and rules managing night sky protection both in the core and
remainder of the district.

Due to the zoning approach of the KDP explained earlier, this would likely require modification of
several chapters. One approach could be to modify the existing provisions in every chapter.
Another approach might be to delete the relevant provisions in every chapter and then amalgamate
and modify them in one place, for example, Chapter 11: Landscape and Amenity. A mix of the two
approaches might also be appropriate. This would need to be worked through with KDC to
determine the best way forward.
Seeking such changes is considered under the RMA and is subject to a public submission process. It
requires consideration against multiple overlapping and sometimes conflicting social, cultural,
economic, and environmental factors, which means that trade-offs and compromises sometimes
need to be made. Ease of understanding and implementation for ordinary members of the public is
also critical, meaning overly prescriptive and detailed regulation is unlikely to be appropriate.
For those reasons, my suggestion is that the KNSWG look at developing a dual set of lighting
standards:
a)

A more detailed non-statutory “best practice” standard to be used for promotion and
education purposes for new developments, businesses and residents; and

b)

A pared back “minimum” standard to be drafted into the district plan (the standards which
will have legal effect).

The key differences between the standards are addressed in Table 1 overleaf.
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Table 1: Key differences between “best practice” and “minimum” lighting standards
Best practice standard

Minimum standard

Purpose

For promotion and education of best
practice lighting standards

For insertion into the Kaikōura District
Plan

Legal status

Voluntary

Legally binding

Audience

Broadly those who want to achieve best
practice or “do the right thing”,
especially commercial and industrial
scale developments. Should also be
accessible to the general public who
want to understand more
background/detail than the minimum
standard.

General public

Level of
detail

More detailed than the minimum
standard.
Needs to address the LMP requirements
of the IDA.
Include rationale behind why the
standards are important, i.e. ecology,
human health.
Could include case studies / compliant
working examples to demonstrate how
the standards apply in practice.

Limited to succinct objectives, policies
and standards. Needs to be readily
understandable and implementable by
any member of the public, i.e. they
should not need to engage a lighting
consultant to tell them whether or not
they meet the standards.

Format

Glossy booklet; figures and illustrations
etc

Text only. Likely limited to several pages
at most.

5.2

The private plan change process

Any person (or group) can seek a change to a district plan; this is referred to as a ‘private plan
change’. An overview of the private plan change process is given in Attachment D. By way of
summary this would involve KNSWG:
•

Drafting the proposed plan change documentation including proposed objectives, policies and
rules (and/or changes to existing objectives, policies and rules);

•

Preparing an evaluation report in accordance with Section 32 of the RMA, which assesses the
benefits, costs and environmental effects of the proposed provisions and whether they will
achieve the purpose of the RMA; and

•

Consulting with the community about the proposals.

The process could take approximately 6-12 months to complete.
KNSWG would need to obtain the necessary funding to prepare the plan change and cover KDC’s
processing costs. RMA processes are inherently uncertain but costs could be in the order of $30,000
- $50,000, depending on the extent to which professional inputs is used. At minimum it is
recommended that planning and lighting specialists are used to help prepare the documentation.
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I have briefly discussed the possibility of a private plan change process with Matt Hoggard5, which
did not yield any significant concerns. Mr Hoggard raised the possibility of Council ‘adopting’ the
plan change once submitted by the KNSWG, which would essentially mean they support the changes
in principle and would carry on with the processing of the plan change as if it were their own. This
would be an ideal outcome but would indicate that KNSWG would need to work closely with the KDC
during preparation of the plan change documentation to ensure alignment.
My understanding is that a private plan change process would not need to be finished before an
application is put to the IDA. Only a strong intent to complete the process is required.
Lastly, after 30 years the RMA is about to be embark on a full repeal and replacement process6. This
introduces some uncertainty around the future shape and direction of district planning documents
which KNSWG will need to closely monitor. However, in my view this should not preclude the
KNSWG from commencing a private plan change process as there is likely to be a transitional period
of several years before the reforms fully bed in.

6

Recommendations

Based on the preceding advice I recommend that KNSWG:
1)

Seek formal confirmation from KDC:
a)

That they support (in principle) a private plan change process proceeding;

b)

Of the extent to which they wish to participate in the drafting of the regulatory
provisions (noting their financial input is very unlikely).

2)

Confirm resourcing needs for preparing the private plan change documentation, and where
necessary, seek funding for those inputs.

3)

Develop two sets of lighting regulations as follows:

4)

a)

A “best practice” standard to be promoted to new developments; and

b)

A “minimum” standard to be drafted into the district plan.

Draft district plan change documentation using the “minimum” standard provisions including:
a)

Issue statement, objectives, policies and rules;

b)

Section 32 RMA evaluation.

5)

Keep the community and key stakeholders informed of the above process, and where
appropriate, seek their contribution and endorsement to development of the plan change.

6)

In parallel with all the above, monitor KDC annual plan and LTP processes with respect to the
district plan review, and where appropriate, make submissions to ensure new lighting
regulations are advanced as early as possible.

7)

Monitor RMA reform for any impending changes to the planning and regulatory frameworks.

5
6

Pers comm 4 March 2021
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/rma-be-repealed-and-replaced
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Attachment A: Overview of current lighting provisions in the Kaikōura District Plan
Set out below is a summary of where outdoor lighting is specifically referenced in the KDP. More general or
broader provisions referencing amenity are not covered here.
Chapter 13: Subdivision
•

All subdivision is, at minimum, a controlled activity (subject to performance standards) and requires
resource consent.

•

“Street lighting” is specifically identified as a matter of control and related conditions can be imposed.

•

There are no performance standards for outdoor lighting (including street lighting); instead it appears
regulation of lighting is left to the zone rules.

Chapter 18: Residential Zone
•

Policy 18.2.2(4): “To ensure noise and lighting spill do not adversely affect the amenity enjoyed on
residential sites”.

•

Performance standard 18.7(2): “Exterior lights shall be directed away from adjacent properties and roads
and shall not result in lux spill which exceeds 3 lux maximum, horizontal and vertical, onto adjoining
properties measured at any point more than 2m inside the boundary of the adjoining property.”

Chapter 19: Settlement Zones
•

Policy 19.2.2(1): “To enable a wide range of activities to be undertaken within small settlements, provided
effects such as noise, traffic generation and lighting spill associated with activities do not adversely affect
the amenity enjoyed on neighbouring sites.”

•

Performance standard 19.6(2): “Exterior lights shall be directed away from adjacent properties and roads
and shall not result in lux spill exceeding 3 lux maximum (horizontal and vertical) onto adjoining
properties, measured at any point more than 2m inside the boundary of the adjoining property.”

Chapter 20: Business Zones
•

Anticipated Environmental Result 20.3(3): “Preservation of the amenities of residential environments
adjacent to business areas in terms of light admission, noise, odour and lighting spill.”

•

Performance standards 20.6(1) and 20.8.5 – respectively applying to Business Zones and the Pacifica
Seafoods factory (Wakatu Quay):
“a. Exterior lights shall be shielded or directed away from adjacent sites and roads.
b.

Exterior lights shall not result in lux spill which exceeds:
— 3 lux maximum (horizontal and vertical) onto adjoining residential sites or
— 10 lux maximum (horizontal and vertical) onto adjoining non-residential sites.

c.

Light spill shall be measured at any point more than 2m inside the boundary of the adjoining site.”

Chapter 21: Marine Facilities Zone
•

Performance standard 21.6(1):
“a. Exterior lights shall be shielded or directed away from adjacent sites and roads.
b.

Exterior lights shall not result in lux spill which exceeds 3 lux maximum (horizontal and vertical) onto
adjoining residential sites.
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c.

Light spill shall be measured at any point more than 2m inside the boundary of the adjoining site.”

Chapter 22: Rural Zone
•

Performance standard 22.8(1): “Exterior lights shall be directed away from adjacent residential units and
roads and shall not result in lux spill which exceeds 3 lux maximum (horizontal and vertical) onto adjoining
residential units, measured at any point more than 2m inside the notional boundary of the adjoining
Residential unit.”

•

Performance standard 22.13(1) (applying specifically to the Kaikōura Dairy Factory): “All fixed exterior
lighting shall be directed away from adjacent sites and roads.”

Chapter 23: Kaikōura Peninsula Tourism Zone
•

Performance standard 22.13(7):
“a. All exterior lighting shall be directed away from adjacent sites and roads and shall not result in lux
spill which exceeds 3 lux maximum (horizontal and vertical) onto sites outside the zone, measured at
any point more than 2m at or within the boundary of any site zoned residential, or within the
notional boundary of any site zoned rural;
b.

all exterior lighting shall be shielded from above in such a manner that the edge of the shield shall be
below the whole of the light source;

c.

no exterior illumination of any building for aesthetic purposes shall occur between 2300 and sunrise
the following day, except that the rear of the hotel may be lit between these hours if such lighting is
screened from adjoining sites;

d.

the height of any external light pole, other than at the rear of the hotel if such lighting is screened
from adjoining sites, shall not exceed 1.5m above modified ground level.”

Chapter 24: Ocean Ridge Comprehensive Living Zone
•

Policy 24.2.2: “To ensure the level of noise and lighting is compatible with a comprehensive living
environment and avoids adverse effect of celestial darkness and the behaviours of seabirds in particular
Huttons Shearwaters.”

•

Explanation and Reasons: “Some rules minimise upward light spill. Light spill has the ability to confuse the
navigation of seabirds, especially the Huttons Shearwaters passing to and from their nesting and breeding
grounds.”

•

Performance Standard 24.6(11):
“Exterior lights shall be directed away from adjacent sites roads and rail shall not result in lux spill which
exceed 2 lux maximum (horizontal and vertical) onto adjoining sites measured at any point more than 2m
inside the boundary of the adjoining sites. In addition exterior lighting shall be shielded from above in such
a manner that the edge of the shield shall be below the whole of the light source/bulb. No person shall
illuminate or display the following outdoor lighting from 1st August to 30th April:
- Searchlight (unless required in an emergency)
- Illumination of any public recreation facility
- Outside illumination for aesthetic purpose of any building by floodlight.”

Chapter 25: Assessment Matters
•

Chapter 25 sets out matters which are intended to be a guide when preparing or considering resource
consent applications; unlike objectives, policies and rules, they do not carry statutory weight.
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•

Under 25.3(2) Performance Standards – Assessment Matters the following matters are identified for “all
zones”:
Lighting and Noise - All Zones
a.

What is the extent to which the performance standards are not complied with?

b.

What is the reason for exceeding the standards?

c.

What is the nature of, and sensitivity of, the environment receiving the increased light or noise?

d.

What is the proximity of any adjoining residential activities, visitor accommodation, or community
activities?

e.

What is the colour and luminance intensity. of the proposed lighting?

[…]

•

g.

What is the duration of the increased noise or light spill?

h.

Are any mitigation measures proposed, including shielding of light and sound proofing of buildings?

i.

In the Kaikoura Peninsula Tourism Zone, what are the visual effects and effect on the character of
the area of increased pole heights?

Under 25.3(9) Hours of Operation – Business Zones the following matter is identified:
b.

•

Will any increase in hours of operation affect the amenity values of the area in terms of noise
generation, lighting, pedestrian activity, traffic safety and efficiency, privacy, vehicle emissions,
security as a result of people other than residents frequenting the area and community identity and
character?

Under 25.4 Subdivision Assessment Matters the following matter is identified:
o.

What is the need to provide for appropriate standards of street lighting or vehicular access lighting
having regard to the classification of the road or the access and the guidelines of Transit New
Zealand?
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Attachment B: Mackenzie District Plan night sky protection rules
13.a

In the area shown on the Outdoor Lighting Restriction map attached to these Rules, all outdoor lighting
shall be a Permitted Activity provided it complies with all of the following Standards:
i

Shielding: All outdoor lighting shall be shielded from above in such a manner that the edge of the
shield shall be below the whole of the light source.

ii

Filtration: All outdoor lighting shall have a filter to filter out the blue or ultraviolet light, provided
the light source would have more than 15% of the total emergent energy flux in the spectral
region below 440nm. The filters used must transmit less than 10% of the light at any wavelength
less than 440nm. This therefore includes, but is not limited to, fluorescent, mercury vapour and
metal halide lamps.

iii

No person shall illuminate or display the following outdoor lighting between 11.00pm and sunrise
in the designated area:

iv
13.b

a.

searchlights.

b.

illumination of any public recreational facility.

c.

outside illumination for aesthetic purposes of any building by floodlight.

d.

any outdoor illumination in which light is produced by high-pressure sodium, metal halide,
mercury vapour lighting or fluorescent lighting, unless these lamps were installed prior to
1 January 1979 in the Business or Residential Zones in Lake Tekapo or 1 March 1986 in all
other zones.

All fixed exterior lighting shall be directed away from adjacent roads, Lake Ruataniwha and
properties.

Except as provided for in Rule 13.a above, all outdoor lighting shall be a Permitted Activity provided all
fixed exterior lighting is directed away from adjacent properties and roads.

[…]
15.a

In the area shown on the Outdoor Lighting Restriction map outdoor lighting which does not meet all of
the Standards in Rule 13.a shall be a Discretionary Activity.
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Attachment C: Combined Wairarapa District Plan night sky protection rules
(proposed)
The below rule is the general rule only. Various other changes are proposed throughout the district plan which
are not covered here.
21.1 Permitted Activities - The following are permitted activities, provided they comply with the relevant
standards for permitted activities specified below and within the underlying Environmental Zones and
Management Areas.
1.1.11 Outdoor Artificial Light
(a)

The emission of outdoor artificial light (including glare) meets the following standards:
(i)

A maximum artificial light level of 8 lux (lumens per square metre) measured at 1.5m above
ground level at the site boundary.

(ii)

Within the Dark Sky Management Area identified within Appendix 15, all outdoor lighting shall
have a colour temperature of light emitted of 3000K Kelvin or lower.

(iii)

Within the Dark Sky Management Area identified within Appendix 15, all outdoor lighting with a
light output of 500 lamp lumens or greater shall be shielded or tilted so as to not emit any light at
or above a horizontal plane measured at the light source.

Exception:
(iv)
(b)

Lighting controlled by motion-activated switches limiting the duration of illumination to less than
five (5) minutes after activation are exempt from complying with standards (ii) and (iii) above.

Outdoor Sports Lighting at Recreation Facilities
Within the Dark Sky Management Area identified within Appendix 15, the emission of light from outdoor
sports lighting at Recreational Facilities which meets the following standards:
(i)

All outdoor sports lighting shall have a colour temperature of light emitted of 4000K Kelvin or
lower.

(ii)

Outdoor sports lighting shall be designed to the illumination levels recommended in Australian
Standard AS 2560 Guide to sports lighting, all parts. Maximum permitted illumination level is to
be that recommended for “Level 3” competition standard. The lighting designs initial levels shall
not exceed the recommended average service illuminance level by more than 50% and shall meet
the recommended uniformity.

(iii)

Luminous intensity from any light source for any viewing angles at 1.5m height, at a distance of
45m beyond the field shall not exceed 1000 candela.

(iv)

Outdoor sports lighting shall not operate between 10pm and 7am.

(v)

All outdoor sports lighting shall provide the following controls;
(1)

Automatic curfew controls to ensure the lighting is off between 10pm and 7am.

(2)

Local control to turn lights on and off.

(3)

If the lighting has a lighting level for competition, it shall also have a selectable lower
lighting level for training.
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Attachment D: Overview of private plan change process
Source: http://www.environmentguide.org.nz/rma/planning-documents-and-processes/planmaking/private-plan-changes/
Any person may request a change to a regional or district plan which is called a ‘private plan change’. Only a
local authority or Minister of the Crown may request a change to a regional policy statement.
A request for a private plan change needs to made in writing to the appropriate local authority and include:
•
•
•
•
•

The purpose of the proposed plan change
The reasons for the proposed plan change
The content of the proposed plan change
An evaluation report prepared in accordance with section 32
An assessment of the anticipated environmental effects of the proposed plan change taking into
account the requirements of schedule 4.

Within 20 working days of receiving the application, the local authority may request further information to be
provided in regards to:
•
•
•
•

The effects on the environment
Ways in which any adverse effects may be mitigated
The benefits, costs, efficiency and effectiveness and any possible alternatives to the request
The nature of any consultation undertaken.

The applicant for the private plan change can decline to provide the additional information requested and
require the local authority to proceed with considering the application. In this case the local authority can
decline the plan change on the grounds that it has insufficient information to enable it to consider or approve
the plan change.
The local authority may also commission a report in relation to a proposed private plan change.
The local authority is required, within 30 working days of receiving the request and any additional information
asked for, to decide how to deal with the request. It may either:
•
•
•
•

Adopt the request as if it were a proposed policy statement or plan made by the local authority itself
Accept the request
Deal with the request as though it were an application for a resource consent
Reject the request.

Where the local authority adopts the request, it must be publicly notified within four months and will then go
through the normal plan change procedure that applies to changes proposed by a local authority.
Where the local authority accepts the request, it must prepare the change in consultation with the person who
made the request and publicly notify it within four months.
The normal plan change procedure applies in this case with some small alterations, including sending copies of
all submissions to the person who made the request and giving the person who made the request the right to
appear before the local authority and the Environment Court without lodging a submission or appeal.
A request can be rejected on the grounds that:
•
•
•
•
•

It is frivolous or vexatious
The local authority or Environment Court has considered the substance of the request within the last
two years
The request is not in accordance with sound resource management practice
The request would make the policy statement or plan inconsistent with the provisions of the
Resource Management Act relating to plans (Part 5)
The policy statement or plan has been operative for less than two years.
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The limited grounds for rejection reflect the presumption that private plan change applications will be
determined on their merits (through the local authority or private plan change process) unless one of the
grounds above is made out.
The expression “sound resource management practice” has not been defined. The High Court has accepted
that the expression “must inevitably involve a merits assessment and a private plan change that does not
accord with the purpose and principles of the RMA will not cross the threshold for acceptance or adoption. In
the case before the High Court the timing of the request (within months of the operative plan becoming
obsolete) meant that it offended against sound resource management practice.
A decision by the local authority to adopt or accept the request in part only, to deal with the request as though
it were an application for resource consent, or reject part of or the entire request can be appealed to the
Environment Court within 15 working days of receiving the decision.
Preparing a request for a private plan change is often a costly exercise which requires preparation of a
comprehensive assessment of environmental effects and section 32 analysis. The council can also charge the
applicant the full costs of processing the application. Applicants will also need to support the proposed private
plan change through a council hearing and possibly an Environment Court hearing. The average cost for a small
site-specific private plan changes is around $50,000 and a large scale private plan change can cost around $1
million. Applicant’s may also be subject to an award of costs if they appeal the local authority's decision not to
adopt the plan change after the notification and hearing process and lose.

38 - Chris Sturgeon
Tourism and Business - Supporting Information:
In full support of Council’s plan to maintain the level of funding at $225k per annum, as a minimum,
for Destination Kaikōura’s activities.
Dk is a critical support function for the Kaikoura Community, wider than its core mandate towards
tourism businesses but to all of the business community. Prior to DK becoming an RTO Kaikoura failed
to gain its rightful share and focus on tourism when the lion share of effort and funding went to
Christchurch. Our natural assets considered by Tourism NZ as the jewels in the NZ tourism Crown,
were continual plundered in the benefit of marketing Christchurch with little balanced focus on
Kaikoura in its own right. After the 2011 earthquakes Chch was focused on its own recovery and paid
little attention to Kaikoura and its needs. As a result our promotion suffered.
The benefit of Kaikoura being independent and as one of NZ 31 RTO’s enabled us to secure funding
post covid at a level to assist the town, funding that would not have eventuated should we have not
had our own RTO.
Destination Kaikoura’s assistance goes well beyond those directly in tourism and more and more is
assisting local businesses in the community in promoting their businesses to visitors to Kaikoura and
in the promotion of Economic Development. Without tourism, Kaikōura would not have much going
as a vibrant place to live, invest in, operate a business let alone to visit!
The support from KDC is critical to ensure Kaikoura retains its independence and ability to market its
unique assets for the benefit of the entire community to both the international and domestic market
driving interested tourists to Kaikoura. This is most critical now more than ever after Covid and our
need to communicate to the world that our doors will be open again.
Whilst I recognise that $225k is a large proportion of the KDC budget this funding does not go far and
relies on a significant amount of voluntary support. Considering pre covid Tourism contributed over
30% of the local GDP and 70% of Kaikoura’s population were employed directly or indirectly in
tourism, this funding goes to supporting all of the community.
Secondly and as importantly I wish to support the continuation of the support given to the isite of
$20k per annum. The isite is independent of DK and provides a critical customer service for the
community as the front door when travellers arrive. Isites did not receive any central government
funding and have essentially been left to their own devices without any support. Kaikoura was
determined to keep ours open do to the volume of enquiries and interest that is still fulfilled by the
isite. In a recent Lincoln university study precovid it registered that in second place 17% of all
travellers to Kaikoura used the isite for information about the district only beaten unsurprisingly by
the internet at 22%. The message here is that one might expect this gap to be greater but in fact the
isite is still a valid and sought after facility in the support of Tourism.

40 - Ben Foster

27 June 2021

Ben Foster & Sabrina Luecht
127 Mill Road
Kaikoura 7300

RE: LONG TERM PLAN 2021-2031 SUBMISSION
Council support for the arts and environment is of vital importance in the Kaikōura
community.
COMMUNITY: ARTS & CULTURE
Arts and culture provide opportunities for public engagement, education, entertainment,
leisure, personal growth, as well as interactions with others in the community and further
afield. Arts and culture enhance quality of life and increase overall well-being for
individuals and the community. In addition to its intrinsic value, arts and
culture provide important social and economic benefits.
Arts and culture is not only of importance for the residents of this district, but also for
domestic and international visitors in regards to tourism. Kaikōura needs to diversify its
tourism attractions, by including key assets such as the Mayfair Arts & Cultural Centre
which will offer a diverse range of film, performing arts, art exhibitions, workshops and
conferences.
New Zealander's take pride in their love of the arts, art galleries, music events, theatre,
and film - as should Kaikōura. There are few examples in New Zealand where a
community theatre does not receive some form of Council support. For Council not to
value this immense community asset and actively support the Mayfair Arts & Cultural
Centre in some capacity, is short-sighted.
Arts and culture are part of the community’s future, and part of Council’s aims should be
to support the community’s cultural wellbeing - the Long Term Plan lacks in vision and
ambition beyond the scope of general infrastructure. Creative NZ states: “Your Council is
required to promote the cultural wellbeing of your community, and provide
considerable support for arts and culture.”
Community arts venues support the telling of local stories. It enables further creative
activity within the community, and builds audiences through making arts experiences
accessible. This is vital for wellbeing, and should be seen as an ongoing investment in
community.

From theatres to museums, libraries and sport centres - these are all community assets
which require council support and resources, in order for these to thrive.
As residents of Kaikōura, we believe that the Council and its elected Councillor’s core
values do not reflect the districts needs and aspirations of a healthy thriving wellfunctioning community. Council is deeply rooted in historic practices, and its view of the
community is mono-cultured. Council culture itself needs to change.
Current operational strategies fall short of any visionary approach to a sustainable future
re accountability, goals, direction, diversity and future growth within the community. There
is an imbalance in Council support towards community assets and projects, seemingly
opting to support some versus others. For example, recreational facilities are valued more
so than arts and culture facilities. The Kaikōura Aquatic Centre, while much needed, has
been given far greater priority and Council attention, compared to supporting equally
important community assets.
While we appreciate that Kaikōura has a small rate payer base, Council cannot elect not
to support facilities like the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre, while readily choosing to invest
in sports. Funds for community well-being should be evenly distributed. As rate payers we
would like to see Council actively supporting a more diverse range of community
facilities, to meet the physical and mental health needs of the whole community.
In summary, long term planning should be all inclusive, with Council supporting key
community assets in a number of ways: 1) leadership, 2) advocacy, 3) education, and 4)
financial support.
A financial commitment within the sphere of Council’s operating budget (e.g. $20,000
p.a.) towards the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre is critically needed, as well as Council
support for the arts in other forms. For example, the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre could
be included as a key destination in Kaikōura on the KDC website, while Mayfair events
and exhibitions could be promoted via KDC social media, as well as Council supporting
funding applications for the arts where required.

41 - Ian Simmons

22 June 2021
Kaikōura District Council
Sent by Email: kdc@Kaikōura.govt.nz

RE: Submission on Kaikōura District Council’s 2021 – 2031 Long Term Plan
The Marlborough Area of the New Zealand Motor Caravan Association Inc (NZMCA) would like to
make the following submission to Kaikōura District Council’s Long-Term Plan.
In December 2019, a new NZMCA owned motorhome and caravan park was opened at 19 Old Beach
in Kaikōura. The average number of motorhomes and caravans present onsite has been
approximately 40 – 50 vehicles per day with numbers going up to 90 vehicles on some days. Over
half of these vehicles carry bicycles for members to commute to local shops, restaurants, cafes and
other places of interest. Many others enjoy discovering bike trails, leisure walking and hiking in the
greater Kaikōura area.
The current bike trail link that is located from the river north of our park to the town centre has
proven to be very popular. However, access to this bike trail link requires cyclists to travel along a
very busy State Highway which is not only dangerous but also poses a risk to their health and safety.
The Long-Term Plan states that footpaths need to improve and upgraded as it not safe for the
elderly. As NZMCA members are predominately retirees and baby boomers, we would be included in
that category. The LTP also proposes a significant extra investment to upgrade footpaths, cycle, and
walkways.
We support this initiative of the Council and recommend forming a cycle and pedestrian access to
the current bike link at the railway end of Mill Road. This will provide a safe and secure access for
members as well the public to the town centre.
Members staying at the park and visiting the township contribute to the local economy by spending
money locally. It also provides opportunities for people to explore Kaikoura and take advantage of
the activities this place has to offer.
Previous studies have also shown that NZMCA members spend approximately $211 million annually
around the country. Sites such as this will attract more of that spend to the local community.
The NZMCA National Office are open to discussing contributions towards the costs of this accessway
as it will be beneficial to the local community as well as the tourists visiting Kaikoura.
Yours Sincerely,

Ian Simmons
Chairman – NZMCA Marlborough Area

43 – Mitsuyo Field
Submission to: Kaikoura District Council (KDC)
From:

Mitsuyo Field

Address:

2 Austin St, Kaikoura

In support of the Kaikoura International Dark Skies working group submission to the LTP.

Reasons for the submission:
We support the KIDS Group vision and goals.
We also give support:
•
•

To the aspiration to apply to the International Dark Sky Association for accreditation as a Dark Sky reserve.
To the following request from KIDS to KDC.

Outcome sought
I/We ask that Kaikoūra District Council support KIDS request in the following: (1) Advocacy and support
•
•
•
•

Continued involvement with the project both at a governance and management level.
Ability to access advice and technical support through appropriately agreed channels.
KDC endorsement and support for overall application as well as potential funding applications to external
parties.
Continue to champion initiative both internally within organization and associated activities and externally
with key partners and stakeholders.

(2) Technical support
•
•
•

We acknowledge all the work done by KDC with regard to LED light upgrade.
That KDC lead the community by adopting IDA best practice in all future lighting infrastructure.
Continue to ensure that KDC technical staff take into consideration the dark sky initiative and its
requirements in all regulations, project planning and delivery.

(3) Planning
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acknowledge and support KDC’s plan for a prioritized roadmap to upgrade the District Plan in the draft LTP.
Outline planning assessment work undertaken by Daniel Murray to ensure lighting requirements within the
District plan (attached full memo).
KIDS requests that KDC/governance either accelerate the relevant section of the District Plan pertaining to
lighting ordinance in the District Plan review or supports a private plan change by KIDS.
KIDS requests that lighting bylaws are considered by KDC.
Provide appropriate access to planning advice and support to enable KIDS to progress a private plan change.
Work with external developers and resource consent applicants to encourage compliance with IDA
requirements and to engage with KIDS around best practice opportunities early in the planning cycle.

(4) Communication and outreach.
•
•

KDC actively supports and promotes community outreach opportunities including local events.
KDC continues to support economic opportunities associated with the KIDS.

Signed:
Date:

23 June 2021

44 - Federated Farmers

SUBMISSION
TELEPHONE 0800 327 646 I WEBSITE WWW.FEDFARM.ORG.NZ

___________________________________________________________________

To:

Kaikōura District Council
PO Box 6
96 West End, Kaikōura
E-mail: kdc@kaikoura.govt.nz

Submission on:

Kaikōura District Council
Draft Long-Term Plan 2021/31 Consultation Document

Date:

28 June 2021

Contact:

ELISHA YOUNG-EBERT
SENIOR POLICY ADVISOR
Federated Farmers of New Zealand
PO Box 20448, Bishopdale, Christchurch 8543
M 021 615 278
E eyoungebert@fedfarm.org.nz

NCFF submission: Kaikōura Draft Long-Term Plan 2021/31

SUBMISSION ON KAIKŌURA DISTRICT COUNCIL
DRAFT LONG-TERM PLAN – CONSULTATION DOCUMENT

1.

Introduction

1.1

North Canterbury Federated Farmers (NCFF) appreciates the opportunity to submit to
Kaikōura District Council (the Council) on its Draft Long-Term Plan 2021/31
Consultation Document.

1.2

NCFF has a strong membership base in Kaikōura and we take every opportunity to
engage and maintain a positive working relationship with the Council.

1.3

NCFF is well-aware of the ongoing challenges the Council has faced in the last few
years, particularly the major works taken to rebuild the district after the earthquake of
2016, and we acknowledge the social and economic impact of Covid-19 restrictions
has added significant stress on the district.

1.4

Our members appreciate the Council has looked internally and explored ways to
operate more efficiently and it has also explored options to support its main business
sector, tourism.

1.5

However, we remind the Council that, next to tourism, the primary industry and
construction sector are also major employers and producers in the district. Agriculture,
fishing and forestry collectively represent 14.4 per cent of the district’s workforce, and
contribute 19.4 per cent towards the total GDP of Kaikōura1. The primary industries
need your recognition and support as much as everyone else in your community.

1.6

NCFF has reviewed the consultation document and offers the following comments on
the proposals.

2.
2.1

Long-Term Plan – key issues
The consultation document identified and invited feedback on five key proposals:
1. Roads – clearing a backlog of roads due for resealing and renewal
2. Footpaths – upgrades to current footpaths, as well as cycle and walkways along
Beach Road and the Esplanade
3. District Plan review – setting a priority order for 25 chapters to review and
conduct Spatial Planning exercise
4. Urban rubbish collection – fortnightly kerbside collection for urban residential
5. Tourism and Business support – continue to contribute $225,000 annually
towards Destination Kaikōura.

2.2

1

The consultation document also covers some broader concerns; namely how the
Council may address climate change and Three Water reform. We offer general
comments on these two topics.

Infometrics: Kaikōura District Economic profile 2020; you may access the information here
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2.3

We will not comment on the proposal for urban rubbish collection for this does not
affect our members.

2.4

NCFF does want to comment on the proposed rates increases, particularly for rural
properties in the district, which we find inappropriate and imbalanced, particularly in
these economically uncertain times.

2.5

Our summary of recommendations and comments are as follows.

3.

Summary of submission points

3.1

That Council reviews the way it has prepared and published its long-term plan to
ensure, in future, its draft plans are easy for interested parties to access the information
they need to make a fully considered submission.

3.2

That the Council adopts our recommendations on the level of general rate increases
for the foreseeable future:
i.

maximise the 30 per cent cap UAGC as much as possible

ii.

reduce the rates differential of rural general rates from 90 per cent to 75 per
cent, and

iii.

have a fairer spread of general rates across the rates classes. We believe the
Council can and should impose no more than a 4 per cent increase in any
given rating class for the foreseeable future.

3.3

That Council only borrows to finance new or improved roads. In the alternative, if it
must borrow to take the pressure off its maintenance backlog, the proposed budget for
this should be substantially reduced by at least 20 per cent.

3.4

That Council increases its budget for the district’s footpaths, which will be funded
through a targeted rate differential.

3.5

That Council develops a priority list of chapters to review in its district plan; and it
continues to engage regularly and constructively with NCFF, and its community, during
its review of the remaining chapters of its district plan.

3.6

That Council retains its annual contribution of $225,000 towards Destination Kaikōura;
but this contribution should be capped and it should not be subject to inflation.

3.7

That Council proceeds with upgrading its urban streetlights to LED.

3.8

That Council engages widely with its community on any proposals or consequent
district plan rules it may develop to meet the requirements for international Dark Sky
accreditation. Our members will not support changes that curtail their ability to continue
sustainable and productive farming practices.

3.9

That Council continues to adopt a business-as-usual approach towards the Three
Water reform; and to take no further action until all relevant information is received
from central government.

4.

General comments

4.1

NCFF generally supports the five, overarching Community Outcomes the Council has
identified in its draft LTP: Community, Development, Services, Environment and
Future. These outcomes are simple and clearly defined.

4.2

We note the Council highlights progress on its capital projects, including the
construction of the Waiau Toa/Clarence River bridge, the Scout Hall and the Aquatic
Centre. Our members appreciate the Council proactively sought additional funding for
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its community projects though the Shovel Ready grant and the Provincial Growth Fund.
We offered our feedback on these projects in our previous submissions and we have
nothing further to add.
4.3

NCFF did find it difficult to navigate the publicly available supporting documents that
were posted online. We had to ask Council staff to send us specific information we
needed to refer to because we could not find them. It is highly unusual to break a draft
long-term plan into sperate parts and the layout was confusing.

4.4

We were interested to find out more about the rates model review and proposed
increases to fees and charges, particularly for resource consent applications. We
could not find this information in the supporting documents.

Recommendation
That Council reviews the way it has prepared and published its long-term plan to ensure, in
future, its draft plans are easy for interested parties to access the information they need to
make a fully considered submission.

5.

Rates increase

5.1

NCFF comments on the proposed rates increase first because this is the singular
proposal that most affects our members who are your rural ratepayers.

5.2

Under the proposed LTP, rural ratepayers will face the largest increase out of all the
major rating classes:
•

Rural – between 6.07 and 6.77 per cent

•

Lifestyle/semi-rural – 5.13 per cent

•

Urban residential – between 3.26 and 3.55 per cent

•

Commercial – between 0.16 and 0.51 per cent.

5.3

We note these increases follow rates increases for rural ratepayers of more than 5.5
per cent in 2020/21.

5.4

NCFF is aware the Covid-19 Level 4 restrictions had significant economic
consequences for the Kaikōura district, compounding existing challenges the district
has experienced following the 2016 earthquake. The local economy remains fragile
and it will take considerable time to recover to pre-Covid-19 levels. This would have a
direct impact on the district ratepayers’ ability to meet any increase in rates.

5.5

Rural farms are businesses, which have been under considerable stress themselves.
These proposed rate increases will be unaffordable for them, especially alongside
other issues they face.

5.6

For example, there is regular reporting on the suite of regulations farmers will have to
comply with shortly, not least the nationwide requirements for freshwater standards
and practices, climate change and indigenous biodiversity. At a regional level,
Environment Canterbury is also proposing high rate increases to meet their obligations
for freshwater standards.

5.7

With global restrictions on travel and freight, farmers are, like everyone else, facing
unusual pressures. They are struggling to gain suitable staff and access to supplies.
Canterbury farmers have had to contend with consecutive seasons of drought then
repair damage on their property from subsequent floods.
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5.8

Unlike most businesses, farmers’ incomes vulnerable to uncertain and often volatile
global commodity prices, exchange rates and the weather; and their costs are
inexorably rising.

5.9

Many farmers tell us they are feeling exhausted and at the end of their tethers.
Agricultural sentiment has been the most negative of all industries covered in business
confidence surveys, such as the ANZ Business Outlook Survey, while the 2021 KPMG
Agribusiness Agenda had an underlying theme of low morale and fatigue. Distress and
depression are huge problems in our rural communities across the country and
Kaikōura will be no exception.

5.10

Large rates increases are particularly unwelcome in this tough economic environment.

5.11

The primary issue behind the larger rates increases for farmers is that there will be a
hefty increase in the capital value General Rate (up 12 per cent in terms of cents in the
dollar CV) and only a small increase in the UAGC (up 2.8 per cent to $588.12). There
will be an increase in the Civic Centre district wide uniform annual charge but, even
so, it appears to us that the use of district wide uniform charges will reduce relative to
capital value rates, to below the 30 percent legislative cap.

5.12

Putting aside whether the amount to be raised from the general rate is appropriate,
there are two solutions the Council could take to address this problem for rural
ratepayers. Firstly, it could reduce the 12.3 percent increase for the capital value
general rate and reach the maximum allowed for the UAGC. If this is problematic in
terms of the 30 percent legislative cap, the second solution would be to reduce the
general rate differential for rural properties from 0.9 to 0.75. This would be consistent
with Christchurch City Council’s remote rural differential of 0.75 which recognises the
reduced level of service these properties have for council services which mostly cater
for urban residents.

5.13

We urge the Council to:
iv.

maximise the 30 per cent cap UAGC as much as possible

v.

reduce the rates differential of rural general rates from 90 per cent to 75 per
cent, and

vi.

have a fairer spread of general rates across the rates classes. We believe the
Council can and should impose no more than a 4 per cent increase in any
given rating class for the foreseeable future.

Recommendation
That the Council adopts our recommendations on the level of general rate increases for the
foreseeable future.

6.

Roads

6.1

NCFF is generally supportive of councils which borrow to finance capital expenditure;
that is, for new or improved roads. However, we do not believe borrowing is appropriate
for repairs and maintenance of existing roads; these are operational costs should be
funded through rates.

6.2

Our members are usually situated on the least used roads in most districts, and they
would want to rural roads upgraded and well-maintained. These roads are vital to their
ability to access goods and services and deliver their produce across the country, and
across the globe, in a timely manner. Roading is the council activity of greatest benefit
to farmers.

6.3

As the Council notes in its consultation document: close to $1.2 billion has been spent
to repair and renew the State Highway roads and bridges, as well as the railway
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network. This means major corridors to and from the district are operating well. The
post-earthquake rebuild projects have been completed and it came under budget. The
Council’s debt sum is $5 million while it was at $7.6 million pre-earthquake. These are
all positive outcomes for your community.
6.4

We recommend the Council does not borrow for maintenance expenditure. If the
council is to borrow for roading it should be for new or improved roads, including in
rural areas, which would improve levels of service.

6.5

Nonetheless, if the Council must borrow to clear its road maintenance backlog, we
believe the proposed budget should be reviewed and reduced by at least 20 per cent.
We understand that if the borrowed sum is lowered the burden on rural ratepayers to
repay the loan will be substantially reduced.

Recommendation
That Council only borrows to finance new or improved roads. In the alternative, if it must
borrow for take the pressure of its maintenance backlog, the budget for this should be
substantially reduced by at least 20 per cent of the proposed sum of just under $5 million.

7.

Footpaths

7.1

NCFF can understand there needs to be more investment in footpaths for its residents.
We acknowledge an annual budget of $16,000 is conservative and the Council
proposes to increase the annual funding by at least $44,00 for the 2021/22 financial
year. The Council then proposes to add a further $100,000, every year, for the next
10 years.

7.2

We have referred to Part 4 – Financial information and rates – of the draft long-term
plan, where the Council has indicated the funding will come from a targeted rate, with
a differential for rural ratepayers, which we support.

Recommendation
That Council increases its budget for the district’s footpaths, which will be funded through a
targeted rate differential.

8.

District Plan Review

8.1

We support the Council’s proposal to set a priority order to review the remaining
chapters of its operative District Plan, which includes Residential, Business and Rural
zones.

8.2

NCFF was involved in the Council’s review of its Natural Hazards chapter in 2020 and
we are an interested party in the notified Plan Change 3, which includes many
amendments to ensure the activities within high natural areas are appropriately
managed.

8.3

We have told the Council we appreciate its willingness to work with us in good faith
throughout the review and the development of Plan Change 3, and we encourage the
Council to continue to engage with us, and its community, during its review of the
remaining chapters of its district plan.

Recommendation
That Council develops a priority list of chapters to review in its district plan; and it continues to
engage regularly and constructively with NCFF, and its community, during its review of the
remaining chapters of its district plan.
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9.
9.1

9.2

Tourism and Business Support
We can understand the Council’s desire to continue to support its tourism and business
sectors. The consultation document outlines what the Council has done to offer its
support:
•

increased its annual contribution to Destination Kaikōura by $45,000 to
$225,000 in its 2020/2021 annual plan; it proposes to maintain its annual
contribution of $225,000 (plus inflation) for the next 10 years2, and

•

kept its rates increases to below three per cent for all commercial rateable
classes in its annual plan last year, in response to the economic impact of
Covid-19.

We understand the Council’s willingness to help its community, and we support the
use of rates to fund tourism and business support. We do, however, think the annual
contribution of $225,000 should be capped and it should not be subject to inflation.

Recommendation
That Council retains its annual contribution of $225,000; but this contribution should be capped
and it should not be subject to inflation.

10. Climate Change
10.1

NCFF notes the Council is taking step to address the effects of climate change and the
draft LTP by:
•

Investing more in footpath network to encourage more residents to walk rather
than use their cars

•

Upgrading street lights in the urban area to LED, and

•

Actively supporting a community group to obtain International Dark Sky
accreditation for the district.

10.2

NCFF acknowledges climate change is global issue and everyone has a part to play
in addressing its effects. Indeed, farmers know first-hand the stress and risks extreme
weather conditions can have on their livelihoods.

10.3

As we write this submission, Federated Farmers of New Zealand is working closely
with farmers and other stakeholders, particularly Central Government, to ensure we
have practical and viable measures in place to mitigate the effects of climate change.

10.4

Attached, for your reference, is a letter Federated Farmers sent in October 2020 to all
councils (including Kaikōura District Council) on what we see as the appropriate role
for councils in addressing climate change.

10.5

We accept the change for all urban lighting to LED, through a loan, for this is a
worthwhile capital investment for the long-term wellbeing of the community.

10.6

NCFF offers a reserved support for the district to obtain International Dark Sky
accreditation. While this accreditation may offer some benefits for the wider district,
this may impact on essential farming operations.

10.7

We encourage the Council to engage widely with its community on any proposals or
consequent district plan rules it may develop to meet the requirements for

2

We note the Consultation Document explains this increase will not incur any increase to current rates.
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accreditation. Farmers work seasonally and there will be parts of the year they must
work around-the-clock. Our members will not support changes that curtail their ability
to continue sustainable and productive farming practices.
Recommendation
That Council proceeds with upgrading its urban streetlights to LED.
That Council engages widely with its community on any proposals or consequent district plan
rules it may develop to meet the requirements for international Dark Sky accreditation. Our
members will not support changes that curtail their ability to continue sustainable and
productive farming practices.

11. Three Waters
11.1

NCFF supports the Council’s approach so far on the major 3 Water reform currently
under development by central government.

11.2

Specifically, we agree the Council should continue to take a business-as-usual stance,
for now; and it was sensible to sign the Memorandum of Understanding, to secure
funding for the district, but take no further action until better information is received
from central government.

Recommendation
That Council continues to adopt a business-as-usual stance; and to take no further action
until better information is received from central government.
NOTE: Federated Farmers wishes to present at a hearing.

ABOUT NORTH CANTERBURY FEDERATED FARMERS
North Canterbury Federated Farmers is a voluntary, member-based organisation that
represents farming and other rural businesses. It is one of 24 provinces that comprise
Federated Farmers of New Zealand, which has a long and proud history of representing the
needs and interests of New Zealand’s rural community.

Caroline Amyes
Provincial President – North Canterbury
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44 - Federated Farmers

31 October 2020
WELLINGTON

To Mayors, Chairs, Councillors and Chief Executives
All Regional, City and District Councils

Wellington Chambers
Level 6, 154 Featherstone St
PO Box 715, Wellington 6140
T +64 4 473 7269

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE
On behalf of Federated Farmers of New Zealand, I am writing to all councils about the appropriate
role for local government in addressing climate change and its effects.
Until recently local government’s role was understood to be narrow, focussing on climate change
adaptation, recognising that central government had primary responsibility to set policy for
addressing climate change and its effects. The Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) has been relied
upon as the key mechanism to encourage emissions reduction and the Resource Management Act
(RMA) prevented councils from considering greenhouse gas mitigation when granting consent,
developing regional plans, or setting regional rules. Adaptation rather than mitigation was where
councils were seen to have an appropriate role.
Over recent times councils have come under increasing public and political pressure to do more to
address the impacts and consequences of climate change. The Government also recently amended
the RMA to remove restrictions on councils from considering greenhouse gas mitigation in RMA
processes.
Federated Farmers understands these pressures and the genuine desire by many in local
government to do more. Councils could do more to reduce their own emissions footprints, such as
by moving to clean energy for their buildings and using electric vehicles for their fleets. Councils
could influence carbon dioxide emissions more generally through their core role of planning and
funding of their transport infrastructure and services.
Councils will also have an important role in ensuring that their regions adapt to the varied and many
expected localised impacts of climate change. Such adaptation may include protecting infrastructure
from rising sea levels and securing drinking water supplies in the face of more frequent and severe
extreme weather events. New Zealand’s favourable climatic conditions have enabled the agriculture
sector to be one of the most productive in the world. However, climate change means these
conditions cannot be relied upon into the future, some regions are expected to become hotter and
drier, other regions are expected to become colder and wetter, and extreme weather events are
expected to become more frequent and damaging across all regions. Rather than relying on
increasingly unpredictable rainfall, some regions may be able to store more fresh water and pump it
to regions with less. The need to explore increased water storage infrastructure highlights the
appropriateness of local councils developing plans to adapt to the expected impacts of climate
change, while also seeking to mitigate the emissions they are directly responsible for.
Beyond these roles Federated Farmers is not convinced that councils can or should seek to do more.
Firstly, despite concerns about the effectiveness of the ETS, recent changes to the scheme are and
will be driving a higher emissions price and over time it will drive the intended behaviour change if
the scheme continues to be improved upon. Long-term certainty in the functionality of the ETS is
critical for its success and the ETS should be allowed to remain the primary mechanism for
encouraging emissions reduction, especially for long-lived gases like carbon dioxide.

Secondly, in relation to agricultural emissions (which are currently not subject to surrender
obligations under the ETS), the Government, Iwi/Maori, and the agricultural sector are, under the He
Waka Eke Noa Primary Sector Climate Action Partnership, working to co-design policy and
programmes to measure, manage and incentivise the reduction of agricultural greenhouse gas
emissions.
This partnership is working on ways to equip farmers and growers with the knowledge and tools they
need to reduce emissions, while continuing to sustainably produce quality food and fibre products
for domestic and international markets. It includes collaboration on the detailed development of an
appropriate farm gate emissions pricing mechanism by 2025. The Climate Change Commission has
been asked to assess progress under He Waka Eke Noa and provide this no later than July 2022.
More information on He Waka Eke Noa can be found here: https://www.mfe.govt.nz/climatechange/he-waka-eke-noa-primary-sector-climate-change-action-partnership
Federated Farmers is concerned that councils may be considering undertaking, or being encouraged
to undertake, actions to manage agricultural emissions, especially methane and nitrous oxide. By
doing so councils may end up acting prior to the completion of work under He Waka Eke Noa which
would be at best duplicative and at worst could undermine this work.
Thirdly, taking an overly expansive role on climate change going beyond councils’ core roles would,
in Federated Farmers view, not be the best use of ratepayers money at a time when councils will be
facing many financial challenges in recovering from the effects of COVID-19 and when many
ratepayers are struggling to make ends meet.
Federated Farmers therefore urges councils to stick to focusing on ensuring their regions can best
adapt to the expected impacts of climate change and to only seek to mitigate emissions which they
are directly responsible for. They should not seek to manage emissions that they have little ability to
effectively influence and are already subject to considerable work at a central government level and,
with respect to agricultural emissions, being managed in partnership with Iwi/Maori, and the
agricultural sector under a historic partnership approach.
Federated Farmers provinces may be making their own submissions on councils’ specific
consultations on climate change and I acknowledge their submissions.
Yours sincerely

Andrew Hoggard
National President
Spokesperson on Local Government and Climate Change
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46 - Linda de Vine

49 – Ted Howard
TOURISM AND BUSINESS SUPPORT
While tourism has many challenges, particularly with the current pandemic, and with the carbon
emissions required to come to a place as far from everywhere as NZ is, then come to Kaikoura which
is a long way from anyplace else in NZ. Kaikoura is a world leading ecotourism destination and could
become a major dark skies tourism destination. The current work KDC has done in changing lighting
and the work that Waka Kotahi has committed to could bring significant benefits to the area. The
change in lighting in the Torquay St area is already clearly visible to me every night.
And there is much more that needs to be done in both the biodiversity and biosecurity spaces to
support not just the wildlife, but also the ecotourism brand that Kaikoura has worked so hard to build
over a very long time.
I believe the council have struck a reasonable balance with the decisions made.
And complex systems always do unpredictable things, and we all need to be constantly alert and
responsive to the changes that come our way. And we need to have a destination in mind as we
navigate around obstacles that appear from time to time.
As noted at the start, it seems clear to me that major systemic reform of the economic systems world
wide is essential in the short to medium term, and that will require council being alert to the
implications of changes that appear, and to me it seems that you are doing a good job of that to date,
and while you definitely deserve a bit of a break after the work of the last 5 years and the last few
months, I am afraid that the changes at both national and global levels will mean that the rest may be
a matter of weeks rather than years.
ENVIRONMENT
We live a very special place.
The superb scenery and marine productivity are both the result of tectonic collisions between the
Pacific and the Australian plates.
We exist on that boundary.
Earthquakes necessarily happen in order to create the geophysical beauty (mountain heights and
ocean depths) and the biological diversity that makes Kaikoura such an attractive place to many locals
and visitors alike.
Biosecurity concerns are real.
Introduced invasive organisms are the single biggest threat to biodiversity, and are a major threat to
both agriculture and tourism.
Vines free and predator free initiative both need support as and where practical and reasonable.
We have a lot of plants and animals in Kaikoura that are found nowhere else in the world.
The Hutton's Shearwater breeds only here, in the wild in our two mountain colonies, and a few in our
artificial colony on the peninsula. We have skinks, geckos and weta that are found only here in
Kaikoura, as well as plants that are so rare that the known number of individuals can be counted on
fingers and toes.
We are also known as the seabird capital of the world, with more species being seen here than
anywhere else on the planet. Not many breed here, but many come to visit because of the
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productivity of this place. We are home to the largest remaining breeding colony of red billed gulls.
Predators, particularly cats, but also hedgehogs, rats, weasels, stoats, and ferrets are real issues for our
native animals. I saw a cat the Kowhai Hutton's colony, at over 1300m height. It is a difficult
conversation to have with many people, and we need to start to seriously have those conversations.
Change is required if many of our species are going to survive. Banded dotterels have been in decline
in every census. Last season at South Bay cats killed most chicks and more adults than chicks that
survived. If we want people to come here to see our amazing ecosystems, we need to make sure we
still have them. It needs more focus going forward.
The earthquake will have long term impacts on that productivity. It is not finished with us yet. Most of
the material shaken loose from the hillsides in the quake is still up there in the valleys, and stream and
river beds, waiting for enough water to bring it down. That is a risk not just to our road and rail
networks, our flood protection systems, but also to our farms and low lying housing, to our
communications infrastructure, and to the marine productivity.
There is hope.
If we can establish international cooperation, then we can develop and deploy systems to manage
climate change, and provide security and abundance to all. But without such cooperation, the sort of
technology required to actually manage climate is so powerful that it poses more threat than climate
change. So we find ourselves in a very complex situation with both real risk and real chance to avoid
that risk and claim the rewards possible. Kaikoura may be a small voice in a big picture, and we have a
history of punching above our weight. We can keep on doing that.
And I am clear beyond any shadow of reasonable doubt that reaching a secure and prosperous future
demands of us levels of cooperation and acceptance of diversity that have not been common in our
past. Any systems that lead to all out competition must end badly. Our only real future is in accepting
cooperation and diversity, and accepting that we all necessarily have imperfect information, so we will
all make mistakes from time to time. We just need to be responsible and have to do the best we can
with our limited and fallible capabilities. And we all have our conservative sides that resist change at
some level. We all have to balance those, they are there for very good reason. Balance is required.
Usually change needs to be carefully curated if it is to end well.
I commend you all, staff and elected representative, for the superb job you have done these last 5
years. Plenty of mistakes made, that was always going to be the case, and for the most part lessons
have been learned and results achieved.
Keep up the good work, there is plenty of it required of us all.

50 - B Larsen on behalf of CDHB
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To:
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Community & Public Health
A division of the Canterbury District Health Board
Attn: Bronwyn Larsen
Community and Public Health
C/- Canterbury District Health Board
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Proposal:
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Kaikōura District Council is consulting on their long term plan to
ascertain views on how best to manage infrastructure and
services in the district over the next 10 years.

SUBMISSION ON KAIKŌURA DISTRICT COUNCIL DRAFT LONG TERM PLAN

Details of submitter
1. Canterbury District Health Board (CDHB)
2. The CDHB is responsible for promoting the reduction of adverse environmental
effects on the health of people and communities and to improve, promote and
protect their health pursuant to the New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act
2000 and the Health Act 1956.
3. These statutory obligations are the responsibility of the Ministry of Health and, in the
Canterbury District, are carried out under contract by Community and Public Health
under Crown funding agreements on behalf of the Canterbury District Health Board.
General comments
4. The LongTerm Plan provides Kaikōura District Council with a unique opportunity to
influence the determinants of health for the people of Kaikōura through prioritising
funds for activities which support health and wellbeing. Health and wellbeing (overall
quality of life) is influenced by a wide range of factors beyond the health sector.
These influences can be described as the conditions in which people are born,
grow, live, work and age, and are impacted by environmental, social and
behavioural factors. They are often referred to as the ‘social determinants of health1.
Barton and Grant’s Health Map2 shows how various influences on health are
complex and interlinked.
5. The CDHB is pleased to see evidence of the partnership working with Te Rūnanga
o Kaikōura so clearly demonstrated in this Long Term Plan document. Closely
working with Te Rūnanga is vital to ensure Te Tiriti is meaningfully upheld and that
equity for mana whenua and tangata whenua living in Kaikōura is considered as
central during project planning and decision making. The CDHB hopes this
partnership model is provided as an exemplar for other regions who could benefit
greatly from such an approach.

Public Health Advisory Committee. 2004. The Health of People and Communities. A Way Forward: Public Policy and the Economic Determinants of Health.
Public Health Advisory Committee: Wellington.
2
Barton, H. and Grant, M. (2006) A health map for the local human habitat. The Journal for the Royal Society for the Promotion of Health, 126 (6). pp. 252253. SSN 1466-4240 Available from: http://eprints.uwe.ac.uk/7863
1
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Specific comments

Rates proposals

6. The CDHB recognises the need for rates increases. The risk to public health from
deteriorating assets outweighs the benefits of rates remaining unchanged. However,
the CDHB acknowledges that rises in rates will impact inequitably on disadvantaged
populations, particularly those older people in the Kaikōura population on fixed
incomes.
Roads and footpaths

7. The CDHB supports option A in acknowledgement of the need for road renewals in
order to ensure the safety of those travelling around the Kaikōura District,
particularly where alternative modes such as cycling or walking are not an option
(such as rural roads which connect communities).
8. The CDHB recommends that in urban areas such as Kaikōura township, that
provision of safe cycling facilities such as painted cycle lanes are considered as part
of these renewals. This would improve transport options for local residents taking
short trips and contribute towards national goals around reducing emissions from
private vehicles which aims to mitigate some of the effects of climate change.
9. Similarly the CDHB supports increased expenditure for footpath renewals (option
A). Not only will this contribute towards improving transport choice, accessibility and
mitigating effects of climate change, but provision of safe footpaths promotes
walking and active lifestyles which have a number of health benefits3.

District Plan

10. The CDHB recommends that the Council consults with DPMC on likely outcomes of
the RMA reforms before undertaking this costly review. If current recommendations
related to the reform are adopted, District Plans will cease and be replaced by an

3

https://www.cph.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/ActivePublicTransportInfrastructureReview.pdf
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entirely new collaborative drafting process for council as part of a wider regional
joint committee.

Urban Rubbish Collection

11. It is encouraging to note that Council is considering adding fortnightly wheelie bin
collection to the current Waste Management Systems. The current lack of refuse
collection means residents must drive to the Resource Recovery Centre for
disposal. This poses a challenge for those without access to a vehicle or those with
disabilities. The risk of insanitary conditions arising from lack of opportunity/means
to dispose of rubbish poses a risk to human health. It may also lead to an increase
in fly-tipping of rubbish.
Water supply

12. The CDHB notes improvements on compliance of water supplies since the previous
LTP was drafted. At that time none of the eight water supplies were fully compliant,
however now only Fernleigh and Eastern Bays remain non-compliant with the
Drinking Water Standards. We commend the Council’s work in this area which has
recognised the relationship between water and public health and prioritised
upgrades.
13. We recommend that funds remain allocated for prioritising upgrades for Fernleigh
and the Eastern Bays in order to mitigate the public health risk associated and
demonstrate to Taumata Arowai that all supplies across the district meet national
standards.

Other Issues - housing

14. Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura have highlighted in their preamble the need for affordable
housing in Kaikōura. It is understood that the Kaikōura District has seen significant
increase in rental prices which like many other parts of the country are causing
housing hardship. Access to affordable housing is a fundamental human right and
thus the CDHB supports Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura’s request for council to look into
papakāinga housing. Further to, we recommend the Council investigate shared
equity schemes like Waiau which is supported by Hurunui District Council. In
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exploring these schemes, we encourage the council to think about how housing
could support aging in place4, given the very limited options for older people with
care needs living in the Kaikōura District.
15. In addition the CDHB recommends that the council allocates funding towards a
comprehensive housing needs assessment for the region, such as those
undertaken by Waimakariri and Selwyn District Councils. At present anecdotal
information suggest that housing is a concern for residents of the Kaikōura District,
however without an assessment the real need remains unknown. A balance must
be struck between continued support of tourism and business including prioritising
tourist accommodation, and meeting the housing needs of local residents.

Conclusion
16. The CDHB does not wish to be heard in support of this submission.
17. Thank you for the opportunity to submit on Kaikōura District Council’s draft Long
Term Plan.

Person making the submission

Dr Anna Stevenson

Date: 25/06/2021

Public Health Specialist
Medical Officer of Health

Contact details
Bronwyn Larsen
For and on behalf of
Community and Public Health
C/- Canterbury District Health Board
PO Box 1475
Christchurch 8140
4

Office for Seniors Te Tari Kaumātua. 2019. Better Later Life – He Oranga Kaumātua.
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P +64 3 364 1777
Bronwyn.Larsen@cdhb.health.nz
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51 – Ann McCaw
Submission to: Kaikoura District Council (KDC)
From: Ann McCaw
Address:

Fyffe House
62 Avoca street
Kaikoura 7300

In support of the Destination Kaikoura submission to the LTP
Reasons for the submission: I support the Destination Kaikoura submission.
I also give support to:
•

Continued financial support from the Kaikoura District Council to Destination Kaikoura at the
same level as last year which was $225k.

•

This financial support allows:
o the continued maintenance of the RTO status of the Kaikoura District.
o The continued leverage of base funding for additional funding opportunities for
Tourism in the Kaikoura District.
o Collaboration with Tourism NZ, our neighboring RTO’s – ChristchurchNZ, West Coast
and Marlborough,
o Marketing and collaboration,
o Development of tourism opportunities.

Outcome sought
I request that Kaikoūra District Council supports Destination Kaikoura
As listed above it provides opportunities and support for tourism in our district through a number
of ways. In these times of change they have been instrumental in encouraging national visitors
showing what impact our nation can have when they travel within their own country.
While these were/are exceptional circumstances Destination Kaikoura has encouraged a flow of
New Zealanders to our region and has shown that domestic tourism can have a huge impact in
supporting local tourism. They have proved their worth and their abilities as an organization
[however small] in establishing this base of visitors. Kaikoura needs a continuation of this group
utilizing their skills, flexibility and clever and dynamic outlook to adapt to developing our markets
as they change in the future.

Signed

Date: 26 June 2021

51 – Ann McCaw
Submission to: Kaikoura District Council (KDC)
From: Ann McCaw

Address:

5 Lake Hills Road
Kaikoura 7373

In support of the Kaikoura International Dark Skies working group submission to the
LTP.

Reasons for the submission:
I support the KDS Group vision and goals:
I also give support:
•
•

to the aspiration to apply to the International Dark Sky Association for accreditation
as a Dark Sky reserve.
To the request from KIDS to KDC.

Outcome sought
I request that Kaikoūra District Council support KIDS requests in the following: (1) Advocacy and support
•
•

Continued involvement with the project both at a governance and management level.
Ability to access advice and technical support through appropriately agreed
channels.
• KDC endorsement and support for overall application as well as potential funding
applications to external parties.
• Continue to champion initiative both internally within organization and associated
activities and externally with key partners and stakeholders.
(2) Technical support
•
•

We acknowledge all the work done by KDC with regard to LED light upgrade.
That KDC lead the community by adopting IDA best practice in all future lighting
infrastructure.
• Continue to ensure that KDC technical staff take into consideration the dark sky
initiative and its requirements in all regulations, project planning and delivery.
(3) Planning
•
•

•

Acknowledge and support KDC’s plan for a prioritized roadmap to upgrade the
District Plan in the draft LTP.
Adopt planning assessment work undertaken by Daniel Murray to ensure the rolling
review of the District Plan includes best practice lighting rules to progress Dark Sky
accreditation.
KIDS requests that KDC Planning staff either accelerate the relevant section of the
District Plan pertaining to lighting ordinance in the District Plan review or supports a private
plan change by KIDS.
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•

KIDS requests changes in lighting control in the Kaikoura Signs Bylaw and a new Lighting
Bylaw to address nuisance lighting.
• Provide appropriate access to planning advice and support to enable KIDS to progress a
private plan change.
• Work with external developers and resource consent applicants to encourage compliance
with IDA requirements and to engage with KIDS around best practice opportunities early in
the planning cycle.
(4) Communication and outreach.
•
•

KDC actively supports and promotes community outreach opportunities including local
events.
KDC continues to support economic opportunities associated with the KIDS.

Signed

Date: 28 June 2021

52 – Jeanette Dasler
Jeanette Dasler
29 South Bay Parade
Kaikoura 7300
Tel: 021 02255642
23 June 2021

52 – Jeanette Dasler
Submission for Kaikōura District Council (KDC) Long Term Plan
As a ratepayer in the Kaikoura District, I am very concerned that there is no mention of the
arts on your Website, no funding is allocated to the arts and there seems to be no strategic
direction for the arts. I would expect mention of the arts at the very least under, ‘Sports and
Recreation’ and ‘Community Facilities’. It is, therefore, totally inadequate and inequitable that
KDC promotes and supports a variety of sports and associated facilities, but does not similarly
support and promote arts and culture in Kaikōura. The Mayfair Arts and Culture Centre has
so much potential and should be recognised for the many benefits it offers the community.
Furthermore, the new multi-purpose, modern, flexible and purpose-built Mayfair Arts and
Culture Centre is a significant addition to the Kaikōura community as a whole, and a benefit
to economic development. The facility offers a superior gallery and function space for a variety
of events. Two local schools have already put on a stage production, and we anticipate youth
music recitals will be held later in the year. The auditorium offers superior tiered seating for a
comfortable audience experience. Youth will also have an opportunity to learn about the
operation of stage sound and lighting and gain knowledge of what it takes to organise events
/ performances / conferences.
As a volunteer member of the Board of Kaikoura Community Theatre Inc. for over 30 years I
have devoted a significant amount of time and energy during which there has been no
acknowledgment of the importance of this facility. It is through volunteers that a superior and
future proofed venue could be delivered for the benefit of the whole community. In the past
The Mayfair has received no financial support from the KDC, as was the case with the rebuild
project, which the community could rightfully have expected to have been at least in part the
responsibility of the Council. A facility such as the Mayfair is so important for the community’s
health and wellbeing as has been proven post-earthquake and now as we live through the
impact of Covid-19. The time has come when The Mayfair should be supported financially by
the KDC.
As a supporter of the arts in all forms I am thrilled at the potential The Mayfair Arts and Culture
Centre Te Whare Toi ō Kaikōura has for the Kaikōura Community. I know that with even limited
financial support from KDC, The Mayfair will be able to attract other sources of funding to
enable The Mayfair to reach its potential and to build a programme of art exhibitions by local
and national artists, live performance, lectures, conferences and a comprehensive and varied
range of events and films for and by the whole community.
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The quote below is taken from an excellent presentation from Creative NZ aimed at councils to aid
their thinking and commitment to supporting the arts and is included as part of my submission.
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SUBMISSION

Kaikoura Long Term Plan 2021-2031
SUBMITTER: TE KOROWAI O TE TAI O MAROKURA
25 JUNE 2021
WE WOULD LIKE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT OUR SUBMISSION
Te Korowai o Te Tai o Marokura is grateful to the in-kind support from the Kaikoura District
Council in the last financial year.

Project and Activity Outline:
Te Korowai o Te Tai o Marokura continues to focus on work programs that oversee
environmental management for the Kaikoura rohe.

Te Korowai continues to be the

Community support for all Kaikoura coastal stakeholder groups as well as a point of contact for
agencies. Te Korowai continues to advocate for the community for conservation on land or in
the sea.

Kaikoura District Council has provided in kind and representative support for Te Korowai which
has been appreciated and allows Te Korowai to continue in the role as a touch point for
environmental management. This support has included printing, photocopying and venue hire.
The attendance and support of staff has been invaluable, with event support from Joanna York
and Kate Finnerty; strategy and planning support from Matt Hoggard.

Te Korowai has noticed that our members are feeling the ongoing stress since the Kaikoura
Earthquake.

The wider Community are also suffering and feeling resentment to ongoing

closures and regulation since the event.

This has put a lot of pressure on volunteer

organisations in Kaikoura.

The recovery of the coastal and marine biodiversity since the Kaikoura Earthquake continues to
be a focus. This includes ensuring good science dissemination to the broader community, as
well as ensuring solutions to other resource issues were inclusive of all users of the marine

ecosystem.

Our specific achievements include two major projects that have sought to increase Kaikoura’s
economic productivity. In July Te Korowai released an engagement to the Community on behalf
of Kaikoura Marine Guardians on the re-opening of recreational and commercial shellfish and
seaweed fishery


In September 2020 Te Korowai convened scientists (from the Cawthron Institute,
Victoria
University of Wellington, the Paua Industry Council, and the University of Canterbury)
and agencies (Fisheries New Zealand) to disseminate information related to recovery in
the coastal area since the 2016 earthquake and to gather feedback on the re-opening of
the Shellfish and Seaweed fisheries.



In October Te Korowai collated the feedback to the Community and send to the
Kaikoura Marine Guardians.

This engagement was necessary to prompt the Minister to re-open the Shellfish and Seaweed
Fishery. Had this engagement not occurred, the Minister may have deferred the re-opening of
the fishery for another year. Deferral of the re-opening would have had negative economic and
social impacts for our community. Recreational fishermen contribute to Kaikoura’s economy in
terms of accommodation, consumables and entertainment. Commercial fisherman also
contribute significantly to the Kaikoura economy.



This financial year also saw the Ministers adoption of “Option Kaikoura” put forward by
Te Korowai in response to the public consultation on the Maui and Hectors Dolphin
Threat Management Plan. Option Kaikoura presented evidence on the economic value
of Kaikoura’s inshore fisherman, and a scientifically based option for this industry to
continue.



In December Te Korowai worked with Ailsa Howard and Sabrina Luecht to further
develop a predator control program as was put to the Kaikoura Economic Recovery
Group for a predator free peninsula.



In February 2021, Te Korowai begun supporting the Kaikoura Dark Sky Project. Te
Korowai continues to support this initiative due to the positive outcomes for our coastal
environment.
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Te Korowai also prepared the Kaikoura Predator Free Initiative to the Kaikoura Economic
Recovery Group (KERG). The initiative was to create a predator free Kaikoura Peninsula
incorporating Ki Uta Ki Tai Mountains to the Sea.



Te Korowai prepared a Community Submission on the National Plan of Action – Seabirds
2020. Te Korowai supports an integrated ecosystem management approach at a local
level integrating social and ecological objectives in a way that complements national
tools for fisheries management.



Te Korowai continues to support and offer feedback to the Kaikoura District Council on
the use of the PGF Funding for Wakatu Quay and the South Bay Business Case Study for
the Mariner Management Plan.



Te Korowai has also engaged with the Environment Canterbury Regional Planning team
on the Coastal Plan Review. Te Korowai has offered assistance and expertise and has
asked for further engagement in this space. Te Korowai has considerable reach through
our stakeholder groups. Our newsletter email list including groups and individuals, has
now grown to over 300 people and our Facebook followers are increasing both locally
and

externally.

Te Korowai has continued our outreach with a more user-friendly website and Facebook to
ensure our work and education, and local issues are better communicated to the community.
We will take additional steps to engage youth and support grass roots initiatives in 2021-2022.

We are extremely grateful to Kaikoura District Council for ongoing support and would not be
able to operate without the ongoing assistance.

REQUEST
Te Korowai are seeking:
1. That the support continue for Te Korowai in the form of photocopying, printing, venue

hire and staff assistance.
2. That the Kaikoura District Council contribute $10,000 to continuing Te Korowai’s mahi in

the community for conservation on land or in the sea and to support Kaikoura’s
economic productivity.
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Rachel Vaughan
Chair
TE KOROWAI O TE TAI O MAROKURA

TE KOROWAI O TE TAI O MAROKURA VISION
By perpetuating the mauri and wairua of Te Tai o Marokura our community as kaitiaki of Tangaroa’s
taonga are sustaining a flourishing rich and healthy environment where opportunities abound to sustain
the needs of present and future generations.
Ka ora te mauri me te wairua o “Te Tai o Marokura” i a tātou ngā kaitiaki nō te hapori tonu, ka ora hoki ko
ngā wai, ko ngā uri, ko ngā taonga a Tangaroa, hei painga mō tātou, ā, mō ngā uri ā muri ake nei.
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Long Term Plan Submission
28 June 2021
Kaikoura Cycling Club

The Kaikoura Cycling Club would like to make a submission to the Long Term Plan to ensure that
Council takes on board and values the contribution / positive impact that having a diverse cycling
network offers to Kaikoura, tourism, and businesses. It also positively impacts the health and
wellbeing of our community not only in a physical way but in mental health and connections with
family, friends, and self.

Who are we?
The Kaikoura Cycling Club is a group of passionate people working together to bring to life, the
dream of having a “destination” cycle network in Kaikoura. We want to see Kaikoura
become a “Trail Town”.
Approximately 15 years ago a few good mates bounced around the idea of creating a loop trail for
cycling in Kaikoura. We wanted to share our love of cycling with the community. We wanted to cycle
in our most scenic and outstanding natural places, and we wanted to attract visitors to Kaikoura to
cycle our trails so the town could benefit from these visitors. With the help of many enthusiasts
along the way, the dream is now a reality with over 48km of trails for all levels of experience ranging
from casual family trails to challenging climb adventures. The club are keener than ever to offer
more to their community.
The Kaikoura Cycling Club is a not for profit organisation with all efforts and finances put towards
trails, ongoing development, and expansion of our trails.

Our Trails and Current Goals
Our consistent goal is always to maintain our current trail network to be an enjoyable place to ride,
we are one of the only towns in NZ where our trail network is rideable all year round. This is due to
having well designed and thought-out trails but mainly thanks to having a highly committed and
passionate team of volunteers who spend approximately 18 hours per week on trail maintenance
and on average 50kms per week of travel to do so. They organise all the equipment and materials
necessary to do the work required and the club have fundraised for all the tools used to undertake
the work. This team of volunteers are invaluable to not only our cycle network but our community.
The trails are used by a wide variety of people:
-

Local cyclists
Tourist cyclists
Local walkers and runners
Tourist walkers and runners
Local Students
All ages and abilities of walkers and riders from 2 years old upwards

Another exciting point to note is that with the addition of the Kaiterau Trail at the lower part of
Mt Fyffe we are now attracting world class riders to our beautiful part of the country.
Our trails have had articles written about them in magazines and on Stuff. They are gaining
popularity at a blistering pace.
Because of the options available, visitors are staying for at least one night, usually more, to get in all
the trails and sights. This is a huge achievement for our community and a valuable asset.

As we look to the immediate future of what we would like to offer to the Kaikoura community and
visitors to our community, the first on the list would be a shared walking and cycling trail, or
separate cycling trail to the existing walking trail over the Kaikoura Peninsula.
The Kaikoura Peninsula is one of the most visited areas in our district and it is easy to see why:
-

Absolutely stunning scenery
Offers an achievable outing for all fitness levels
Close to town and facilities
Many options of experiences in this area from rock pools to farmland

After lockdown 2020 we submitted an Ultimate 5 Year Plan to the Covid recovery team to form part
of the submission to central government. We have attached a copy of this document for anyone
who wishes to read it. We have also attached a more detailed proposal and map of what we would
like to achieve on the Kaikoura Peninsula. This document was submitted to Council for a funding
opportunity earlier this year. The sky is the limit as far as what can be achieved for our community if
we have the right people around the table and relationships formed to make this happen.

Our request to Council / Long Term Plan
Reading the consultation document there are two main points of note which we feel are in line with
the Kaikoura Cycling Clubs aspirations for the Kaikoura Community:
1) Increase in spend upgrading footpaths and cycleways
2) Tourism and business support – benefits to economy, supporting business and jobs in
district
We feel that the work we aim to achieve for Kaikoura is in line with these goals. The Kaikoura Cycling
Club would like to form a close relationship with Council and other local bodies to ensure that all
efforts are made towards a common goal.
While upgrading the footpaths, thought could be given to paths that can be used for walking,
cycling, prams and mobility scooters for Kaikoura’s aging population.
The Kaikoura Cycling Club has a great core of people who spend hours of time working on planning,
organising, communicating, and undertaking the work on existing and future trails. We would like to

request from Council funding support of $15,000 per year. Having a continuous funding and dialogue
between Council and the Kaikoura Cycling Club would prove hugely beneficial for Kaikoura.
We would like to thank you for taking the time to consider our submission and would like to request
to meet in person to further discuss our submission and answer any questions you may have.
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Kaikoura Cycling Clubs Ultimate Vision
for Kaikoura – Our Community
Who are we?
The Kaikoura Cycling Club is a group of passionate people working together to bring to life, the
dream of having a “destination” cycle network in Kaikoura. We want to see Kaikoura
become a “Trail Town”
Approximately 15 years ago a few good mates bounced around the idea of creating a loop trail for
cycling in Kaikoura. We wanted to share our love of cycling with the community. We wanted to cycle
in our most scenic and outstanding natural places, and we wanted to attract visitors to Kaikoura to
cycle our trails so the town could benefit from these visitors. With the help of many enthusiasts
along the way, the dream is now a reality with 48km of trails for all levels of experience ranging from
casual family trails to challenging climb adventures. The club are keener than ever to offer more to
their community.
The Kaikoura Cycling Club is a not for profit organisation with all efforts and finances put towards
trails, ongoing development, and expansion of our trails.

What would the Kaikoura Cycling Club like to bring to Kaikoura?
Ever since the club started the big picture vision has been to provide a trail which is ocean to
mountain, something world class. Kaikoura is a unique environment and should be on show for all to
see, in the right way which is respectful to its history, environment and people.
Long term we want to be a destination, or even better “THE destination” for biking in NZ. We are
lucky enough that due to terrain, design and keen volunteers, our trails are not closed in the winter
and are a year-round activity.
Eventually we would like to get to the point where a shuttle service can run for people to do certain
sections of the trail. For example, Mt Fyffe, a shuttle could take tourists there in the morning, they
could ride an outstanding trail and be blown away with the beauty and views and then make their
way along the Kowhai Trails back to town in time for a pint at the local pub or an ice cream with the
family.
The trail could be a 2-day trail for those with more time to spend, either using a shuttle service or
opening the opportunity for accommodation along the way. Think “Alps to Ocean – Kaikoura”.
As our network comes to life, the opportunities for our community naturally grow. If we could
achieve Stage 1 by summer, then Kaikoura would be set up for providing local business patron
opportunity and provide the opportunity to run events. These could be a trail running event
1

“The Kaikoura 50” or a cross country MTB event. Things that can be run annually and bring people
from all over the country and hopefully in years to come when travel restrictions are not around,
people from all over the world to take part. More tourists staying in our town to ride or walk our
trails creates opportunity for a wide range of businesses to thrive, both in support of cycling (bike
rentals, shuttles, repair services) and for general tourism. Tired cyclists would enjoy relaxing in our
cafes, bars, restaurants, or soak in a spa resort. Cycling is also a great alternative for days when
water-based activities such as whale watching can’t proceed.
The health benefits of exercise and spending time in the great outdoors is well documented. Cycling
provides for both of these. KCC wants to enhance the well-being of our local community and visitors
by providing the means to exercise and experience our beautiful part of the world.
Below is a map of the current trail network, trails in progress and the proposed additions to this. A
full page, colour map is also attached.

The proposed stages are outlined below:
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Stage 1: The Kaikoura Peninsula and Town Linkage – About 15 years ago a collective
got together to create a walkway across the Kaikoura Peninsula, today this is the most visited
walkway in the town. It showcases our beauty and educates on our history. We want to share this
area with cyclists. Being close to the township and one of the most stunning places in NZ, a cycle trail
across the peninsula would provide visitors to our town an easily accessible and enjoyable ride.
The proposed trail is approximately 7km and would need minimal work to be created. Most could be
done by mowing and with a small digger or bobcat. Our volunteer track builders are ready to start as
soon as they have the right permissions to do so.
There are two options for creating this trail:
1) Create new access and exit points for cyclists and share the existing walkway once on the
peninsula. The existing walkway has plenty of room and visibility to be a shared trail and the
club would upgrade what is there, being of benefit to walkers.
2) Create a new trail on farmland running parallel with the existing walkway and possibly
having access points to go to lookout areas.

Benefits:
1) It will provide a great link between South Bay and town, the wharf, and restaurants such as
Green Dolphin and the Pier.
2) The length of ride and magnificent views along the way make it the perfect section of trail
which can be easily achieved by a wide demographic of people. From the traveller only here
for a night and wanting a quick way of soaking in the landscape, to the South Bay holiday
maker who can’t make it out for a fish that day.
3) Easily accessible trails encourage more locals to try it out and provide great outings for
schools nearby.
4) If option 1 was chosen, it would provide a revamp of the current walking track that should
alleviate winter mud and erosion.
Challenges:
1) Getting the right parties around the table to get a Memorandum of Understanding. All
talking about it together to come up with the best collaborative approach to essentially gain
the cycle trail while considering the views of other interested parties in the area
2) We need to be aware of the Hutton’s Shearwaters and the magnificent work done in the
area for them. We do not want the proposed cycle trail to interfere with this.
3) Access, we need permission from the right parties to get down into South Bay. Are we able
to use “Lighthouse Lane” to get access up from the Seal Colony side?
4) Farmland, we need to know what issues may be arising as far as stock, how we can work
around this with the landowners and respectfully use the land
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The Kaikoura Cycling Club are keen to work with and involve all interested parties. We just need a
starting point.

Town Linkage
Currently to ride from the centre of town up and over the hill to South Bay or to the South Bay
section of the trail, you need to ride up the “Post Office Cutting”. Ideally, if we are wanting to
continue to appeal to a wide demographic of rider and make commuting between Kaikoura’s main
sections more achievable for many, then a trail from town through the bush at a gentle gradient to
Killarney Street would be ideal.
Benefits
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Provides a link from town to South Bay
A great walkway or cycle way to take you to the future community pool
Connecting the town’s main areas and assets
Off road makes this safe for those with children or animals
A great tiki tour for the day visitor that wants an after lunch stroll to some stunning views
A link to the Marae
An easier gradient of walk to the hospital and Churchill Park

Challenges
1) A forum with all the right parties at the table to obtain permission
2) Landowner permission
3) This section has not been walked through yet to establish the work required
4

Facilitator
As we all know, the work done behind the scenes to facilitate a project is phenomenal. Currently
everything we do is done by passionate volunteers on an “as can be done” basis, often neglecting
tasks for their own businesses to achieve a deadline or get things moving.
It has also been recognised that consistency is key. If we could obtain funding to pay a facilitator
then that person(s) would build the knowledge and relationships and will be able to spend the
necessary time on it per week.
We are proposing a facilitator budget of $52,000 for the year. This is based on 20 hours per week at
$50.00 per hour which is looking at being split across 2 facilitators.

Signage and marketing
Having the right information out there for trail users is essential. We need easy to follow signage,
information on the trails and maps of “you are here” along the way. The signs and branding we
create now can be done in a way which really puts Kaikoura “on the map” and sets the scene for
what we are creating. We want people to visit our town and be blown away by what we have to
offer and how we present it.
We would like to obtain a signage and marketing budget of $30,000. This will pay a local professional
$5600 for a branding and marketing plan, fonts, colours and overall plan to work to, $10,400 for a
facilitator and labour crew of the signage and marketing project 5 hours per week for 12 months and
$14,000 for the purchase of signs and associated costs for the initial roll out.

Ongoing Maintenance
As our trail network grows and cycle tourism takes off in Kaikoura, there is future opportunity for
creating employment for track maintenance. Currently the trails are all maintained by our
passionate club volunteers who spend on average 13 hours per week either creating or maintaining
trails and can travel 40km round trips to complete their work. It is conceivable that permanent
employment could be provided to cover maintenance beyond the capabilities of the volunteer track
team.
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Stage 2: Lovers Lane and North Beach – Approximately 3 years ago saw the completion of
the “Hapuku Trail” a beautiful section of trail set amongst bush area running parallel with the
Hapuku River. This has proven to be a popular section of the trail due to being slightly more
technical than other areas and for its beauty. At the bottom of the Hapuku Trail you continue under
road bridge onto the “Lovers Lane” section of the Trail. Also admired for its bush setting and
undulating nature. Currently you enter or exit the “Lovers Lane” section from Lovers Lane and when
travelling into town from this section you follow Lovers Lane to Old Beach Road and then connect
back on to trail at the Middle Creek rail bridge. The vision here is to link the “Lovers Lane” section
taking it off the road all the way to the beachfront and then riding all the way along North Beach to
connect with the current trail which begins at Middle Creek.
Benefits
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

This will be a standalone walk or ride showing off our beautiful coastline
It completes this area of trail taking it completely off road
It is achievable to a wide demographic
It encourages visitor nights
Suitable for beach access
We have the local expertise and know-how for this type of track building

Challenges
1)
2)
3)
4)

The engineering involved to make a sturdy trail in a beach environment
Bridges for the creeks
Landowner permission and stakeholder buy in
Funding
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Stage 3: Traverse Trail – Now this is real big picture stuff, but everything starts with a dream.
We are lucky to have one of the most magnificent mountains in the country as a prominent feature
of our town and only 10minutes drive from its centre. It is covered with native bush and offers
something which appeals to a lot of cyclists – views and gravity. This is a game changer and would
have people travel from near and far just to say they have done it. The following we have for the
section currently in construction on Mt Fyffe and the offers of help is unreal and shows that the
community are behind this. This trail will offer more scope to our network bringing a lot more riders
to town.
The trail would then be connected with the “Koura Bay” section of the trail, following the road for a
short time brings you to the Hapuku Trail, on to Lovers Lane, then hopefully the Beachfront all the
way to town.
Benefits
1) This is the epitome of “world class” it would put Kaikoura on the map
2) It is just wow factor
3) People would come from near and far just to do this section of the trail
Challenges
1) Permission from stakeholders and landowners
2) Engineering and safety
3) Funding
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Stage 4: South Beach to Peketa
If there is one place that is absolutely heaving in the summer, it is Peketa. From camping to surfing
to fishing, it has it all. Not to mention the airport!
Following a similar design as the “Lovers Lane & North Beach” section this would start at the bottom
of our Kowhai trails and link all the way to Peketa Beach. We know for a fact that there are locals
who would throw their surfboards on their back and bike down to Peketa for a surf. It is essentially
linking one of the busiest areas of Kaikoura to the township in a way that is recreational and off the
state highway.
Benefits
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Great for the Peketa Campground and Airport
Links locals to a well used area of the town
Provides and environmentally friendly and safe link to the township or eateries and activities
Highly achievable for a wide demographic
Can be a standalone ride
Stunning scenery

Challenges
1)
2)
3)
4)

The engineering involved to make a sturdy trail in a beach environment
Bridges for the creeks
Landowner permission and stakeholder buy in
Funding
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Stage 5: Ocean Ridge Bike Park, Pump Track Revamp, Seaview to Ocean Ridge
The perfect link taking riders from the Ocean Ridge subdivision to the Seaview subdivision. Also
creating a small ride loop close to town while taking in some stunning scenery and farmland.
The Ocean Ridge bike park was discussed with Council in 2013 following permission from the owner
if the cycle club could get the Council on board. We hit roadblocks with this, a lack of response and
then due to issues in other areas of the trail network, the 2016 earthquake and then a change of
landowner, this project has been on pause. A map of this proposal is attached.
The pump track has recently had some work done on it but there is potential for so much more,
including an extension. The pump track is used by riders of all ages, starting as young as 2. It
provides a great family activity and a place for youth and enthusiasts to work on their skills and just
have fun.
Benefits
1) Close to town, great for someone looking for a short training ride, to take the kids out for a
couple of hours.
2) Ocean Ridge bike park is located in a residential subdivision with existing walking trails and a
golf course. The vision when Ocean Ridge was first established was to have a mountain bike
park in this area
3) Provides scope for riders as far as skills and gravity
Challenges
1) A forum with all the right parties at the table to obtain permission
2) Landowner permission
3) Funding
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Stage 6: Waiman River to North Beach
It happens to every rider, you head out for a ride and want to do as much as you can, all of a sudden
you look at your watch and woah, or the weather turns Southerly and there is no way you can
squeeze in the Hapuku Trail, you need to get back to town. This trail provides the perfect option for
the quick getaway or a great standalone ride for Koura Bay visitors. It would also make a great
Waiman River, North Beach, Lovers Lane, Hapuku loop. This one small section would provide so
much scope.
Benefits
1) Offers a great exit point if you can’t complete the full trail
2) Provides great scope for a mini loop or standalone ride

Challenges
1) A forum with all the right parties at the table to obtain permission
2) Landowner permission
3) Funding
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Kaikoura Cycling Clubs –
Peninsula Proposal

Overview
For many years now the Cycle Club have talked about and wanted to achieve a shared use of space
for both walkers and cyclists across the scenic Kaikoura Peninsula. The club have come up with two
options to achieve this. If we could gain permission and support from local bodies and landowners
then it would ultimately be possible to achieve not just one plan but both, providing expansive,
scenic recreation to be enjoyed by locals and visitors alike.

Plan A - The Kaikoura Peninsula within current model– About 15 years ago a collective
got together to create a walkway across the Kaikoura Peninsula, today this is the most visited
walkway in the town. It showcases our beauty and educates on our history. We want to share this
area with cyclists. Being close to the township and one of the most stunning places in NZ, a cycle trail
across the peninsula would provide visitors to our town an easily accessible and enjoyable ride.
The proposed trail is approximately 7km and would need minimal work to be created. Most could be
done by mowing and with a small digger or bobcat. Our volunteer track builders are ready to start as
soon as they have the right permissions to do so.
There are two options for creating this trail:
1) Create new access and exit points for cyclists and share the existing walkway once on the
peninsula. The existing walkway has plenty of room and visibility to be a shared trail and the
club would upgrade what is there, being of benefit to walkers.
2) Create a new trail on farmland running parallel with the existing walkway and possibly
having access points to go to lookout areas.

Benefits:
1) It will provide a great link between South Bay and town, the wharf, and restaurants such as
Green Dolphin and the Pier.
2) The length of ride and magnificent views along the way make it the perfect section of trail
which can be easily achieved by a wide demographic of people. From the traveller only here
for a night and wanting a quick way of soaking in the landscape, to the South Bay holiday
maker who can’t make it out for a fish that day.
3) Easily accessible trails encourage more locals to try it out and provide great outings for
schools nearby.
4) If option 1 was chosen, it would provide a revamp of the current walking track that should
alleviate winter mud and erosion.

Challenges:
1) Getting the right parties around the table to get a Memorandum of Understanding. All
talking about it together to come up with the best collaborative approach to essentially gain
the cycle trail while considering the views of other interested parties in the area
2) We need to be aware of the Hutton’s Shearwaters and the magnificent work done in the
area for them. We do not want the proposed cycle trail to interfere with this.
3) Access, we need permission from the right parties to get down into South Bay. Are we able
to use “Lighthouse Lane” to get access up from the Seal Colony side?
4) Farmland, we need to know what issues may be arising as far as stock, how we can work
around this with the landowners and respectfully use the land
The Kaikoura Cycling Club are keen to work with and involve all interested parties. We just need a
starting point.

Plan B - The Kaikoura Peninsula Fitness Loop
Another talented idea which has been brought to the table is a standalone loop track traversing the
outer area of the Kaikoura Peninsula and surrounding areas mainly utilising DOC land and one area
of private/company owned land to end up where the new pool facility is currently being built. With
other areas of recreation being proposed for the pool area, this could be a huge step forward for
Kaikoura in linking some of its best assets and activities and providing so much scope for achievable
activity close to town.

The proposed trail would be approximately 8-10km one way from Point Kean to State Highway 1.
The ride could be done as a full loop or one way with a number of entry and exit points close to town
or to carry on to the river or beach trails.
We would propose to source funding to have this trail built by a professional at approximately $6
per meter plus travel.

Benefits
1) It will utilise DOC land to provide a scenic and achievable ride / walk close to town
2) It is a great way to link Kaikoura’s assets and facilities with the ability to ride or walk a
custom trail right the way to the new pool facility
3) The Kaikoura Cycling club has the man power and passion to make this happen for our
community
4) This is something to put on the map for Kaikoura, a trail which would bring year round
tourism to the town which is greatly needed.
Challenges
1) A forum with all the right parties at the table to obtain permission
2) Landowner permission

Town Linkage
While this area is being looked at, there is an important part of the puzzle which could be reviewed.
Currently to ride from the centre of town up and over the hill to South Bay or to the South Bay
section of the peninsula trail, you need to ride up the “Post Office Cutting”. Ideally, if we are wanting
to continue to appeal to a wide demographic of rider/walker and make commuting between
Kaikoura’s main sections more achievable for many, then a trail from town through the bush at a

gentle gradient to Killarney Street would be ideal. Either that, or adjustments made to Tom’s Track
to make this a walking and cycling trail.
Benefits
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Provides a link from town to South Bay
A great walkway or cycle way to take you to the future community pool
Connecting the town’s main areas and assets
Off road makes this safe for those with children or animals
A great tiki tour for the day visitor that wants an after lunch stroll to some stunning views
A link to the Marae
An easier gradient of walk to the hospital and Churchill Park

Challenges
3) A forum with all the right parties at the table to obtain permission
4) Landowner permission
5) This section has not been walked through yet to establish the work required

Ongoing Maintenance
As our trail network grows and cycle tourism takes off in Kaikoura, there is future opportunity for
creating employment for track maintenance. Currently the trails are all maintained by our
passionate club volunteers who spend on average 13 hours per week either creating or maintaining
trails and can travel 40km round trips to complete their work. It is conceivable that permanent
employment could be provided to cover maintenance beyond the capabilities of the volunteer track
team.
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Submission to: Kaikoura District Council (KDC)
From: [Insert Name]
Professor John HEARNSHAW
Address: [Insert Address]
==========================================
Professor John Hearnshaw
Vice-President, International Astronomical Union
Professor of Astronomy (Emeritus)
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy
University of Canterbury
\_
Private Bag 4800
</'
Christchurch 8140
/)
New Zealand.
(/' <= Chch
Tel.: +64 (3) 3692518 (direct dial) or +64 (3) 3667001 ext. 92518
Mobile: (027) 6861857
Home: (03) 3484369
email: john.hearnshaw@canterbury.ac.nz or john.b.hearnshaw@gmail.com
==============================================

In support of the Kaikoura International Dark Skies working group submission to the LTP.

Reasons for the submission:
I/We support the KDS Group vision and goals:
I/We also give support:



to the aspiration to apply to the International Dark Sky Association for accreditation as a
Dark Sky reserve.
To the request from KIDS to KDC.

Outcome sought
I/We request that Kaikoūra District Council support KIDS requests in the following: (1) Advocacy and support





Continued involvement with the project both at a governance and management level.
Ability to access advice and technical support through appropriately agreed channels.
KDC endorsement and support for overall application as well as potential funding
applications to external parties.
Continue to champion initiative both internally within organization and associated activities
and externally with key partners and stakeholders.

(2) Technical support





We acknowledge all the work done by KDC with regard to LED light upgrade.
That KDC lead the community by adopting IDA best practice in all future lighting
infrastructure.
Continue to ensure that KDC technical staff take into consideration the dark sky initiative
and its requirements in all regulations, project planning and delivery.

(3) Planning









Acknowledge and support KDC’s plan for a prioritized roadmap to upgrade the District Plan
in the draft LTP.
Adopt planning assessment work undertaken by Daniel Murray to ensure the rolling review
of the District Plan includes best practice lighting rules to progress Dark Sky accreditation
(attached full memo).
KIDS requests that KDC consider either accelerating the relevant section of the District Plan
pertaining to lighting ordinance in the District Plan review or supports a private plan change
by KIDS.
KIDS requests changes in lighting control in the Kaikoura Signs Bylaw and a new Lighting
Bylaw to address nuisance lighting.
Provide appropriate access to planning advice and support to enable KIDS to progress a
private plan change.
Work with external developers and resource consent applicants to encourage compliance
with IDA requirements and to engage with KIDS around best practice opportunities early in
the planning cycle.

(4) Communication and outreach.



KDC actively supports and promotes community outreach opportunities including local
events.
KDC continues to support economic opportunities associated with the KIDS.

Signed

Date: 28 June 2021
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RE: LONG TERM PLAN 2021-2031 - SUBMISSION - COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
COMMUNITY: ARTS & CULTURE
Arts and culture provide opportunities for public engagement, education, entertainment,
leisure, personal growth, as well as interactions with others in the community and further
afield. Arts and culture enhance quality of life and increase overall well-being for
individuals and the community. In addition to its intrinsic value, arts and
culture provide important social and economic benefits.
Arts and culture is not only of importance for the residents of this district, but also for
domestic and international visitors in regards to tourism. Kaikōura needs to diversify its
tourism attractions, by including key assets such as the Mayfair Arts & Cultural Centre
which will offer a diverse range of film, performing arts, art exhibitions, workshops and
conferences.
New Zealander's take pride in their love of the arts, art galleries, music events, theatre,
and film - as should Kaikōura. There are few examples in New Zealand where a
community theatre does not receive some form of Council support. For Council not to
value this immense community asset and actively support the Mayfair Arts & Cultural
Centre in some capacity, is short-sighted.
Arts and culture are part of the community’s future, and part of Council’s aims should be
to support the community’s cultural wellbeing - the Long Term Plan lacks in vision and
ambition beyond the scope of general infrastructure. Creative NZ states: “Your Council is
required to promote the cultural wellbeing of your community, and provide
considerable support for arts and culture.”
Community arts venues support the telling of local stories. It enables further creative
activity within the community, and builds audiences through making arts experiences

accessible. This is vital for wellbeing, and should be seen as an ongoing investment in
community.
From theatres to museums, libraries and sport centres - these are all community assets
which require council support and resources, in order for these to thrive.
As residents of Kaikōura, we believe that the Council and its elected Councillor’s core
values do not reflect the districts needs and aspirations of a healthy thriving wellfunctioning community. Council is deeply rooted in historic practices, and its view of the
community is mono-cultured. Council culture itself needs to change.
Current operational strategies fall short of any visionary approach to a sustainable future
re accountability, goals, direction, diversity and future growth within the community. There
is an imbalance in Council support towards community assets and projects, seemingly
opting to support some versus others. For example, recreational facilities are valued more
so than arts and culture facilities. The Kaikōura Aquatic Centre, while much needed, has
been given far greater priority and Council attention, compared to supporting equally
important community assets.
While we appreciate that Kaikōura has a small rate payer base, Council cannot elect not
to support facilities like the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre, while readily choosing to invest
in sports. Funds for community well-being should be evenly distributed. As rate payers we
would like to see Council actively supporting a more diverse range of community
facilities, to meet the physical and mental health needs of the whole community.
In summary, long term planning should be all inclusive across facilities, with Council
supporting key community assets in a number of ways: 1) leadership, 2) advocacy, 3)
education, and 4) financial support.
A financial commitment within the sphere of Council’s operating budget (e.g. $20,000
p.a.) towards the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre is critically needed, as well as Council
support for the arts in other forms. For example, the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre could
be included as a key destination in Kaikōura on the KDC website, while Mayfair events
and exhibitions could be promoted via KDC social media, as well as Council supporting
funding applications for the arts where required. Council alignment on an Arts & Culture
Strategy will also be appreciated.
It is essential that Council, as it develops future plans, has an adequate framework in
place for supporting the arts and culture, which the community regards as important.

ENVIRONMENT: BIODIVERSITY
Kaikōura has unique biodiversity and a wide range of natural areas. Kaikōura is a marine
mecca and biodiversity hotspot, being both the seabird and marine mammal capital of
the world. Seabirds are New Zealand’s most threatened group of bird species, with 90%
of seabirds being threatened. 80% of shorebirds and 74% of terrestrial birds are also
threatened with extinction. Populations are declining and breeding colonies disappearing.
While some threats are well known, others are only just emerging.
Example 1): The endangered Hutton’s shearwater is endemic to Kaikōura and breeds
nowhere else in the world, with only two natural colonies remaining and ongoing
declines.
Example 2): Red-billed gull numbers are falling so rapidly the species now appears on
threatened species lists, being classified as Nationally Vulnerable. Numbers have fallen
sharply at the three main breeding colonies and are expected to plummet by between
50-70% over the next three decades. Kaikōura’s red-billed gull colony is the largest
remaining (and also fastest declining) mainland gull colony.
Example 3): Spotted and pied shag numbers have decreased drastically in Kaikoura’s
coastal waters, with large die-offs every year due to ongoing declines associated with
marine heatwaves. Penguins, albatrosses, shorebirds and many others are equally facing
ongoing population plummets.
Example 4): Sperm whales are being displaced and are no longer finding the Kaikōura
Canyon environment a favourable habitat.
Example 5): Endangered Hector’s dolphins have several sub-populations (north and south
of the peninsula) in Kaikōura waters, and are at risk of being genetically isolated from
other populations as numbers diminish up and down the east coast.
Leadership in the biodiversity space and promoting biodiversity protection is a key issue
for Council. Where is Council input on this? Council has a role to play, if not financially,
then at the very least in public engagement. The culture in Kaikōura in regards to the
environment, has been one of complacency. Council can help lead changing perceptions
via outreach.
As Council will be well aware, local government has a duty to maintain indigenous
biological diversity. Councils have a function at the district level, to delivering biodiversity
outcomes alongside regional councils, the Department of Conservation, and conservation
organisations. This includes maintenance, protection, enhancement and restoration.
Councils are mandated to maintain biological diversity; protect significant indigenous
fauna and flora; safeguard the life supporting capacity of local ecosystems; preserve the
natural character of the natural environment; and avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any
adverse effects of activities on the environment.

The Local Government Act 2002 requires all Councils to set and meet community
outcomes, in order to manage economic, social, environmental and cultural issues. The
Act is outcomes-focused, requiring local authorities to plan for and report on specific and
measurable results in communities and their environments.
Council can provide leadership for biodiversity in this region, working with the community
and partner organisations to protect and restore biodiversity. The protection of natural
values is possible through advocacy, outreach, education, strategy, policy, monitoring,
and enforcement.
The environment is listed as one of Council’s “Community Outcomes”:
Council states that "Our draft LTP community outcomes capture what we aim to
achieve in promoting the social, economic, environmental, and cultural wellbeing of
the community.” The LTP does not capture any aims for environmental outcomes, please
elaborate.
Council states that “We value and protect our environment”. In what way does Council
value and protect the environment? Where are these values stated, and what protection
mechanisms and strategies does Council have in place? The LTP is Councils’ most
important planning document, yet there is no environmental vision in the LTP for the next
10 years. Beyond climate change (threats to infrastructure) and water conservation, there
is no environmental planning or guidance in place by Council at all.
Council states that there is a “Common goal for sustainable guardianship of our
environment”. How does Council propose to show true stewardship and guardianship?
Given that Kaikōura is a unique biodiversity hotspot worldwide, where is accountability to
protect and enhance biodiversity? How does Council propose to protect the environment
or show leadership in this space? There are no environmental outcomes stated in the LTP
on this significant issue.
“Kaikōura District Council recognises the ecological importance of Kaikōura’s
biodiversity, particularly for marine mammal populations, which are crucial for our
thriving tourism industry.” Council acknowledges the ecological importance of Kaikōura,
yet contributes in no way towards biodiversity protection. Moreover, the above statement
indicates that Council values only those species which directly correlate to high tourism
turnover (e.g. whales and dolphins).
Given that tourism is based directly on biodiversity attractions relying on an abundance of
wildlife, and tourism income is the largest GDP in Kaikōura - Council should value all
biodiversity equally and not place more importance on one wildlife group (e.g. marine
mammals) above another (e.g. seabirds, shorebirds, terrestrial fauna, freshwater fauna).
Furthermore, the biodiversity in this region should be prized for its uniqueness and
diversity, and not for monetary gain/profit.

Kaikōura largely relies on biodiversity and its environment for tourism, and the
employment this industry brings. Endemic wildlife and the environment, which largely
underpin the Kaikōura economy, should be valued and protected adequately as a whole.
Safeguarding nature in turn safeguards the region’s tourism network and economic
development. If we do not have the foundation of a functioning intact ecosystem, then
the district's economy will eventually falter.
In regards to environmental matters, Council also states the following in the LTP: “The
Council provides office space to support baseline research on resident marine
mammal species to ensure populations are being managed in a sustainable way.” This
statement is not only incorrect, but also a woeful inclusion in the LTP, appearing as an
obvious justification and highlighting the lack of Council efforts in the biodiversity sector.
The proposed research was not necessarily based on resident marine mammal species,
nor centred on proving that populations are being managed in a sustainable manner.
Furthermore, the office space which was aimed at students, is not even in use - due to a
lack of funds.
Finally, we suggest an ‘Environmental Vision’ in the LTP, for example: “Kaikōura’s unique,
natural environment is healthy, protected and sustainable for future generations, by
protecting and enhancing biodiversity, and promoting kaitiakitanga/custodianship of
our whenua/land, moana/ocean and awa/waterways.”
In closing, we request that Council re-evaluates its aspirations for both the Community
(Arts & Culture) and Environment (Biodiversity) outcomes in the LTP. It is time to
strategically align Kaikōura with nationwide standards for both sectors.
Yours sincerely,

Ben Foster, Artist
Ambassador for the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre

Sabrina Luecht, Wildlife Biologist
Kaikōura Wildlife Rescue
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RE: LONG TERM PLAN 2021-2031 - SUBMISSION - COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
COMMUNITY: ARTS & CULTURE
Arts and culture provide opportunities for public engagement, education, entertainment,
leisure, personal growth, as well as interactions with others in the community and further
afield. Arts and culture enhance quality of life and increase overall well-being for
individuals and the community. In addition to its intrinsic value, arts and
culture provide important social and economic benefits.
Arts and culture is not only of importance for the residents of this district, but also for
domestic and international visitors in regards to tourism. Kaikōura needs to diversify its
tourism attractions, by including key assets such as the Mayfair Arts & Cultural Centre
which will offer a diverse range of film, performing arts, art exhibitions, workshops and
conferences.
New Zealander's take pride in their love of the arts, art galleries, music events, theatre,
and film - as should Kaikōura. There are few examples in New Zealand where a
community theatre does not receive some form of Council support. For Council not to
value this immense community asset and actively support the Mayfair Arts & Cultural
Centre in some capacity, is short-sighted.
Arts and culture are part of the community’s future, and part of Council’s aims should be
to support the community’s cultural wellbeing - the Long Term Plan lacks in vision and
ambition beyond the scope of general infrastructure. Creative NZ states: “Your Council is
required to promote the cultural wellbeing of your community, and provide
considerable support for arts and culture.”
Community arts venues support the telling of local stories. It enables further creative
activity within the community, and builds audiences through making arts experiences

accessible. This is vital for wellbeing, and should be seen as an ongoing investment in
community.
From theatres to museums, libraries and sport centres - these are all community assets
which require council support and resources, in order for these to thrive.
As residents of Kaikōura, we believe that the Council and its elected Councillor’s core
values do not reflect the districts needs and aspirations of a healthy thriving wellfunctioning community. Council is deeply rooted in historic practices, and its view of the
community is mono-cultured. Council culture itself needs to change.
Current operational strategies fall short of any visionary approach to a sustainable future
re accountability, goals, direction, diversity and future growth within the community. There
is an imbalance in Council support towards community assets and projects, seemingly
opting to support some versus others. For example, recreational facilities are valued more
so than arts and culture facilities. The Kaikōura Aquatic Centre, while much needed, has
been given far greater priority and Council attention, compared to supporting equally
important community assets.
While we appreciate that Kaikōura has a small rate payer base, Council cannot elect not
to support facilities like the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre, while readily choosing to invest
in sports. Funds for community well-being should be evenly distributed. As rate payers we
would like to see Council actively supporting a more diverse range of community
facilities, to meet the physical and mental health needs of the whole community.
In summary, long term planning should be all inclusive across facilities, with Council
supporting key community assets in a number of ways: 1) leadership, 2) advocacy, 3)
education, and 4) financial support.
A financial commitment within the sphere of Council’s operating budget (e.g. $20,000
p.a.) towards the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre is critically needed, as well as Council
support for the arts in other forms. For example, the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre could
be included as a key destination in Kaikōura on the KDC website, while Mayfair events
and exhibitions could be promoted via KDC social media, as well as Council supporting
funding applications for the arts where required. Council alignment on an Arts & Culture
Strategy will also be appreciated.
It is essential that Council, as it develops future plans, has an adequate framework in
place for supporting the arts and culture, which the community regards as important.

ENVIRONMENT: BIODIVERSITY
Kaikōura has unique biodiversity and a wide range of natural areas. Kaikōura is a marine
mecca and biodiversity hotspot, being both the seabird and marine mammal capital of
the world. Seabirds are New Zealand’s most threatened group of bird species, with 90%
of seabirds being threatened. 80% of shorebirds and 74% of terrestrial birds are also
threatened with extinction. Populations are declining and breeding colonies disappearing.
While some threats are well known, others are only just emerging.
Example 1): The endangered Hutton’s shearwater is endemic to Kaikōura and breeds
nowhere else in the world, with only two natural colonies remaining and ongoing
declines.
Example 2): Red-billed gull numbers are falling so rapidly the species now appears on
threatened species lists, being classified as Nationally Vulnerable. Numbers have fallen
sharply at the three main breeding colonies and are expected to plummet by between
50-70% over the next three decades. Kaikōura’s red-billed gull colony is the largest
remaining (and also fastest declining) mainland gull colony.
Example 3): Spotted and pied shag numbers have decreased drastically in Kaikoura’s
coastal waters, with large die-offs every year due to ongoing declines associated with
marine heatwaves. Penguins, albatrosses, shorebirds and many others are equally facing
ongoing population plummets.
Example 4): Sperm whales are being displaced and are no longer finding the Kaikōura
Canyon environment a favourable habitat.
Example 5): Endangered Hector’s dolphins have several sub-populations (north and south
of the peninsula) in Kaikōura waters, and are at risk of being genetically isolated from
other populations as numbers diminish up and down the east coast.
Leadership in the biodiversity space and promoting biodiversity protection is a key issue
for Council. Where is Council input on this? Council has a role to play, if not financially,
then at the very least in public engagement. The culture in Kaikōura in regards to the
environment, has been one of complacency. Council can help lead changing perceptions
via outreach.
As Council will be well aware, local government has a duty to maintain indigenous
biological diversity. Councils have a function at the district level, to delivering biodiversity
outcomes alongside regional councils, the Department of Conservation, and conservation
organisations. This includes maintenance, protection, enhancement and restoration.
Councils are mandated to maintain biological diversity; protect significant indigenous
fauna and flora; safeguard the life supporting capacity of local ecosystems; preserve the
natural character of the natural environment; and avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any
adverse effects of activities on the environment.

The Local Government Act 2002 requires all Councils to set and meet community
outcomes, in order to manage economic, social, environmental and cultural issues. The
Act is outcomes-focused, requiring local authorities to plan for and report on specific and
measurable results in communities and their environments.
Council can provide leadership for biodiversity in this region, working with the community
and partner organisations to protect and restore biodiversity. The protection of natural
values is possible through advocacy, outreach, education, strategy, policy, monitoring,
and enforcement.
The environment is listed as one of Council’s “Community Outcomes”:
Council states that "Our draft LTP community outcomes capture what we aim to
achieve in promoting the social, economic, environmental, and cultural wellbeing of
the community.” The LTP does not capture any aims for environmental outcomes, please
elaborate.
Council states that “We value and protect our environment”. In what way does Council
value and protect the environment? Where are these values stated, and what protection
mechanisms and strategies does Council have in place? The LTP is Councils’ most
important planning document, yet there is no environmental vision in the LTP for the next
10 years. Beyond climate change (threats to infrastructure) and water conservation, there
is no environmental planning or guidance in place by Council at all.
Council states that there is a “Common goal for sustainable guardianship of our
environment”. How does Council propose to show true stewardship and guardianship?
Given that Kaikōura is a unique biodiversity hotspot worldwide, where is accountability to
protect and enhance biodiversity? How does Council propose to protect the environment
or show leadership in this space? There are no environmental outcomes stated in the LTP
on this significant issue.
“Kaikōura District Council recognises the ecological importance of Kaikōura’s
biodiversity, particularly for marine mammal populations, which are crucial for our
thriving tourism industry.” Council acknowledges the ecological importance of Kaikōura,
yet contributes in no way towards biodiversity protection. Moreover, the above statement
indicates that Council values only those species which directly correlate to high tourism
turnover (e.g. whales and dolphins).
Given that tourism is based directly on biodiversity attractions relying on an abundance of
wildlife, and tourism income is the largest GDP in Kaikōura - Council should value all
biodiversity equally and not place more importance on one wildlife group (e.g. marine
mammals) above another (e.g. seabirds, shorebirds, terrestrial fauna, freshwater fauna).
Furthermore, the biodiversity in this region should be prized for its uniqueness and
diversity, and not for monetary gain/profit.

Kaikōura largely relies on biodiversity and its environment for tourism, and the
employment this industry brings. Endemic wildlife and the environment, which largely
underpin the Kaikōura economy, should be valued and protected adequately as a whole.
Safeguarding nature in turn safeguards the region’s tourism network and economic
development. If we do not have the foundation of a functioning intact ecosystem, then
the district's economy will eventually falter.
In regards to environmental matters, Council also states the following in the LTP: “The
Council provides office space to support baseline research on resident marine
mammal species to ensure populations are being managed in a sustainable way.” This
statement is not only incorrect, but also a woeful inclusion in the LTP, appearing as an
obvious justification and highlighting the lack of Council efforts in the biodiversity sector.
The proposed research was not necessarily based on resident marine mammal species,
nor centred on proving that populations are being managed in a sustainable manner.
Furthermore, the office space which was aimed at students, is not even in use - due to a
lack of funds.
Finally, we suggest an ‘Environmental Vision’ in the LTP, for example: “Kaikōura’s unique,
natural environment is healthy, protected and sustainable for future generations, by
protecting and enhancing biodiversity, and promoting kaitiakitanga/custodianship of
our whenua/land, moana/ocean and awa/waterways.”
In closing, we request that Council re-evaluates its aspirations for both the Community
(Arts & Culture) and Environment (Biodiversity) outcomes in the LTP. It is time to
strategically align Kaikōura with nationwide standards for both sectors.
Yours sincerely,

Ben Foster, Artist
Ambassador for the Mayfair Arts & Culture Centre

Sabrina Luecht, Wildlife Biologist
Kaikōura Wildlife Rescue
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About Sport Tasman
Sport Tasman is a charitable trust and one of 14 charitable regional sports trusts that operates
around New Zealand. Our aim is to improve community wellbeing through getting more people,
more active, more often.
We use active recreation, sport and play as our key tools and currently have a particular focus on
reaching our Rangatahi and Tamariki who are less active.
Our region includes, Kaikōura, Marlborough, Buller, Tasman and Nelson and we have important
strategic partnerships in place with Sport New Zealand, Rātā Foundation and multiple other
community funders.

The importance of Council
Sport Tasman views the Kaikōura District Council as a critical partner for the work we do and
greatly appreciates the support and investment of the Council, particularly as a provider of sport
and recreation facilities. We are enormously appreciative of the funding contribution made by
Council and partnership towards our coordinator role, to impact on the wellbeing of young people
in the rohe.
Play, active recreation and sport make an enormous contribution to the health and wellbeing of
all residents and ratepayers of the Kaikōura District Council. Physical activity, its wide-ranging
benefits and its importance to our communities, we believe are fundamental to meeting the
Council’s vision to “Move Kaikōura Forward.”
Sport Tasman supports the vision for the District based on its five community outcomes . We see
particularly strong alignment between Sport Tasman’s work and four of the Council’s 5
community outcomes identified on page 8 of the long term plan consultation document.
•
•
•
•

Community
o In particular partnerships with iwi, youth as a strong strategic focus and support
for and partnership with multiple community groups.
Services
o With regard to facilities that are fit for purpose, affordable and meet current and
future needs.
Environment
o We advocate for environment as a voice for rangatahi and their desire to become
kaitiaki of the whenua.
Future
o Partnering to create and enhance wellbeing opportunities through physical
activity.

We also acknowledge the challenges Council faces with balancing the various competing demands
such as growth, transport, climate change and water quality within a context of falling revenue.
The impact of Covid-19 will be with us for some time to come, so too the decisions made in this
10-year Budget.
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The impact of COVID-19 on the play, active recreation and
sport sector
COVID-19 has placed significant pressure on Aotearoa New Zealand’s play, active recreation and
sport system.
•

Through our insights, we know the COVID-19 lockdowns have exacerbated inequalities,
putting some population groups at even more risk regarding their physical and mental
wellbeing.

•

Analysis of media commentary also identified concerns about returning to previous
activities in shared public spaces due to safety.

•

Sector organisations which play a key role in allowing New Zealanders to be active were
also impacted by COVID-19. These impacts include lost revenue, cash flow difficulties,
reduced capacity and change of membership.

All these things have hit the sector hard, and Sport NZ is working with regional sports trusts,
councils, and other local stakeholders to find solutions to help address these. We acknowledge
that the consideration of the impact of COVID-19 has been noted in the consultation document,
with a significant “Shovel Ready” grant being received towards the new Aquatic Centre. We also
acknowledge the Council’s securing of Mayors Taskforce for Jobs funding towards three positions
which are supporting young people into employment.

Target audiences and activity areas
It is projected the Kaikōura District will have a marginal decrease in total population over the
coming years, though with slightly projected increases in the 15-39 and particularly over 65 age
groups (Stats NZ). The Māori population are projected to increase the most across all age ranges,
with rises also projected in Pasifika and those identifying as Asian. Sport Tasman currently has a
particular focus on rangatahi and tamariki (aged 5 – 18). We aspire to increase the levels of activity
for those tamariki and rangatahi who are less active.
Kaikōura has had significant years of challenge and has growing pockets of lower socio economic
and disadvantaged communities. People living in these communities are most at risk of missing
out, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Māori and pacific communities.
Low income communities where participation is declining.
Growth of new ethnic communities where physical activity preferences differ.
Women and Girls.
People with disabilities.

We strongly support district revitalisation proposals particularly relating to opportunities for
youth. We are also particularly interested in collaborations that lead to movement and activity
be that sport, play or active recreation, given a change in distribution of demographics within the
population naturally leads to changing participation preferences.

What Sport Tasman has achieved with our target audiences
Sport Tasman has led, supported or delivered numerous targeted community activities in the last
year. These have included:
•
•

Management of the temporary pool.
Regular planned activities with Te Ha o Mātauranga, including supporting a girls kayaking
adventure.
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•
•
•
•

A rangatahi girls outdoor education trip alongside the Runanga.
Supporting events in the region.
A primary school interschool football competition.
Free equipment use for holiday programmes.

Kaikōura District Council investment in sport and active
recreation
Sport Tasman acknowledges the challenges faced by Council in providing community services through its
sport and recreation assets and that Kaikōura has a large network of facilities, many of which are ageing
and require significant renewal investment.
Sport Tasman, Kaikōura District Council and Sport NZ have been working with the active recreation and
sports sector to develop a co-ordinated and collaborative approach for future sport and recreation facility
provision that provides Council with a high-level strategic view of infrastructure needs for the region and
the evaluation criteria to prioritise investment and ultimately make better decisions. This has culminated
in the publishing of the Regional Sport and Recreation Spaces and Places Strategy for the Top of the South
Island.
The priorities for this plan include:
•
•
•

Infrastructure investment in regional sport and recreation hub development.
Delivery of more integrated community sport and recreation participation opportunities by
supporting the sharing of resources and services realised through community partnerships and
facilities.
Strategic collaborations to increase the number of people walking and cycling for sport,
recreation and active transport.

Sport Tasman Feedback on Your Long Term Plan
In response to the draft 2021-31 LTP consultation document, we wish to provide the following
feedback:
1. Cycle and walkways
• Walking and cycling are in the top 5 activities cited for New Zealanders, thus Sport
Tasman supports the opportunities available for active transport as a result of the
proposal to invest in footpath upgrade maintenance, in addition to proposed
investment in cycle and walkways.
2. District Plan Review
• Sport Tasman supports Kaikōura District Council’s preferred option for the
planned District Plan review. We support any opportunity that includes
considerations for enhancing play, active recreation and sport where appropriate,
given their contribution to overall community wellbeing.
3. Kaikōura Aquatic Centre
• Sport Tasman applauds the council over its investment in the successful
completion of the new pool complex and commitment to part fund annual
operating costs. We are excited to be considered as an ongoing partner in this
significant investment.
4. Kaikōura Scout Hall
• We support the planned renovation and refurbishment of the Scout Hall, given its
extensive use for community and youth events.
5. Sport Tasman coordinator
• We continue to be extremely appreciative and thankful of the Council’s
contribution towards the funding of the Sport Tasman Active Recreation Advisor
and support this ongoing partnership, given its role in enhancing the wellbeing
of young people, by connecting them with physical activity opportunities within
the community and the outdoors. This important partnership role assists with
leveraging quality physical activity outcomes for the district.
SPORT TASMAN SUBMISSION: Kaikōura District Council LTP
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•

We would like to put to Council an opportunity to significantly improve the game
for wellbeing in the Kaikōura community, particularly for its young people:
o Currently, the Council’s investment of $20k allows us to afford a 15hr a
week role. We propose that Council lifts its investment to $40k making
this a 30hr a week role.
o In return, Sport Tasman will inject $20k of additional dollars into the
region.
o As part of this partnership, dedicated hours will be assigned to assist
local clubs and community groups with Tū Manawa fund applications for
investment in youth sport and recreation (Tū Manawa represents an
additional $20k + opportunity for Kaikōura).
o In Summary, a $40k investment by Council will lead to a $20k (plus Tū
Manawa of the same) – giving a total of $80k into youth wellbeing.
6. Infrastructure Strategy
• Sport Tasman supports the Council’s proposed additional investment for
significant projects related to the provision of sport and recreation facilities, in
line with the Regional Sport and Active Recreation Spaces and Places Strategy for
the Top of the South Island.
•

Sport Tasman advocates that Council continues to develop all opportunities
possible for walkways and cycleways, as they encourage an improvement in our
environment through lower greenhouse gas emissions, and their encouragement
of healthier, more active communities.

Sport Tasman recommendations – summary
That Council adopts Sport Tasman’s proposal around the Sport Tasman Community Role.
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67 - NZMCA
Kia Ora,
The New Zealand Motor Caravan Association (NZMCA) currently represents 107,000 New
Zealanders, many of whom enjoy exploring our country (including Kaikōura) at leisure in their
certified self-contained motorhomes and caravans. The association is a ratepayer to a NZMCA
owned motor caravan park located at 19 Old Beach Road in Kaikōura. The NZMCA advertises and
promotes Kaikoura as a Motorhome Friendly Town. Vicinity and easy access to shops and service
areas is a key criterion under this programme.
The NZMCA recognises a need for proper formed walkways and cycle paths for pedestrians and
cyclists to utilise and access services in the township. Our members enjoy commuting to local shops,
restaurants, cafes and other areas of interest on their bicycles and on foot. Many others enjoy
discovering bike trails, leisure walks and hiking in the greater Kaikōura area. The current bike and
pedestrian link located north of the river to our park has proven to be quite popular, however,
access to this trail requires people to travel along a very busy State Highway. This may deter some
members from visiting town on foot, particular the elderly.
The Long-Term Plan states that footpaths need to be improved and upgraded as it not safe for the
elderly in its current state. As NZMCA members are predominately retirees and baby boomers, many
would be included within this category. The LTP also proposes a significant extra investment to
upgrade footpaths, cycle, and walkways.
We support this initiative of the Council and recommend forming a cycle and pedestrian access to
the current bike link at the railway end of Mill Road. This will provide a safe and secure route for
members as well the public to access Kaikōura town centre, whilst reducing the need for large
vehicles to park in town. Access would also provide opportunities for people to explore Kaikōura and
take advantage of the activities this place has to offer. Members staying at the NZMCA Old Beach
Road Park and visiting the township add vibrancy and contribute to the local economy by spending
money locally. This is important for local towns and districts, particularly in light of the recent
pandemic that has affected the tourism economy.
The NZMCA is open to discussing contributions towards the costs of this accessway as it will be
beneficial to the local community as well as the tourists visiting Kaikōura.

Ngā mihi | Kind regards
Rayya Ali
Planning and Policy Advisor
New Zealand Motor Caravan Association Inc.
P 09 298 5466 extn. 709 | E rayya@nzmca.org.nz
4 Graham Road, Takanini, Auckland 2112
www.nzmca.org.nz
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69 - ECAN

28 June 2021
Mayor Craig Mackle
Kaikōura District Council
PO Box 6
Kaikōura 7340

Tēnā koe Craig,
Environment Canterbury submission on the Council’s draft Long-Term Plan 2021-31
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on your draft Long-Term Plan 2021-31. We
would like to acknowledge the huge amount that has been achieved in your district towards
earthquake recovery over the last three years, and the challenges ahead
to continue rebuilding the economy and support tourism as the lifeblood of the district. In
these current uncertain times, working together in partnership will continue to be critical. Our
communities need a collaborative, joined-up approach and we look forward to working together
to achieve this.
Canterbury Regional Forums
The Canterbury Mayoral Forum, and the regional forums and working groups that support it,
provide valuable mechanisms for local government in Canterbury. The Mayoral Forum is also a
key means of demonstrating a strong and unified voice on the priority issues for our region. With
the current challenges facing local government through the three waters and resource
management reforms and the evolving role of local government, the value of this strong and
unified voice cannot be underestimated. We appreciate your continued commitment to working
alongside Mayoral Forum colleagues for the benefit of Canterbury and its communities, and we
look forward to continuing to work with your Council as we implement the Canterbury Regional
Forums’ work programmes, particularly the Mayoral Forum’s Plan for Canterbury, over the
remainder of this local government term.
Canterbury Water Management Strategy and Biodiversity
The Canterbury Water Management Strategy’s Fit for Future project provided a platform that
recognised the extensive work and investment from Canterbury councils that contributed
towards achieving the goals for 2025. To support additional actions required to progress the
goals, the project developed a work programme tailored for each Canterbury council.
Environment Canterbury notes that Kaikōura District Council accepted the work programme and
has been implementing the Canterbury Water Management Strategy in areas of drinking water,
wastewater, stormwater, water use efficiency and biodiversity.

We support Council’s level of service to provide specific support to projects involving Significant
Natural Areas, and discretionary funding for environmental initiatives. We also encourage
Council to continue its work to identify and map Significant Natural Areas throughout the
district, including developing implementation programmes to protect these areas, in preparation
for the requirements of the new national direction on indigenous biodiversity.
We support the Council’s involvement in and support of the Canterbury Biodiversity Champions
group and look forward to working together to develop shared regional approaches to key
biodiversity challenges for the region, including coastal and marine biodiversity. We support the
Council continuing its work with partners to protect and enhance biodiversity values in the
district and address biosecurity issues. In particular, we support the further integration of our
respective work programmes such as ‘Love the Lyell’ and the work in the wider Kaikōura Flats
catchments and continued support for the Ngāti Kurī Collective (Ngāti Kurī, Kaikōura District
Council, Hurunui District Council, Department of Conservation and Environment Canterbury).
We acknowledge the Council’s participation in, and support of the Kaikōura Water Zone
Committee. We thank the Council for its ongoing commitment to the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy and its willingness to work collaboratively and share information with
other councils.
Infrastructure
Environment Canterbury commends the Council for taking over the Fernleigh water scheme
and, along with the East Coast water supply, undertaking immediate treatment upgrades to bring
them up to drinking water standards. We also support the Council’s efforts to promote more
water use efficiency measures within the Kaikōura community. We encourage the Council to
undertake a progressive pipe renewal programme to remove the 9 km of aging asbestos cement
pipelines for the Kaikōura community.
With respect to wastewater, we ask that when approving any subdivision expansion, Council
consider investment in reticulation of wastewater systems to reduce the potential contamination
risk to source water that provides drinking-water in Canterbury.
We note the intention to close the current landfill in 2024 and would like an indication of where
Council intends to send waste after date, and an assurance that appropriate safeguards will be
put in place to protect the environment.
Roading
Environment Canterbury is supportive of the approach taken by Kaikōura District Council in
proposing an option of increased borrowing to fund a backlog of road maintenance. Maintaining
core levels of road maintenance is an ongoing challenge for many councils.
The Draft Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan 2021-31 recognises this
challenge. Engaging in transparent discussions with our communities on the issue strengthens
the foundation for improved regional advocacy and collaboration, should this be pursued.

Finally, we would like to commend your council for demonstrating leadership and continuing to
build and strengthen your partnership with Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura. The contribution from Ngāti
Kurī in your consultation document is an excellent example of this partnership in action.

Yours sincerely

Jenny Hughey
Chair
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I would like to be heard.
Following from the consultation document
Page 8: Council Draft Community Outcomes
These are all good, wholesome outcomes. I would expand on a couple.
Development – We promote and support the development of a diverse economy.
We have put way too much emphasis on tourism while neglecting promotion of other economic
engines. (i.e. clean manufacturing, industry, retirement homes)
Environment – We value and protect our ecological and visual environment.
There are a number of concerns around damage to our visual environment. One of the issues that
relates is the proliferation of off-site signage as has been brought to Council's attention again last
year. As I have not found any reference to budgeting for enforcement of the signs bylaw it would
appear there may be no intention to renew it. Please at least budget for the review and enforcement.
Page 12: Roads
Following a financial plan that allows for what can be classified as road maintenance is sensible.
That includes re-seal to stop water infiltration, and renewal of underlying pavement where that is
subsiding. However, all new seal on unsealed roads should be diverted in favour of increasing the
funding for even more improvements to footpaths than what is outlined in this plan.
We should all be doing what we can to move people out of their cars and onto footpaths and bike
lanes to decrease our emissions.
As for safety, a bad patch job on an urban road is less of a hazard to a vehicle occupant than a bad
patch job on a footpath is to a pedestrian.
Page 14: Footpaths
It is good to see that again there seems to be an honest attempt to prioritise footpaths. Because of
past failures and current procedures, there are a number of aspects that should be addressed.
While it is good to see a renewed commitment to upgrading footpaths I would suggest it does not go
far enough. In addition to the $160,000 each year from 2023 to 2031 from rates, I would suggest a
commitment to borrow $500,000 over the next 5 years ($100,000 each year) to augment the
$160,000. This would help mitigate the loss of the $1,000,000 that was promised in 2016 but was
withdrawn by staff so we did not receive the benefit from that over the past 5 years. This was
promised and retracted before the earthquake and pandemic.
Furthermore, when I asked at one of the LTP catchups, about language that might be added to the
LTP to insure that footpaths would not suffer the same fate as in years past whereby staff decided to
reprioritise funds that had been approved for them, the response from the mayor on how democracy
works, indicated I had not communicated my request adequately. It is not about the community
changing their priorities, rather it was was about staff taking it upon themselves to disregard
direction given to them by Councillors as representatives of the community. My request for
language to strengthen your resolve to prioritise footpaths remains. This is not related to
reprioritisations made because of earthquakes or pandemics.
Before any money is spent going forward, a committee that includes relevant stakeholders from the
community, staff, Waka Kotahi, should be formed to inform proper design and specification
standards to be applied to all new and renewed footpaths in Kaikoura. This approach is
recommended in the NZ pedestrian-planning-guide. The past approach has been to throw good
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money after bad in a hap-hazard way with no consistency or aesthetic consideration. For example, if
Beach Road footpaths are paved in their current state, without mitigating the stumble hazards
caused by driveway encroachments, good intentions will be for nought.
As requested in one of several of my presentations on the subject in 2015 and 2016, I again request
that the standards in the NZ pedestrian-planning-guide be adopted for whenever new work or
repairs are made to our footpaths before expending new money. I re-submit that here:
Public Input
15 July 2015
Kaikoura Council
Ralph Hogan
It is accepted that reducing emissions while contributing to the health and
well-being of a community is a good thing. Beach Road/Churchill Street is
the main arterial connector from the north to the south of Kaikoura. Safe
access by foot and cycle to homes, business, work, and schools along this
route is paramount for the future of Kaikoura.
While Council has indicated putting down asphalt instead of seal and
shingle, the current configuration is not to a modern standard and inhibits
use by pedestrians, cyclists, wheel chairs and mobility scooters.
Rather than putting funds into band-aids, specifications should be adopted
for all future foot paths on either side of this route to bring them to a
modern standard and incorporate bicycle use. Looking to international
standards could provide solutions that local standards do not address. The
most cost effective in the short term is often not effective in the long term.
The local practice of cutting driveways through the footpaths rather than
keeping the footpaths at a continuous and level surface makes traversing
them difficult. It can be quite painful for some in wheelchairs and mobility
scooters to drop down into driveway encroachments. Pedestrians can easily
lose their footing. Using the curb as the outside limit for the asphalt, while
seeming cost effective, presents problems with the overall effectiveness.
The future under-grounding of power, existing power poles, buried services,
existing widths, existing camber of the State Highway all present
surmountable obstacles that can be overcome or mitigated. Additional funds
should be provided by NZTA as the current use by bicycles on the State
Highway is extremely unsafe. There is clearly insufficient space available
within the road surface for parked cars and traffic to then include bicycles.
Before anything else, the footpaths on either side should be designated and
labelled as both footpaths and cycleways. While the local police may not
cite bicycles on the footpath, it is technically not legal to ride there and
some will not do it. They simply do not use their bikes. This would, as a
minimum, give them license to do so. Painting symbols on the cycle/footpath
would keep cost and obstructions by signs to a minimum.
As you see, back in 2015 Council was favouring asphalt over chip seal. In a February 2020 Council
report (Potential Footpath Improvements) the indication was that asphalt was near the same cost as
inferior chip seal. I now hear rumours that there are plans to put down chip seal on footpaths. Loose
chip is the cause of falls due to slipping. The following are the main concerns regarding stumble,
slip, and trip hazards.
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• Driveway ramps interfering with the through way causing stumble hazards.
• Inappropriate surfaces causing slip hazards. (chip seal with loose chip)
• Low spec for patching causing trip hazards.
• Prioritisation for renewal, repair, and new builds.
• Aesthetic considerations
The 2020 report was a summary of “detailed inspection of footpaths, kerbs and sumps in the
Kaikoura urban area having been conducted by Onsite Developments Ltd in May 2019, the results
of which were subsequently analysed by WSP Opus.” According to the summary report, “The
inspection was a very detailed one, undertaken by a very experience(d) specialist assessor travelling
the full 34km length of footpaths in the town.”
The report also said “The overall results of the condition assessment,...are considered to be
surprising, to the extent that a number of Council staff who have seen them have questioned their
validity.” For example the study rated anything better than “fair” as “excellent” and loose metal
footpaths as “excellent.”
Several cycleway options have been put forth in the past and all have been shot down with
inadequate arguments that mislead or distracted from the relevant or important questions. They led
to false conclusions.
There has been a reluctance to include the community at large as it has been expressed in the past
that certain staff members have the knowledge and expertise to do this work and individual
community members have nothing significant to contribute.
There are a number of ways these risks can be mitigated but those methods need to be adopted
before spending more money on new work. The current process is not satisfactory. As
recommended in the NZ pedestrian-planning-guide, the community should be brought into the
process. A committee that consists of various stakeholders could be formed and an updated walking
and cycling strategy could be developed. The Kaikoura Walking and Cycling Strategy of 2009
could be used as a starting point.
Our community includes more older people, people with visual and other impairments, and some
with dementia so we must give greater attention to slip, stumble and trip hazards than we might
otherwise think. It is imperative that we adopt a plan and specifications before embedding those
hazards under new expensive work.
Page 16: District Plan Review
I would favour a review of the District plan that sooner rather than later looked at modifying zoning
and building controls (i.e. building heights, protection of aesthetics, reserves, significant landscape
controls, subdivisions, air quality controls that Ecan are neglecting)
I prefer paying as we go but considering the low interest rates I can live with the borrowing.
Page 18 Urban Rubbish Collection
While it is good to see that the intention is to favour user pays for rubbish collection with a 30/70
split (as stated at one of the LTP meetups) I would still contend that it should be 100% user pays. To
do otherwise is an indignity and a snub to all those who have been doing everything they can to
reduce their rubbish and promote the zero waste ethos of Council and our District for all these
years.
Page 20: Tourism and Business Support
If the tourism related businesses want to support the proposal with their rates that is fine by me. If,
however, there was an initiative to broaden the economic base beyond tourism instead of putting all
our economic security eggs in one basket, that would be preferable.
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Imagine, if you will, there was, I don't know, a global pandemic, or something that crippled the
tourism industry, wouldn't it be great to have some other economic infrastructure in place.
Page 21: Climate Change
As a global partner, I would put this at the highest priority. Just because we got a reprieve on the
effects of sea-level rise from our 2016 earthquake, the global effects are much more serious.
That being said, one of the most achievable actions to affect CO2 emissions includes reducing
vehicle requirements by increasing pedestrian and cycling transportation.
When prioritising outputs from Council, health and safety should be at the very top. Oviously, water
and sewer are right up there. So, too is access in the form of roads and footpaths.
While it is important to maintain roads before they are damaged in a more costly way, when
weighed against footpaths, I would contend that high-quality footpaths and cycleways are actually a
higher priority than high-quality roads.
Page 23: 3 Waters
Water and Sewer should be kept under local control. To trust two of our highest priorities to an
agency that is not rooted locally is not in our best interest. While stormwater is the least of concern,
it too should remain under local control. We are too isolated to rely on some far off entity to manage
very local concerns.
Page 24: Covid-19
Council was proactive in getting Covid related funding. Going forward it is hopeful that Council
takes the recommendations and past warnings more seriously to diversify the economic base away
from such heavy reliance on tourism-based business. Promoting manufacturing and other nontourism business is essential to protect against future pandemics, earthquakes and other crisis.
Page 25: What else...
The acquisition of the funding for Waiau Toa bridge restoration, Kaikoura Scout Hall, and the
Aquatic Centre are all great wins for our District.
Page 26: Next 10 Years
I hope to see ample support for the Kaikoura District Library going forward.
Upgrading and creating digital records is of paramount importance. Hopefully, learnings from past
mistakes will ensure proper protection of these records with backups on the ground and cloud
storage.
Page 27: What else...
I support continued monitoring, enforcement and adaption for the freedom camping initiatives.
Page 28: Development Contributions.
The error on page 256 in the supporting documents that has the contribution per HEU subtotal
adding to the Parks & reserves summing to $4,633.36 should be corrected to $8, 633.36 and be
reflected in corrected documentation.
While I am very happy that the 9 lot threshold is being removed, I am not happy about the reason
being given. It should never have been in place as it went against the legal requirement that it be
fair. It was never fair to make people that gained absolutely nothing from a subdivision to pick up
the infrastructure requirement costs. The recognition that it was not fair should have at least been
included with the other reasons stated.
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As for reducing the Community infrastructure portion on table 4 of page 255 to zero, it could be
argued that they should still be included to some degree because the amounts paid by either
ratepayers or taxpayers through government subsidies were paid to replace infrastructure to a
standard that included future growth to a level of 10,000 population. So it should make no
difference whether that extra amount was paid yesterday or tomorrow, it was paid for the benefit of
that future growth when it happens so should be reimbursed by those future developments.
Building and Resource Consent fees:
I agree that these fees should be increased to be borne solely by the direct users and not the
ratepayers at large.
Page 31: Financial Strategy
Second paragraph: “We are committed to ensuring rates are the last option as a funding source.
User pays, external funding, and debt will be sourced wherever these are more appropriate. It is the
Council's view that this financial strategy is prudent and sustainable.
Absolutely, where practical, user pays and external funding is prefered.
Am I to understand, by the wording of this previous paragraph that debt will be serviced by some
other source than the ratepayers? If so, please indicate. Otherwise rewording is in order.
Attached to email for future consideration and interested parties but not part of the formal
submission to be printed:
20090226 Kaikoura Walking and Cycling Strategy Final.pdf
20150916 Shared paths pro and con - Ralph Hogan
20160217 Footpath specification recommendations – Ralph Hogan.pdf
20200200 Footpath Upgrade - Council - Senior Manager Operations.pdf
Minimum Design Standards Cycles NZ 432.pdf
NZ pedestrian-planning-guide.pdf
nz-supplement-austroads-gtep-part-14-bicycles.pdf
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